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ABSTRACT

Xu, Ran PhD, Purdue University, December 2021. Approximation for Streaming Video Analytics on Mobile Devices. Major Professor: Saurabh Bagchi.

Approximate algorithms have shown great success to reduce the computation latency with minor accuracy loss. Such algorithms are especially useful on resource-constrained devices like mobile phones and embedded boards. However, current approximate algorithms for streaming video analytics cannot provide accuracy and latency guarantees. This happens in the face of changing content characteristics in the video stream and changing resource availability on the target devices.

In this dissertation, we propose the analytic foundation on how to characterize the accuracy and latency of approximate algorithms in a content and contention aware manner. We use this to enable an approximate algorithm to probabilistically meet a user-provided latency constraint or an accuracy target. We use video processing pipelines, a video object classification system, and a video object detection system as examples to demonstrate how our solution can improve the performance of streaming video analytic systems on the resource-constrained mobile and embedded devices. Our evaluation shows that our technique can be overlaid seamlessly on top of standard vision algorithms and provides superior accuracy-latency tradeoff over the start-of-the-art approaches.
1. INTRODUCTION

Approximate algorithms have enabled great potential to reduce the computation cost (latency) from its original exact version with minor accuracy loss. Such algorithms are especially useful for computationally heavy applications, on resource-constrained devices, and with stringent latency constraints. For example, state-of-the-art object detection algorithms for streaming videos are typically considered too heavy to run on mobile devices and meet the 30 fps latency requirement. The video object classification algorithms, though lighter than the detection ones, can also suffer the degraded performance due to varying content characteristics and dynamic resource contention\textsuperscript{1}. Thus, this dissertation mainly combines approximate algorithms and computationally heavy video analytic algorithms so as to achieve high accuracy within stringent latency requirements on mobile devices. To achieve this goal, both advanced analytical models and elegant systems design are required.

Designing approximate streaming video analytic systems is a challenging problem. Typically, a successful system faces three hard sub-problems in sequential–(1) how to apply proper approximate algorithms to the video analytic algorithms to largely reduce the computation latency with minor accuracy loss, (2) how to guarantee the accuracy and latency performance of such approximate video analytic algorithms given varying content characteristics and dynamic resource contention, and (3) how to design an efficient system so that the overhead of additional components due to approximation, modeling, and scheduling does not offset the benefits. Thus, these problems can be summarized as follows,

Problem Statement: *Approximate streaming video analytic systems require content and contention aware characterization to probabilistically meet accuracy and latency guarantees on resource-constrained mobile devices.*

To address these problems, a single analytic model is typically not sufficient. This dissertation mainly purposes many well-designed components to jointly work together, where each component aims to finish a specific task and all components together make the system outstanding. On three streaming video analytic systems–video processing pipelines, video object classification systems, and video object detection systems, our proposed design

\textsuperscript{1}We refer “resource contention” as the competition of computational resource, *e.g.* CPU, memory, and GPU, between concurrent applications on the devices.
achieves better performance than the previous state-of-the-art algorithms on the widely used datasets.

The dissertation is mainly composed of five work which either have been peer reviewed and published or are under review in the premier systems conferences, the systems journal, and the computer vision conference. Our VideoChef on video processing pipelines appeared at the 2018 USENIX Annual Technical Conference (USENIX ATC). Our ApproxNet on the video object classification system appeared at the ACM Transactions on Sensor Networks (TOSN). Our ApproxDet on the video object detection system appeared at the 18th ACM Conference on Embedded Networked Sensor Systems (SenSys). The research contributions of these work are summarized as follows:

1. **Efficient Approximation for Streaming Video Processing Pipelines:**

   Many video streaming applications require low-latency processing on resource-constrained devices. To meet the latency and resource constraints, developers must often approximate filter computations. A key challenge to successfully tuning approximations is finding the optimal configuration, which may change across and within the input videos because it is content-dependent. Searching through the entire search space for every frame in the video stream is infeasible, while tuning the pipeline off-line, on a set of training videos, yields suboptimal results. We present VideoChef, a system for approximate optimization of video pipelines. VideoChef finds the optimal configurations of approximate filters at runtime, by leveraging the previously proposed concept of canary inputs—using small inputs to tune the accuracy of the computations and transferring the approximate configurations to full inputs. VideoChef is the first system to show that canary inputs can be used for complex streaming applications. The two key innovations of VideoChef are (1) an accurate error mapping from the approximate processing with downsampled inputs to that with full inputs and (2) a directed search that balances the cost of each search step with the estimated reduction in the run time. We evaluate our approach on 106 videos obtained from YouTube, on a set of 9 video processing pipelines with a total of 10 distinct filters. Our results show significant performance improvement over the baseline and the previous approach that
uses canary inputs. We also perform a user study that shows that the videos produced by VideoChef are often acceptable to human subjects. In Chapter 2, I will present the design, implementation and evaluations of VideoChef in details.

2. **Content and Contention-Aware Video Object Classification System for Embedded Clients:**

Videos take a lot of time to transport over the network, hence running analytics on the live video on embedded or mobile devices has become an important system driver. Considering that such devices, *e.g.* surveillance cameras or AR/VR gadgets, are resource constrained, creating lightweight deep neural networks (DNNs) for embedded devices is crucial. None of the current approximation techniques for object classification DNNs can adapt to changing runtime conditions, *e.g.* changes in resource availability on the device, the content characteristics, or requirements from the user. We introduce ApproxNet, a video object classification system for embedded or mobile clients. It enables novel dynamic approximation techniques to achieve desired inference latency and accuracy trade-off under changing runtime conditions. It achieves this by enabling two approximation knobs within a single DNN model, rather than creating and maintaining an ensemble of models (*e.g.* MCDNN [MobiSys-16]. We show that ApproxNet can adapt seamlessly at runtime to these changes, provides low and stable latency for the image and video frame classification problems, and show the improvement in accuracy and latency over ResNet [CVPR-16], MCDNN [MobiSys-16], MobileNets [Google-17], NestDNN [MobiCom-18], and MSDNet [ICLR-18]. In Chapter 3, I will present the design, implementation and evaluations of ApproxNet in details.

3. **Content and Contention-Aware Approximate Object Detection for Mobiles:**

Advanced video analytic systems, including scene classification and object detection, have seen widespread success in various domains such as smart cities and autonomous systems. With an evolution of heterogeneous client devices, there is incentive to move these heavy video analytics workloads from the cloud to mobile devices for low latency and real-time processing and to preserve user privacy. However, most video analytic
systems are heavyweight and are trained offline with some \textit{pre-defined} latency or accuracy requirements. This makes them unable to adapt at runtime in the face of three types of dynamism — the input video characteristics change, the amount of compute resources available on the node changes due to co-located applications, and the user’s latency-accuracy requirements change. We introduce \textsc{ApproxDet}, an \textit{adaptive} video object detection framework for mobile devices to meet accuracy-latency requirements in the face of changing content and resource contention scenarios. To achieve this, we introduce a multi-branch object detection kernel, which incorporates a data-driven modeling approach on the performance metrics, and a latency SLA-driven scheduler to pick the best execution branch at runtime. We evaluate \textsc{ApproxDet} on a large benchmark video dataset and compare quantitatively to AdaScale and YOLOv3. We find that \textsc{ApproxDet} is able to adapt to a wide variety of contention and content characteristics and outshines all baselines, \textit{e.g.} it achieves 52\% lower latency and 11.1\% higher accuracy over YOLOv3. In Chapter 4, I will present the design, implementation and evaluations of \textsc{ApproxDet} in details.

4. \textbf{Cost and Content Aware Reconfiguration of Video Object Detection Systems for Mobile GPUs:}

An adaptive video object detection system selects different execution paths at runtime, based on a user specified latency requirement, video content characteristics, and available resources on a platform, so as to maximize its accuracy under the target latency service level agreement (SLA). Such a system is well suited for mobile devices with limited computing resources, often times running multiple contending applications. In spite of several recent efforts, we show that existing solutions suffer from two major drawbacks when facing a tight latency requirement (\textit{e.g.} 30 fps). \textit{First}, it can be very expensive to collect some feature values for a scheduler to decide on the best execution branch to run. \textit{Second}, the system suffers from the switching overhead of transitioning from one branch to another, which is variable depending on the transition pair. We address these challenges and present \textsc{LiteReconfig}, an efficient and adaptive video object detection framework for mobiles. Underlying \textsc{LiteReconfig} is a cost-benefit
analyzer for the scheduler that decides which features to use and then which execution branch to run at inference time. LiteReconfig is further equipped with a content-aware accuracy prediction model to select an execution branch tailored for frames in a streaming video. With a large-scale real-world video dataset and two leading edge embedded devices with mobile GPUs, we demonstrate that LiteReconfig achieves significantly better accuracy under a set of varying latency requirements when compared to existing adaptive object detection systems, while running at speeds of up to 50 fps on an NVIDIA AGX Xavier board. In Chapter 5, I will present the design, implementation and evaluations of LiteReconfig in details.

5. Multi-branch Object Detection Framework for Videos on Mobiles:

Several recent works seek to create lightweight deep networks for object detection on mobiles and, in particular, for video object detection. Many existing detectors intrinsically support adaptive inference, and offer a multi-branch object detection framework (MBODF). Here, an MBODF is referred to as a solution that has many execution branches and one can dynamically choose from among them at inference time to satisfy varying latency requirements (e.g. by varying resolution of the input frame). In this paper, we ask, and answer, the wide-ranging question across all MBODFs: How to expose the right set of execution branches and then how to schedule the optimal one at inference time? In addition, we uncover the importance of making a content-aware decision on the branch to run, as the optimal one is conditioned on the video content. Finally, we explore a content-aware scheduler, an Oracle one, and then a practical one, leveraging various lightweight feature extractors. Our evaluation shows that layered on Faster R-CNN-based MBODF, compared to 7 baselines, our method SmartAdapt achieves a higher Pareto optimal curve in the accuracy-vs-latency space for ILSVRC VID dataset. In Chapter 6, I will present the design, implementation and evaluations of SmartAdapt in details.
2. VIDEOCHEF: EFFICIENT APPROXIMATION FOR STREAMING VIDEO PROCESSING PIPELINES

2.1 Introduction

Video processing has brought many emerging applications such as augmented reality, virtual reality, and motion tracking. These applications implement complex video pipelines for video editing, scene understanding, object recognition and object classification [1], [2]. They often consume significant computational resources, but also require short response time and low energy consumption. Often, the applications need to run on the local machines instead of the cloud, due to latency [1], bandwidth [3], or privacy constraints [4].

To enable low-latency and low-energy video processing, we leverage the fact that most stages in the video pipeline are inherently approximate because human perception is tolerant to modest differences in images and many end goals of video processing require only estimates (e.g., detecting object movement or counting the number of objects in a scene [5]). Many domain-specific algorithms have exposed algorithmic knobs, that can e.g., subsample the input images or replace expensive computations with lower-accuracy but faster alternatives [6]–[9]. To complement domain-specific approximations, researchers have proposed various generic system-level techniques that expose additional knobs for optimizing performance and energy of applications while trading-off accuracy of the results. The techniques span compilers [10]–[15], systems [16]–[20], and architectures [14], [21]–[24].

Content-dependent Approximation. A fundamental challenge of uncovering the full power of both generic and domain specific approximations is finding the configurations of these approximations that provide maximum savings, while providing acceptable results for each given input. This challenge has two main parts.

First, the optimal approximation setting is dependent on the content of the video, not just on the algorithms being used in the processing pipeline. Often individual videos, or parts of the same video should have different approximation settings, requiring the program to make the decisions at runtime. Second, the optimization needs to explore a large number of approximate configurations before selecting the optimal one for the given input, requiring the optimizer to construct off-line models. Systems like Green [16] and Paraprox [14] dynamically
adapt the computation using runtime checks of the intermediate results, while Capri [25] selects approximation level from the input features at the program start. However, the systems rely on extensive off-line training to map the approximation levels to accuracy and performance.

To relax the dependency on off-line training, Laurenzano et al. [26] propose Input Responsive Approximation (IRA) for runtime recalibration with no offline training. IRA creates canary inputs, smaller representations of the full inputs (obtained via subsampling), and then re-runs the computation on the canary input with different approximation settings, until it finds the most efficient setting that maintains the accuracy requirement (on the canary). While the concept is promising, the application of IRA to video processing pipelines is limited:

- IRA has been applied to individual computational kernels (in contrast to full pipelines). It is unclear how to capture the interactions between the stages of the pipeline, how often to calibrate, and what are the optimal canary sizes.

- IRA uses the approximation settings derived from the canary input to the full input, assuming that the errors for the full and correlated inputs will be identical. However, this assumption is often incorrect (98% of cases, Figure 2.2) and leads to missed speedup opportunities.

- IRA’s greedy search may introduce additional overheads and may not find good approximation settings efficiently because it has no notion of what are the appropriate points in the stream to search.

**Our Solution: VideoChef**. We present VIDEOCHEF, a fast and efficient processing pipeline for streaming videos. VIDEOCHEF can optimize the performance subject to accuracy constraints for the system-level and domain-specific approximations of all kernels in the video processing pipeline. Figure 2.1 presents VIDEOCHEF’s end-to-end workflow:

- Like IRA, VIDEOCHEF uses small-sized canary input to guide the on-line search for approximation setting. However, unlike IRA, VIDEOCHEF is tailored for optimization of the whole video processing pipelines, not just individual kernels.
Figure 2.1. End-to-end flow of approximate video processing with VIDEOCHEF. The video processing pipeline comprises multiple filters, which can be approximated to save computation at the expense of tolerable video quality. The offline and the online components of VIDEOCHEF work together to determine the best approximation setting for each approximable filter block.

- In contrast to IRA, VIDEOCHEF presents a finely tunable prediction model for mapping the error from the canary input to that with the original input. This prediction model is trained offline and hence does not generate any additional runtime overhead. At the same time, it is much more lightweight than the full off-line training employed by other approaches.

- At runtime, VIDEOCHEF performs an efficient search through the space of approximation settings and ensures that the cost of the search does not overwhelm the benefit of approximating the computation.
We evaluate VideoChef with three error models and two search strategies, applied to a corpus of 106 YouTube videos from 8 content categories, which span the range of video features (e.g., color and motion). We analyze 10 filters arranged in 9 pipelines of size 3. We find that VideoChef is able to reach within 20% of the theoretical best performance possible and outperforms IRA’s performance by 14.6% averaged across all videos and saves on an average 39.1% over the exact computation given a relatively restrict quality requirement. While given a more loose quality requirement, VideoChef is able to reach within 26.6% of the theoretical best and also achieve higher performance gain – 53.4% and 61.5% over IRA and exact computation, respectively.

While we have framed this discussion in terms of video processing, the novel contributions outlined below apply to other low-latency streaming applications, with the fundamental requirement that the characteristics change to some extent from one segment of the stream to another, for instance, online video gaming, augmented reality and virtual reality applications.

**Contributions.** We make the following contributions:

1. We present VideoChef, a system for performance and accuracy optimization of video streaming pipelines. It consists of off-line and on-line components, that together adapt the application’s approximation level to the desired output quality.

2. We build a predictive model to accurately estimate the quality degradation in the full output from the error generated when using the canary input. This enables more aggressive approximation setting the approximation algorithm that has tunable knobs.

3. We propose an efficient and incremental search technique for the optimal approximation setting that takes hints from the video encoding parameters to reduce the overhead of the search process.

4. We demonstrate the benefits of VideoChef through (1) quantitative evaluation on various real-world video contents and filters and (2) a user study.
2.2 Background and Motivation

Error Metric: At a high-level, a video is composed of a sequence of image frames. To quantify the error in the output or the processed video due to approximation, we measure the Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) of the output video. PSNR is the average of the PSNRs of the individual frames in the output video. Suppose that a video consists of \( K \) frames where each frame has \( M \times N \) pixels. Let \( Y_k(i, j) \) be the value of the pixel at \((i, j)\) position on the \( k\)-th frame of the processed video without any use of approximation, and \( Z_k(i, j) \) be the value of the pixel when approximation was applied. Then, the PSNR of the approximate output is computed as follows:

\[
PSNR = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{k=0}^{K-1} 20 \times \log_{10} \frac{\text{MaxValue}}{\sqrt{MSE(Z_k, Y_k)}}
\]  

(2.1)

where \( \text{MaxValue} \) is the maximum possible pixel value present in the frame, and \( MSE(Z_k, Y_k) \) is the mean square error between \( Z_k \) and \( Y_k \), i.e., \( \sum_i \sum_j (Z_k(i, j) - Y_k(i, j))^2 \), as a result of approximation. Thus, lower the PSNR, the higher the error in the output video.

Isn’t the problem solved by IRA and Capri? IRA (Input Responsive Approximation) [26] and Capri [25] attempted to address the problem of selecting optimal approximation level for individual inputs.

IRA [26] solely relies on canary inputs to search for best approximation settings. Thus, it implicitly assumes that the magnitude of error corresponding to a particular approximation setting on the canary inputs is identical to the error with the same approximation settings on the full-sized inputs. But, Figure 2.2 shows our experiment with 424 real images and 216 different approximation settings. We found that for the same approximation settings, the PSNR of the full-sized inputs can be significantly different from the PSNR of the canary inputs. Most of the points (about 98%) are above the diagonal, indicating that the error on the full input is lower than that with the canary input for the same approximation level.

We attribute the difference in the approximation to the higher variations between neighboring pixel values for canary inputs. Therefore, for the same approximation settings, the approximate processing on canary inputs gives lower PSNR. We found that on an average,
Figure 2.2. The PSNR of full-sized output versus the PSNR of canary output, for the I-frames of 106 videos on one of our application Boxblur-Vignette-Dilation video filter pipeline. The PSNR of full output is higher for over 98% approximation settings and 45.1% of the approximation settings lie in such a zone that is ignored by IRA approach but actually satisfies the quality requirement.

the PSNR of a full-sized output is 5.36 dB higher than the PSNR of canary output. Therefore, IRA misses an opportunity for more aggressive optimization that can fit within the user-specified quality threshold.

Capri [25] rigorously addresses the problem of selecting the best approximation settings to minimize the computational cost, while meeting the error bound. But Capri also fails in the video processing setting because it does not recalibrate itself with the stream and thus cannot change its approximation settings when the characteristics of the stream change. Further, it (1) relies on prior enumeration of all possible inputs, which is impossible in this target domain, and (2) performs the selection of approximation settings completely offline,
which reduces the cost of the optimization but makes it non-responsive to changes in the input data.

### 2.3 Solution Overview

Figure 2.1 shows the end-to-end workflow of streaming video processing, with approximation. **Approximation.** Under normal processing, a video decoder converts the video into its constituent frames. Then a sequence of “filters” (synonymously, processing steps or pipeline stages) is applied to each frame. Examples include blurring filter (e.g., at the TSA airport checkpoint scanners) and edge detection filter (e.g., for counting people in a scene). Finally, the transformed frames are optionally put together by a video encoder. To make such processing fast and resource efficient, VIDEOCHEF intelligently uses selective approximation (Section 2.3.1) during the computation of the filters. The user sets the quality constraint on the output video quality. An example specification is that the PSNR of the output video should be above 30 dB.

**Accuracy Calibration with Canary Inputs.** For each representative frame (called “key frame” here), VIDEOCHEF determines a canary input (Section 2.3.2), which summarizes the full frame such that the dissimilarity between the full and the canary frame remains below a threshold. With the canary input, VIDEOCHEF occasionally recalibrates the approximation levels of the filters. It determines when to call the search algorithm using domain specific knowledge about the frames and scenes (Section 2.3.3). For this, we extract hints from the video decoder which lets VIDEOCHEF determine the key frames. This amortizes the cost of the search across many frames of the video, with 80-120 frames being a typical range for MPEG-4 videos. In the absence of such a video decoder, we have a variant, which triggers the search upon a scene change detection.

**Online Search for Optimal Tradeoffs.** VIDEOCHEF searches for the approximation setting of each filter that gives the lowest execution time subject to a threshold for the output quality (Section 2.3.4). Since the search for approximation is done with the canary input, the error of approximate computation is different from the error of the computation on the
full input. VideoChef introduces a method to accurately map between these two errors (Section 2.3.5). In performing this estimation, we consider multiple variants of VideoChef, depending on what features are available to the predictor, such as, some categorization of the video frame according to its image properties. Through this procedure, we aim to maximally leverage the approximation potential in the application and give flexible approximation choices.

2.3.1 Approximation techniques

The computations involved in filtering operations can be approximated by VideoChef in various ways as long as each of the underlying approximation techniques exposes knobs that can be tuned to control the approximation levels (ALs). For example, in the three popular program transformation-based approximation techniques, the variable approx_level is a tuning knob that controls the levels of approximation. A higher value implies more aggressive approximation, leading most often to higher speedup but also higher error. These transformations are performed automatically by a compiler (LLVM in our case).

**Loop perforation:** In loop perforation [11], [12], the computation is reduced by skipping some iterations, as shown below.

```c
for (i = 0; i < n; i = i + approx_level)
    result = compute_result();
```

**Loop truncation:** In loop truncation [11], [12], the last few iterations of the computation are dropped as shown in the following example:

```c
for (i = 0; i < (n − approx_level); i++)
    result = compute_result();
```

**Loop memoization:** In this technique [13], [14], for some iterations in a loop we compute the result and cache it. For other iterations we use the previously cached results.

```c
for (i = 0; i < n; i++)
    if (i % approx_level == 0)
        cached_result = result = compute_result();
    else
        result = cached_result;
```
2.3.2 Canary Inputs

To reduce the search overhead for finding the best approximation level within each frame of the video, we generate canary inputs for the frame following the work in [26]. A good canary input should meet two requirements: (1) it should be close enough to the original input so that the AL found by the canary is the same as the AL computed from the original; (2) it should be small enough that the search process using the canary input is efficient. We first define the dissimilarity metric to compare the canary sample video and the full-sized video and then show how to choose the appropriate canary input.

Metrics of Dissimilarity. We define two metrics of dissimilarity. Let a full-sized video have $K$ frames and $M \times N$ pixels in each frame, and each pixel has the property $X(i,j)$. A canary video has $K$ frames with $m \times n$ pixels, and the same property $Y(i,j)$. The property could be one component in the YUV colorspace of an image, where the Y component determines the brightness of the color (known as “luminance”) while the U and V components determine the color itself (known as “chroma”) and each ranges from 0 to 255. The “dissimilarity metric for mean” (SMM), is defined as follows (following [26]):

$$m_{Full} = \frac{1}{M \times N \times K} \sum_{i=0}^{K-1} \sum_{j=0}^{N-1} \sum_{i=0}^{M-1} X(i,j)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.2)

$$m_{Small} = \frac{1}{m \times n \times K} \sum_{i=0}^{K-1} \sum_{j=0}^{n-1} \sum_{i=0}^{m-1} Y(i,j)$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.3)

$$SMM = \frac{|m_{Small} - m_{Full}|}{m_{Full}}$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.4)

When a pixel has a vector of values, such as the YUV colorspace which has 3 values for the 3 components, then the SMM metric is combined across the different elements of the vector. The combination could be a simple average or a weighted average; we use the latter due to the higher weight of the Y-channel in the YUV colorspace. Similarly, we define the “dissimilarity metric of standard deviation” (SMSD) to capture the dissimilarity in the Standard Deviation between the full input and the canary input.
Generating Candidate Canary Videos. Given a frame of the video from which to generate the canary video, we resize the frame to a fraction $1/N$ of its original size to create the canary video. Typical sizes that we find useful in our target domain are $1/16$, $1/32$, $1/64$, $1/128$, $1/256$ of the original size. Since the frame is a 2-D matrix of pixels, to resize it to $1/N$ of its original size, we shrink the width and height each to $1/\sqrt{N}$ of the full size by sub-sampling 1 pixel out of every $\sqrt{N}$ pixels.

Reducing an input size causes at least proportional reduction in the amount of work inside the filter. Many filters that are finding increasing use are super-linear, where the benefit of using a small canary frame is even more significant. Two popular examples are determining optical flow to measure motion [27] and morphological filter [28], where the value of each pixel in the output image is based on a comparison of the corresponding pixel in the input image with its neighbors. We compute the similarity between the full-sized video frame and the canary video frame according to the metrics SMM and SMSD. We set the maximum dissimilarity metric we can tolerate as a threshold parameter—we find 10% is a practically useful threshold for both SMM and SMSD. Among all the qualified canary inputs, we select the smallest one as our final choice.

2.3.3 Identifying Key Video Frames

Searching for the best AL for each approximable program block is computationally expensive. Conceptually, we would want to repeat the search when the characteristic of the video changes significantly so that the optimal approximation setting is expected to be different. In practical terms, we want to perform such change point detection without having to parse the content of the video. Video encoders already provide hints when the content of the scene has changed significantly.

We make the observation that videos have temporal locality, and many frames in the same group will have the same approximation setting. Therefore, we can perform a single search once per a single group of frames. We leverage domain-specific knowledge about videos to automatically select the group boundaries in two ways:
Scene Change Detector. Our first observation is to recalibrate the approximation at the beginning of different scenes. This approach is general and works for any video format. There are mainly 2 classes of scene change detectors, namely, pixel-based and histogram-based. The pixel-based methods are highly sensitive to camera and object motion. Histogram-based methods are good for detecting abrupt scene changes. To keep our overhead low (since the detection algorithm runs on every frame), we limit ourselves to detecting only abrupt scene changes and use canary frames for this detection.

We implement a histogram-based scene change detector using only the Y-channel of the canary frames [29]. We experimentally found the Y-channel information was sufficient to detect abrupt scene changes and we were more concerned about overhead of scene change detector than its accuracy. The algorithm detects a scene change whenever the sum of the absolute difference across all the bins of histograms of two consecutive frames is greater than some predefined threshold (20% of the total pixels in our evaluation). Our experiments show that the optimal configuration (found through offline brute-force search) changes dramatically at scene change boundaries but stay relatively stable within a group of frames.

I-frame Selection for MPEG videos. The second solution takes advantage of I-frames, present in the popular H.264 encoder (which the MPEG-4 and many other video formats follow). It defines three main types of frames: \textit{I}, \textit{P}, and \textit{B} frames [30]. An I-frame uses intra-prediction meaning the predicted pixels within this frame are formed using only samples from the same frame. The P- and the B-frames use inter-prediction meaning the predicted pixel within this frame depends on samples from the same frame as well as samples from other frames around it (the distinction between P- and B-frames is not relevant for our discussion).

When to insert an I-frame (also called a “reference frame”) depends on the exact coding scheme being used, but in all such coding schemes that we are aware of, a big difference in the frame triggers the insertion of a new I-frame, since inter-coding will give almost as long a code as intra-coding. Further, because an I-frame does not have dependencies on other frames, this makes it easier to reconstruct and perform the (exact or approximate) computation. We see empirically that for a wide range of videos used in our evaluation, the average spacing between adjacent I-frames is 137 frames. Although specific to only some
video formats, it results in a low sampling rate and consequently the low search overhead, while triggering search at a suitable granularity.

2.3.4 Search with Canary Inputs

An approximable program block exposes one or more approximation knobs. The `approx_level` variable mentioned with the loop-based approximation techniques in Section 2.3.1 is an example of such a knob. In our notation, we use AL 1 to denote the exact computation. The higher the AL is, the less accurate the computation is and the higher the speedup is. Now for a pipeline of cascaded filters, each having one or more approximation knobs we have a vector of approximation settings per frame. We define a setting in the processing pipeline as the combination of ALs for each of the approximable program blocks in the video processing pipeline. For example, with an n-stage processing pipeline and each stage being approximable and having exactly one approximation knob, the setting will be \( \vec{A} = \{a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n\} \), where \( a_i \) denotes the AL of knob \( i \).

To find the best approximation setting, we follow a searching algorithm outlined as follows:

1. **Start searching** at a particular setting, typically \( (1, 1, \ldots, 1) \), corresponding to no approximation.

2. **Select a group of candidate settings** by the Candidate Selection Algorithm. The selection algorithm simply selects the next set of settings to try out in the search process. The greedy algorithm works as follows: given the current setting \( \vec{A}^{(0)} \), we assume that we can reach the best AL by looking at each step 1 AL further in each approximable block. So the candidates are \( \{\vec{A}^{(i)}\} \), with \( i = 1 \cdots n \), for \( n \) approximable blocks and \( \vec{A}^{(i)} = \{a_1^{(0)}, a_2^{(0)}, \ldots, a_{j-1}^{(0)}, a_j^{(0)} + 1, a_{j+1}^{(0)}, \ldots, a_n^{(0)}\} \).

3. **Decide whether to continue search**, i.e., whether it is worthwhile to try any of these candidate settings. We use the Approximation Payoff Estimation Algorithm. If not, return the current setting. This algorithm estimates whether the saving due to the
more aggressive approximation can compensate for the time of the additional search step.

4. **Try each worthwhile candidate setting** from the set computed by the previous step. Use the ALs in candidate settings to run approximate computation on canary video and compute the error metric for each candidate setting. Then map the error metric to that with the full sized outputs.

5. **Check for exit or iterate** – if error metrics of all the full video outputs exceed the error boundary, return the current setting. Otherwise, the candidate setting which gives the lowest error becomes the next setting, go to (2) and iterate.

**Approximation Payoff Estimation Algorithm:** The goal of this algorithm is to estimate the benefit of executing the application with the new AL searched for versus the cost of searching with the new AL, all for the key frame under question. Let the current setting be represented by $A^{(0)} = \{a_1^{(0)}, a_2^{(0)}, \cdots, a_n^{(0)}\}$. Recollect that this is the set of ALs for each of the approximable blocks in the application. Let the execution time of the application at setting $A^{(i)}$ and with canary downsampling $C_d$ be given by $g(A^{(i)}, C_d)$, where $C_d = 1$ denotes the execution time with the full input.

This algorithm works in a breadth-first fashion and attempts to prune some of the paths where exploring higher degrees of approximation for a particular knob cannot speedup the execution further and may lead to slowdown due to associated overheads. From the current setting of $A^{(0)}$, let the next possible settings of exploration be $A^{(1)}, A^{(2)}, \cdots, A^{(N)}$. For example, with greedy search, with $n$ approximable blocks, there will be $n$ possible next settings. The maximum possible benefit by exploring all the candidate next settings is calculated as:

$$B = \max_{i=1}^{N} [g(A^{(0)}, 1) - g(A^{(i)}, 1)] \quad (2.5)$$

This benefit $B$ simply means the maximum reduction in execution time across all the possible candidate settings, when run with the full input. However, to realize this gain, we have to pay the cost of searching, which can be expressed in terms of the overhead as follows:
\[
O = \sum_{i=1}^{N} g(A^{(i)}, C_d)
\] (2.6)

This overhead \(O\) is simply the cost of executing the application with the next step ALs, but with the canary input (and hence the downsampling ratio \(C_d\)). The decision for VideoChef becomes simple: if \(B > O\), then continue the search, else stop and return the current setting.

### 2.3.5 Error mapping model

We have to develop an error mapping model to characterize the relation between error in the canary output and error in the full output, for the same approximation levels. This is important because we have seen empirically (Figure 2.2) that the canary errors are higher than full frame errors for most points. We propose three different mapping models to use according to different amounts of knowledge in the model.

**Model-C**: Suppose we know the error metric of a canary output \(C\). The error metric of a full-sized output \(F\) is estimated by a quadratic regression model as follows,

\[
F = w_0 + w_1 \times C + w_2 \times C^2
\] (2.7)

Offline, we calculate the ground truth of the pairs \((C, F)\) for every possible AL \(\vec{A}\) and for all the videos in the training set. In practice, we find that sub-sampling the space of possible ALs still provides accurate enough training, with a sub-sampling rate of 10% being adequate. Let us say that the error bound specified by the user is \(E_B\). Then clearly we want \(F < E_B\). However, due to the possible inaccuracy of the error mapping model, we want to explore a larger space so that we are not missing out on opportunities for approximating. Therefore, while training the model, Model-C, we explore all the points where \(F \leq E_B + \Delta\), where \(\Delta\) is a user configurable parameter for how far outside the tolerable region we want to explore in the model. Then we solve the unknown coefficients \(w_0, w_1, \) and \(w_2\) in the model. We find empirically that for a large set of videos, this model reaches its limits with the quadratic regression function.
Model-CA: Now, suppose VIDEOCHEF has additional knowledge of what ALs were in effect. Given the error metric of a canary output $C$, which is computed approximately with ALs $\vec{A} = \{a_1, a_2, \cdots, a_n\}$, we construct the input vector $\vec{I} = (1, C, \vec{A})$. The first element of this vector is the constant 1 and allows for a constant term in our equation for $F$. Then the error metric of a full-sized output $F$ is estimated by a regression model as follows,

$$F = \vec{I} \cdot w$$

(2.8)

where $w$ is a $(n + 2) \times 1$ coefficient vector. The goal of the training is to estimate the matrix $w$. The elements of the matrix $w$ provide the weights to multiply the different input components—the error in canary output ($C$), and the different ALs. We use similar training method offline as for Model-C.

Model-CAD: Many of approximation techniques on image processing reduce computation load by skipping a fraction of rows of images. Thus, the difference over rows is often related with approximation quality. Inspired by this characteristic, we consider a new feature vector $\vec{D} = (d_1, d_2, d_3)$, where each of $d_k$’s represents a feature extracted from one of Y, U, and V channels of an image. The feature $d_k$ is referred to as a row-difference feature and is defined as the mean of absolute difference in pixel values of the same column between consecutive rows in each channel. Averaging over rows and columns, we use only one representative number as $d_k$ for each channel.

Considering an input vector $\vec{I} = (1, C, \vec{A}, \vec{D})$, the error metric of a full-sized output $F$ is estimated by a linear regression model as:

$$F = \vec{I} \cdot w,$$

(2.9)

where $w$ is a $(n + 5) \times 1$ coefficient vector. In the experiment results, we will see that Model-CAD outperforms the other models.

Non-linear models. We have also tested complex non-linear models to predict $F$, using artificial neural networks with all pixel information as input. However, considering the run-time complexity [31], we could not observe any significant benefit of the non-linear
models over the linear models mentioned earlier. Thus, we do not report their results in the evaluation.

2.4 Implementation and Dataset

We use loop perforation and memoization [11], [12] to approximately filter the frames in the video. The implementation of VideoChef is comprised of an offline and an online component. The offline component uses a set of training videos (50% of videos described under the dataset below) and creates models for the error mapping and for the cost and the benefit of each step of the search. This last model is actually implemented as a lookup table, due to the space being only piece-wise continuous. During runtime, VideoChef queries these models, using linear interpolation if needed, and performs an efficient search to identify the optimal ALs and runs each of the three filters in any pipeline with their optimal values.

VideoChef API. Our compiler pass identifies the approximable blocks using program annotations and then performs the relevant transformations to insert the approximation knobs to be tuned (such as approx_level in Section 2.3.1). We have provided support for similar annotations in other domain specific languages that we have built in the past and that helps to reduce the programmer burden [32]. The user can then use the following API calls to enable VideoChef in the video pipeline:

- setCalibrationFrequency(f="I-frame") : This will set how frequently VideoChef will search for the best approximation settings. The default value is VideoChef will trigger a search for every I-frame. If f="x", then VideoChef will search every x-th frame.

- setQualityThreshold(b="30") : This will set the (lower) PSNR threshold that the approximated pipeline must deliver. Default is 30 dB. VideoChef exposes to the user approximate versions of many filters from the FFmpeg library, with names like deflate_approx. The developer of VideoChef can register a callback with the video decoder using the call void notifyIFrame(void *).
Table 2.1. Summary of the analyzed pipelines. We denote the approximation applied to each filter: Loop Perforation (LP) or Memoization (M)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description, labeled with Approx. type</th>
<th>Approximation Type</th>
<th>Approximation Levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DEB</td>
<td>Deflate(LP)-Emboss(LP)-Boxblur(M)</td>
<td>Loop perforation(LP) &amp; Memoization(M)</td>
<td>1-6, 1-6, 1-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVE</td>
<td>Deflate(LP)-Vignette(LP)-Emboss(LP)</td>
<td>Loop perforation</td>
<td>1-6, 1-6, 1-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BVI</td>
<td>Boxblur(M)-Vignette(LP)-Inflate(LP)</td>
<td>Loop perforation &amp; Memoization</td>
<td>1-6, 1-6, 1-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UIV</td>
<td>Unsharp(LP)-Inflate(LP)-Vignette(LP)</td>
<td>Loop perforation</td>
<td>1-6, 1-6, 1-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUE</td>
<td>Dilation(LP)-Unsharp(LP)-Emboss(LP)</td>
<td>Loop perforation</td>
<td>1-6, 1-6, 1-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BVD</td>
<td>Boxblur(M)-Vignette(LP)-Dilation(LP)</td>
<td>Loop perforation &amp; Memoization</td>
<td>1-6, 1-6, 1-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UEE</td>
<td>Unsharp(LP)-Erosion(LP)-Emboss(LP)</td>
<td>Loop perforation</td>
<td>1-6, 1-6, 1-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUC</td>
<td>Boxblur(M)-Unsharp(LP)-Colorbalance(LP)</td>
<td>Loop perforation &amp; Memoization</td>
<td>1-6, 1-6, 1-6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Video Dataset. We used 106 YouTube MPEG-4 videos for our evaluation. We used libvideo, a lightweight .NET library [33], to download the videos. The videos were collected from 8 different categories to cover a spectrum of different motion and color artifacts in the frames: Lectures, Ads, Car Races, Entertainment, Movie trailers, Nature, News, and Sports. At the first step, a single seed video was downloaded from each category, then we downloaded all YouTube’s recommendations to the seed video, which turned out to belong to the same category as that of the seed video. Once the set of videos was collected, we randomly sub-sampled a 20 second clip from each video, being motivated by a desire to bound the experiment time. For each category, we collected approximately 25 videos and filtered out those with low resolution (since the quality threshold was likely already breached with the original video).

2.5 Evaluation

We describe our benchmarks first and then the four experiments to evaluate the macro properties of VideoChef and then its various components.

Benchmarks. We construct our benchmark by including different video processing pipelines. Each video processing pipeline consists of 3 consecutive filters, which are selected from a pool of 10 video filters from the FFmpeg library. These filters are modified to support approximation with tuning knobs. To execute on these filter pipelines, one needs to provide a video input and a quality threshold. Finally, the output is also a video, together with a quality metric with respect to each frame. We have a total of 9 different filter pipelines.
Quality Metric. We use PSNR (Equation 2.1) as the quality metric for the videos produced by the approximate pipelines. We present the results for two acceptable PSNR thresholds. The threshold of 30 dB is considered a typical lower bound for lossy image and video compression [34], [35]. The threshold of 20 dB is considered the lower bound for lossy wireless transmission [36].

Evaluation Metrics. We define improvement as decrease in execution time, expressed as a percentage of the competitive protocol. We define the speedup of our approach as

\[
\text{Speedup} = \frac{\text{Speed of our protocol}}{\text{Speed of compared protocol}} - 1
\]

Setup. We split the input videos into three groups: training, validation and test, with a share of 50%, 25%, and 25% of the videoset. The experiments are done on an x86 server with a six-core Intel(R) Xeon CPU, 16 GB RAM, and Ubuntu Linux kernel 4.4. We used FFmpeg library version 3.0 (compiled with gcc 5.4.0).

Canary Input Selection. We fixed the canary size to be 1/64 of the original size because our preliminary experiments showed that it is a good parameter to guarantee a dissimilarity metric value of 10% or less. Thus, the overhead of appropriate canary selection is not included in the results.

2.5.1 Performance and Quality Comparison for End-to-End Workflow

Figure 2.3 presents the results of the end-to-end workflow for the nine different video processing pipelines over all videos from the test set. Each plot presents the speedup relative to the exact pipeline for the following configurations (from left to right):

(a) Quality threshold = 30dB

(b) Quality threshold = 20dB

Figure 2.3. Mean execution times over all frames of all videos. Geometric means of the speedups are on the right.
Figure 2.4. Quality of each frame across different video filter pipelines.

- Exact computation, with default parameters.
- Best static approximation, created by setting the AL that is just over the error threshold for all the frames in training videos.
- IRA extended with a simple searching policy that has a fixed interval of 10 frames. This number is chosen according to SAGE [23], which gives an analytic bound for a video processing setting.
- VideoChef version A – with I-frames detection.
- VideoChef version B – with scene change detection.
- Oracle version uses exhaustive search but does not incur search overhead. This sets the upper bound of the performance.

For both VideoChef versions, we used the CAD error model with 3dB margin, as the result of the analysis in Section 2.5.3.

Performance for 30db Threshold. Figure 2.3(a) shows that VideoChef version A reduces the execution time by 39.1% over exact computation and is within 20% of the Oracle. It outperforms both static approximation and IRA, by respectively 29.9% and 14.6% in the aggregate. The advantage exists for all the video filter pipelines with the greatest savings relative to IRA being in Unsharp-Inflate-Vignette (UIV) pipeline. We are 39.2%, 36.8% and 29.5% better than exact computation, static approximation, and IRA, respectively. The search overhead for VideoChef (both versions A and B) is small – the yellow portions of the bars are almost not visible – and yet it finds more aggressive approximations than the
performance approaches (static or IRA) (the blue portions of the bars are shorter). The IRA approach, due to its assumption that the error in the canary output is identical to the error in the full output, cannot use aggressive ALs and thus cannot achieve the full speedup available through approximation. Within the two variants of VideoChef, scene change detector (version B) is slower than an I-frame lookup (version A).

**Performance for 20db Threshold.** We also evaluate on VideoChef on a different quality thresholds 20dB. Given a larger error budget, Figure 2.3 shows that VideoChef is able to achieve more performance gain over exact computation (1.6x speedup). We also outperform static approximation and IRA by 53.4% and 23.1% and within 26.6% from the Oracle results. Notice that the pipelines where we achieve the maximum performance gain over IRA changes from UIV to DVE.

**Quality for 30db Threshold.** Figure 2.4(a) shows that IRA and static approximation both achieve much higher quality than what the user specified (30 dB), an undesirable outcome here since this comes at the expense of higher execution time. VideoChef on the other hand tracks the Oracle quality quite closely, which in turn meets the user requirement. It does however, drop below the threshold on some inputs, albeit by small amounts. This indicates that a future design feature should compensate for the tendency of VideoChef to sometime drop below the target video quality, say by adding a penalty function when the AL brings it close to the boundary. Further, a carefully designed margin in the searching algorithm can reduce the violation in quality requirement but still achieve speedup. The careful reader would have noticed that for some pipelines, some protocol results are missing here. This happens because no approximation is possible for some pipelines and there is no error introduced and hence, PSNR is not defined.

We also use the percentage of frames that violate the quality threshold to characterize the robustness of each protocol. The violation rate of static approximation, IRA, VideoChef version A and B are 3.27%, 0.64%, 6.6% and 4.79%. Although the two versions of VideoChef have higher violation rates, they are still within a typical user acceptable threshold (5%). We consider the violation may due to two factors – (1) Inaccurate error prediction in the key frame. (2) The quality of non-key frames degrade and drop below the threshold before a fresh key frame is identified and a search triggered. According to our
modeling in Section 2.5.3, the violation due to the first factor is limited to at most 5%, while the second error may be inevitable as long as we do not search for every frame. Considering the trade-off between searching overhead and better error control, VIDEOCHEF is able to largely reduce the searching overhead and still maintain good quality.

Quality for 20db Threshold. Figure 2.4(b) shows the quality measurement of different protocols across all the pipelines. The mean violation rate averaged across all pipelines of static approximation, IRA, VIDEOCHEF version A and B are 0%, 0.23%, 7.18% and 3.93%. In the two quality threshold case, we see the advantage of scene change detection as an add-on in VIDEOCHEF version B to decrease the violation rate because it can accurately detect the frame which differs largely from the previous and trigger a required search for optimal approximation levels.
2.5.2 Speedup and Video Quality versus Approximation Levels

This experiment studies (1) how the execution time of each filter varies with the AL setting for that filter and (2) how the video quality varies with the AL setting. This result is dependent on the approximation technique but is independent of the VideoChef configuration used to decide on the AL. We show the results with all the videos in our dataset and 5 out of 10 representative filters in Figure 2.5 (number of executed instructions) and Figure 2.6 (video quality). When showing the result for a specific filter, we only execute on this filter and not the 3-stage pipeline. Here the results have higher variability due to the content-dependent effect. For the execution time, we normalize by the measure for exact computation.

**Execution Time.** Figure 2.5 shows that as the AL becomes higher, \( i.e., \) the approximation becomes more aggressive, the execution time decreases. But the rate of decrease slows down as the AL becomes higher and the behaviors among the different filters in our evaluation are comparable. Note that this is a box plot, but there is little variation across the different videos and hence each AL gives very tight result. This is expected because the amount of processing done in the filter, whether with exact or approximate computation, is *not* content dependent, but the effect of the approximation *is* content dependent.

**Quality.** Figure 2.6 shows the effect of AL on the video quality when the full frame is used. The quality degrades as the approximation gets more aggressive, but the nature of the decrease is not uniform across all the filters. Even within each filter, the effect on quality depends on the exact video frame, as implied by the vertical data spread for any given AL. We identify two forms of unpredictability of how AL correlates with video quality: with the content (which video frame is being approximated) and with the filter. Due to these two factors, we do not try to come up with a closed form curve for doing the prediction, rather, we do the actual computation with the canary input for a given AL setting, compute the PSNR, and then map it to the PSNR with the full input (Section 2.3.5). Contrast this to the execution time where we create a lookup table through training, which is content independent, and just look it up during the online search (Section 2.3.4). The variability due to video content in the PSNR plot validates our rationale for doing the approximation.
in a content-dependent manner. The rationale is shared with [26], but it sets our work apart from the approximation techniques that select the approximation configuration in a content-independent manner.

2.5.3 Evaluation of Error Mapping Models

In this experiment, we evaluate the quality of the various error mapping models in VideoChef. We trained the model on the training video set. Table 2.2 and Figure 2.3 present the performance of our model on the validation videos. Figure 2.7 shows that even a simple model C can greatly reduce the prediction error relative to IRA. Also, as we increase the level of knowledge, the model achieves higher prediction accuracy and model-CAD performs the best due to its good use of the feature extraction from the frames. We can see that with our CAD model, we can successfully control the error within 2dB in 80% of the cases and within 3dB in 90% of the cases. Given these results, we set up a 3dB margin when mapping from the canary error to the full error.

The results on the test videos (Section 2.5.1) show that the cases when we violate the quality requirement are within 10%.

Figure 2.7. Results of the error modeling in VideoChef mapping error in canary output to error in full output. The CAD model with characteristics of the frame performs best, though it is only slightly better than the CA models.
Table 2.2. F-1 measure of different error mapping models averaged over all pipelines. We regard IRA as a pass through error mapping.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>IRA</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>CA</th>
<th>CAD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30dB threshold</td>
<td>0.8650</td>
<td>0.9576</td>
<td>0.9594</td>
<td>0.9686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20dB threshold</td>
<td>0.8007</td>
<td>0.9679</td>
<td>0.9660</td>
<td>0.9759</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.5.4 User Perception Study

To evaluate if the protocols cause any perceptual difference, we conduct a small user study with 16 participants. Users were recruited by emailing students of certain ECE classes. We picked 16 videos, 2 from each YouTube content category, randomly picked from our dataset. We processed each video (a snippet of 20 seconds from each, as in the rest of the evaluation) using the Oracle approach and using VideoChef for pipeline DBE.

This pipeline was chosen because its result in the rest of the evaluation is representative and it produces videos which are still visually pleasing. In the experiment, we showed the two versions of each of the 16 videos concurrently, processed using the Oracle and VideoChef tools, without letting the participant know which window corresponded to which tool. All participants watched the videos independently. The participants were asked to rate the videos in four categories: Same, Little difference, Large difference, and Total difference. We gave guidance to the participants for the four categories as difference $\in [0\%,5\%),[5\%,20\%),[20\%,50\%),$ and $\geq 50\%$.

We show the results in Table 2.3. The percentage figure is the percentage of the total number of videos shown, which is $16 \times 16$ (number of videos $\times$ number of users). We conclude that 58.59% of the videos got no difference rating between the Oracle and the VideoChef processed videos, while 34.77% got a little difference rating. Although 6.64% of videos got large difference rating, none of the videos got total difference rating. This validates that qualitatively human perception is not seeing significant difference in video quality due to approximate processing using VideoChef.
Table 2.3. Results of the user studies with 16 videos processed using Oracle and VideoChef.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree of difference</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No difference</td>
<td>58.59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little difference</td>
<td>34.77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large difference</td>
<td>6.64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total difference</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.6 Related Work

Approximate Tradeoffs in Computations and Data. Researchers presented various techniques for changing computations at the system level to trade accuracy for performance, e.g., in hardware [21], [24], [37]–[39], runtime systems [16], [18], and compilers [10]–[12], [40], [41]. A key challenge of approximate computing is finding good tradeoffs between accuracy and performance. For this, researchers have looked at both off-line autotuning [11], [12], [22], [42] and on-line dynamic adaptation [16], [18], [19], [23], [43]. In image processing, various techniques exist for synthesizing approximate filter versions, e.g., using genetic programming [6]–[8]. Recently, Lou et al. [9] present “image perforation”, an adaptive version of loop perforation tailored for individual image filters. Researchers also proposed storing multimedia data in approximate memories, including standard [10], [44], solid-state [45], and multi-level cell memories specialized for video encodings [46]. We consider such storage approaches complementary to our computation-based technique for video encoding.

Input-Aware Approximation. Several techniques provide input-aware approximations to monitor output quality and control the aggressiveness of the approximation during execution. Green [16] was an early approach that applied dynamic quality monitoring to adjust the level of approximation, based on a user-defined quality function. More recently, input-aware approximation identifies classes of similar inputs and applies different approximations for each input class [47]. Opprox [20] learns the control-flow of the input-optimized program and then selects in which phase to approximate as well as how much to approximate. In contrast to our work, all these approaches use off-line models for prediction of input quality and do not craft the smaller inputs at run-time. Ringenburg et. al. [48] proposed online monitoring mechanisms, where a random subset of approximate outputs is compared with a
precise output on a sampling basis, or the output of the current execution is predicted from past executions with similar inputs. Raha et al. [49] present a precise analysis of accuracy for a commonly used reduce-and-rank computational pattern. Rumba [43] and Topaz [50] detect outliers in intermediate computation results. In contrast to IRA [26] and our VideoChef, these approaches do not use canary inputs to guide the optimization and monitoring and therefore grapple with the overhead issue.

2.7 Conclusion

Fast and resource efficient processing of videos is required in many scenarios. We built a resource efficient and input-aware approximate video processing pipeline called VideoChef. VideoChef controls the approximation in each frame (using the properties of the frame) to meet the user’s accuracy requirement. In particular, VideoChef uses a canary-input based approach for fast searching, as proposed in prior work, but overcomes some fundamental challenges by innovating a machine-learning based accurate error estimation technique and an input-aware search technique that finds best approximation settings. We show that VideoChef can provide significant speedup in 9 different video processing pipelines while satisfying user’s quality requirements.
3. APPROXNET: CONTENT AND CONTENTION-AWARE VIDEO OBJECT CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM FOR EMBEDDED CLIENTS

3.1 Introduction

There is an increasing number of scenarios where various kinds of analytics are required to be run on live video streams, on resource-constrained mobile and embedded devices. For example, in a smart city traffic system, vehicles are redirected by detecting congestion from the live video feeds from traffic cameras while in Augmented Reality (AR)/Virtual Reality (VR) systems, scenes are rendered based on the recognition of objects, faces or actions in the video. These applications require low latency for event classification or identification based on the content in the video frames. Most of these videos are captured at end-client devices such as IoT devices, surveillance cameras, or head-mounted AR/VR systems. Video transport over wireless network is slow and these applications often must operate under intermittent network connectivity. Hence such systems must be able to run video analytics in-place, on these resource-constrained client devices\(^1\) to meet the low latency requirements for the applications.

**State-of-the-art is too heavy for embedded devices**: Most of the video analytics queries involve performing an inference over DNNs (mostly convolutional neural networks, *aka* CNNs) with a variety of functional architectures for performing the intended tasks like classification \([51]–[54]\), object detection \([55]–[58]\), face \([59]–[62]\) or action recognition \([63]–[66]\) etc. With advancements in deep learning and emergence of complex architectures, DNN-based models have become *deeper* and *wider*. Correspondingly their memory footprints and their inference latency have become significant. For example, DeepMon \([67]\) runs the VGG-16 model at approximately 1-2 frames-per-second (fps) on a Samsung Galaxy S7. ResNet \([53]\), with its 101-layer version, has a memory footprint of 2.8 GB and takes 101 ms to perform inference on a single video frame on the NVIDIA Jetson TX2. MCDNN,\(^1\)

\(^1\)For end client devices, we will use the term “mobile devices” and “embedded devices” interchangeably. The common characteristic is that they are computationally constrained. While the exact specifications vary across these classes of devices, both are constrained enough that they cannot run streaming video analytics without approximation techniques.
Figure 3.1. Examples of using a heavy DNN (on the left) and a light DNN (on the right) for simple and complex video frames in a video frame classification task. The light DNN downsamples an input video frame to half the default input shape and gets prediction labels at an earlier layer. The classification is correct for the simple video frame (red label denotes the correct answer) but not for the complex video frame.

Mainstream, VideoStorm and Liu et al. [2], [68]–[70] require either the cloud or the edge servers to achieve satisfactory performance. Thus, on-device inference with a low and stable inference latency (i.e., 30 fps) remains a challenging task.

**Content and contention aware systems**: Content characteristics of the video stream is one of the key runtime conditions of the systems with respect to approximate video analytics. This can be leveraged to achieve the desired latency-accuracy tradeoff in the systems. For example, as shown in Figure 3.1, if the frame is very simple, we can downsample it to half of the original dimensions and use a shallow or small DNN model to make an accurate prediction. If the frame is complex, the same shallow model might result in a wrong prediction and would need a larger DNN model.

Resource contention is another important runtime condition that the video analytics system should be aware of. In several scenarios, the mobile devices support multiple different applications, executing concurrently. For example, while an AR application is running, a voice assistant might kick in if it detects background conversation, or a spam filter might become active, if emails are received. All these applications share common resources on the device, such as, CPU, GPU, memory, and memory bandwidth, and thus lead to resource contention [71]–[73] as these devices do not have advanced resource isolation mechanisms. It is currently an unsolved problem how video analytics systems running on the mobile devices
Table 3.1. ApproxNet’s main features and comparison to existing systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solution</th>
<th>Single model</th>
<th>Considers switching overhead</th>
<th>Focused on video</th>
<th>Handles runtime conditions</th>
<th>Open-sourced</th>
<th>Replicable in our datasets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MCDNN [MobiSys’16]</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MobileNets [ArXiv’17]</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSDNet [ICLR’18]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BranchyNet [ICPR’16]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NestDNN [MobiCom’18]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ApproxNet</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes for partially support:
1. MCDNN and NestDNN only consider the switching overhead in memory size, but in the execution latency.
2. NestDNN handles multiple concurrent DNN applications with joint optimization goals.
3. The core models in MCDNN are open-sourced while the scheduling components are not.

can maintain a low inference latency under such variable resource availability and changing content characteristics, so as to deliver satisfactory user experience.

**Single-model vs. multi-model adaptive systems:** How do we architect the system to operate under such varied runtime conditions? Multi-model designs came first in the evolution of systems in this space. These created systems with an ensemble of multiple models, satisfying varying latency-accuracy conditions, and some scheduling policy to choose among the models. MCDNN [68], being one of most representative works, and well-known DNNs like ResNet, MobileNets [53], [74] all fall into this category. On the other hand, the single-model designs, which emerged after the multi-model designs, feature one model with tuning knobs inside so as to achieve different latency-accuracy goals. These typically have lower switching overheads from one execution path to another, compared to the multi-branch models. MSDNet [75], BranchyNet [76], NestDNN [77] are representative works in this single-model category. However, none of these systems can adapt to runtime conditions, primarily, changes in content characteristics and contention levels on the device.

**Our solution:** **ApproxNet.** We present ApproxNet, our content and contention aware object classification system over streaming videos, geared toward GPU-enabled mobile/embedded devices. We introduce a novel workflow with a set of integrated techniques to solve
the three main challenges as mentioned above: (1) on-device real-time video analytics, (2) content and contention aware runtime calibration, (3) a single-model design. The fundamental idea behind APPROXNET is to perform approximate computing with tuning knobs that are changed automatically and seamlessly within the same video stream. These knobs trade off the accuracy of the inferencing for reducing inference latency and thus match the frame rate of the video stream or the user’s requirement on either a latency target or an accuracy target. The optimal configuration of the knobs is set, particularly considering the resource contention and complexity of the video frames, because these runtime conditions affects the accuracy and latency of the model much.

In Table 3.1, we compare APPROXNET with various representative prior works in this field. First of all, none of these systems [68], [74]–[77] is able to adapt to dynamic runtime conditions (changes in content characteristics and contention levels) as we can. Second, although most systems are able to run at variable operation points of performance, MCDNN [68] and MobileNets [74] use a multi-model approach and incur high switching penalty. For those that work with a single model, namely, MSDNet [75], BranchyNet [76], and NestDNN [77], they do not consider switching overheads in their models (except partially for NestDNN, which considers switching cost in memory size), do not focus on video content, and do not show how their models can adapt to the changing runtime conditions (except partially for NestDNN, which considers joint optimization of multiple DNN workloads). For evaluation, we mainly compare to MCDNN, ResNet, and MobileNets, as the representatives of multi-model approaches, and MSDNet, as the single-model approach. We cannot compare to BranchyNet as it is not designed and evaluated for video analytics and thus not suitable for our datasets. BranchyNet paper evaluates it on small image dataset: MNIST and CIFAR. We cannot compare to NestDNN since it’s models or source-code and architecture and hyperparameter details are publicly available and we need those for replicating the experiments.

To summarize, we make the following contributions in this work:

1. We develop an end-to-end, approximate video object classification system, APPROXNET, that can handle dynamically changing workload contention and video content characteristics on resource-constrained embedded devices. It achieves this through
performing system context-aware and content-aware approximations with the offline
profiling and online lightweight sensing and scheduling techniques.

2. We design a novel workflow with a set of integrated techniques including the adaptive
DNN that allows runtime accuracy and latency tuning within a single model. Our
design is in contrast to ensemble systems like MCDNN that are composed of multiple
independent model variants capable of satisfying different requirements. Our single-
model design avoids high switching latency when conditions change and reduces RAM
and storage usage.

3. We design APPROXNET to make use of video features, rather than treating video as
a sequence of image frames. Such characteristics that we leverage include the tem-
poral continuity in content characteristics between adjacent frames. We empirically
show that on a large-scale video object classification dataset, popular in the vision
community, APPROXNET achieves a superior accuracy-latency tradeoff than the three
state-of-the-art solutions on mobile devices, MobileNets, MCDNN, and MSDNet (Fig-
ures 3.9 and 3.10).

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 gives the relevant background.
Section 3.3 gives our high-level solution overview. Section 3.4 gives the detailed design.
Section 3.5 evaluates our end-to-end system. Section 3.6 discusses the details about training
the DNN. Section 3.7 highlights the related works. Finally, Section 3.8 gives concluding
remarks.

3.2 Background and Motivation

3.2.1 DNNs for Streaming Video Analytics

DNNs have become a core element of various video processing tasks such as frame clas-
sification, human action recognition, object detection, face recognition, and so on. Though
accurate, DNNs are computationally expensive, requiring significant CPU and memory re-
sources. As a result, these DNNs are often too slow when running on mobile devices and
become the latency bottleneck in video analytics systems. Huynh et al. [67] experimented
with VGG [51] of 16 layers on the Samsung Galaxy S7 and noted that classification on a single image takes as long as 644 ms, leading to less than 2 fps for continuous classification. Motivated by the observation, we explore in APPROXNET how we can make DNN-based video analytics pipelines more efficient through content-aware approximate computation within the neural network.

**ResNet**: Deep DNNs are typically hard to train due to the vanishing gradient problem [53]. ResNet solved this problem by introducing a short cut identity connection in between layers, which helps achieve at least the same accuracy upon further increasing the number of network layers. The unit of such connected layers is called a ResNet block. We leverage this key idea of a deeper model producing no higher error than its shallower counterpart, for the construction of an architecture that provides more accurate execution as it proceeds deeper into the DNN.

**Spatial Pyramid Pooling (SPP)** [78]: Popular DNN models, including ResNet, consist of convolutional and max-pooling (CONV) layers and fully-connected (FC) layers and the shape of an input image is fixed. Changing the input shape in a CNN typically requires redesigning the architecture of the CNN. SPP is a special layer that eliminates this constraint. The SPP layer is added at the end of CONV layers, providing the following FC layers with a fixed-dimensioned feature representation by pooling the CONV layer output with bins whose shapes are proportional to the input shape. We use SPP layers to change input shape as an approximation knob.

**Trading-off accuracy for inference latency**: DNNs can have several variants due to different configurations, and these variants yield different accuracies and latencies. But these variants are trained and inferreded independently and cannot be switched efficiently at inference time to meet differing accuracy or latency requirements. For example, MCDNN [68] sets up an ensemble of (up to 68) model variants to satisfy different latency/accuracy/cost requirements. MSDNet [75] enables five early exits in a single model but does not evaluate on streaming video with any variable content or contention situations. Hence, we set ourselves to design a single-model DNN that is capable of handling the accuracy-latency trade-off at inference time and guarantees our video analytics system’s performance under variable content and runtime conditions.
3.2.2 Content-aware Approximate Computing

IRA [26] and VideoChef [79] first introduced the notion of content-aware approximation and applied the idea, respectively to image and video processing pipelines. These works for the first time showed how to tune approximation knobs as content characteristics change, e.g. the video scene became more complex. In particular, IRA performs approximation targeting individual images, while VideoChef exploits temporal similarity among frames in a video to further optimize accuracy-latency trade-off. However, these works do not perform approximation for ML-based inferencing, which comprises the dominant form of video analytics. In contrast, we apply approximation to the DNN model itself with the intuition that depending on complexity of the video frame, we want to feed input of a different shape and output at a different depth of layers to achieve the target accuracy.

3.2.3 Contention-aware Scheduling

Managing the resource contention of multiple jobs on high-performance clusters is a very active area of work. Bubble-Up [80], Bubble-Flux [81], and Pythia [82] develop characterization methodologies to predict the performance degradation of latency-sensitive applications due to shared resources in the memory subsystem. SMiTe [83] and Paragon [84] further extend such concurrent resource contention scenario to SMT processors and thousands of different unknown applications, respectively. On the other hand, we apply contention-aware approximation to the DNN model on the embedded and mobile devices, and consider the three major sources of contention – CPU, GPU, and memory bandwidth.

3.3 Overview

Here we give a high-level overview of APPROXNET. In Section 3.4, we provide details of each component.
3.3.1 Design Principles and Motivation

We set four design requirements for streaming video analytics on the embedded devices motivated by real-world scenarios and needs. First, the application should adapt to changing input characteristics, such as, the complexity of the video frames because the accuracy of the DNN may vary based on the content characteristics. We find such changes happen often enough within a single video stream and without any clear predictive pattern. Second, the application should adapt to the resource contention due to the shared CPU, GPU, memory, or memory bandwidth with other concurrent applications on the same device. Such contention can happen frequently with co-location due to limited resources and the lack of clean resource isolation on these hardware platforms. Again, we find that such changes can happen without a clear predictive pattern. Third, the application should support different target accuracies or latencies at runtime with little transition overhead. For example, the application may require low latency when a time-critical query, such as detection of a miscreant, needs to be executed and have no such constraint for other queries on the steam. Thus, the aggregate model must be able to make efficient transitions in the tradeoff space of accuracy and latency, and less obviously throughput, optionally using edge or cloud servers. Fourth, the application must provide real-time processing speed (30 fps) while running on the mobile/embedded device. To see three instances where these four requirements come together, consider mobile VR/AR games like Pokemon Go (some game consoles support multitasking, accuracy requirements may change with the context of the game), autonomous vehicles (feeds from multiple cameras are processed on the same hardware platform resulting in contention, emergency situations require lower latency than benign conditions such as for fuel efficiency) and autonomous drones (same arguments as for autonomous vehicles).

A non-requirement in our work is that multiple concurrent applications consuming the same video stream be jointly optimized. MCDNN [68], NestDNN [77], and Mainstream [69] bring significant design sophistication to handle the concurrency aspect. However, we are only interested in optimizing a single video analytics application.
Figure 3.2. Workflow of APPROXNET. The input is a video frame and an optional user requirement, and the outputs are prediction labels of the video frame. Note that the shaded profiles are collected offline to alleviate the online scheduler overhead.

3.3.2 Design Intuition and Workflow

To address these challenges in our design, we propose a novel workflow with a set of integrated techniques to achieve a content and contention-aware video object classification system. We show the overall structure with three major functional units: executor, profiler, and scheduler in Figure 3.2. APPROXNET takes a video frame and optional user requirement for target accuracy or latency as an input, and produces top-5 prediction labels of the object classes as outputs.

The executor (Section 3.4.1) is an approximation-enabled, single-model DNN. Specifically, the single-model design largely reduces the switching overhead so as to support the adaptive system. On the other hand, the multiple approximation branches (ABs), each with variable latency and accuracy specs, are the key to support dynamic content and contention conditions. APPROXNET is designed to provide real-time processing speed (30 fps) on our target device (NVIDIA Jetson TX2). Compared to the previous single-model designs like MSDNet and BranchyNet, APPROXNET provides novelty in enabling both depth and shape as the approximation knob for run-time calibration.

The scheduler is the key component to react to the dynamic content characteristics and resource contention. Specifically, it selects an AB to execute by combining the precise accuracy estimation of each AB due to changing content characteristics via a Frame Com-
plexity Estimator (FCE, Section 3.4.2), the precise latency estimation of each AB due to resource contention via a Resource Contention Estimator (RCE, Section 3.4.3), and the switching overhead among ABs (Section 3.4.4). It finally reaches a decision on which AB to use based on the user’s latency or accuracy requirement and its internal accuracy, latency, and overhead estimation (Section 3.4.5).

Finally, to achieve our goal of real-time processing, low switching overhead, and improved performance under dynamic conditions, we design an offline profiler (Section 3.4.4). We collect three profiles offline — first, the accuracy profile for each AB on video frames of different complexity categories; second, the inference latency profile for each AB under variable resource contention, and third, the switching overhead between any two ABs.

**Video-specific design.** We incorporate these video-specific designs in APPROXNet, which is orthogonal to the existing techniques presented in the prior works on video analytics, e.g. frame sampling [2], [69] and edge device offloading [70].

1. The FCE uses a Scene Change Detector (SCD) as a preprocessing module to further alleviate its online cost. This optimization is beneficial because it reduces the frequency with which the FCE is invoked (only when the SCD flags a scene change). This relies on the intuition that discontinuous jumps in frame complexity are uncommon in a video stream.

2. The scheduler decides whether to switch to a new AB or stay depending on how long it predicts the change in the video stream to last and the cost of switching.

3. We drive our decisions about the approximation knobs by the goal of keeping up with the streaming video rate (30 fps). We achieve this under most scenarios when evaluated with a comprehensive video dataset (the ILSVRC VID dataset).

3.4 Design and Implementation

3.4.1 Approximation-enabled DNN

APPROXNet’s key enabler, an approximation-enabled DNN, is designed to support multiple accuracy and latency requirements at runtime *using a single DNN model*. To enable
this, we design a DNN that can be approximated using two approximation knobs. The DNN can take an input video frame in different shapes, which we call input shapes, our first approximation knob and it can produce a classification output at multiple positions in the intervening layers, which we call outports, our second approximation knob. There are doubtless other approximation knobs, e.g. model quantization, frame sampling, and others depending on specific DNN models. These can be incorporated into APPROXNET and they will all fit within our novelty of the one-model DNN to achieve real-time on-device, adaptive inference. The appropriate setting of the tuning knobs can be determined on the device (as is done in our considered usage scenario) or, in case this computation is too heavyweight, this can be determined remotely and sent to the device through a reprogramming mechanism such as [85].

Combining these two approximation knobs, APPROXNET creates various approximation branches (ABs), which trade off between accuracy and latency, and can be used to meet a particular user requirement. This tradeoff space defines a set of Pareto optimal frontiers, as shown in Figure 3.3. Here, the scatter points represent the accuracy and latency achieved by all ABs. A Pareto frontier defines the ABs which are either superior in accuracy or latency against all other branches.
We describe our design using ResNet as the base DNN, though our design is applicable to any other mainstream CNN consisting of convolutional (CONV) layers and fully-connected (FC) layers such as VGG [51], DenseNet [54] and so on. Figure 3.4 shows the design of our DNN using ResNet-34 as the base model. This enables 7 input shapes ($s \times s \times 3$ for
\( s = 224, 192, 160, 128, 112, 96, 80 \) and 6 outports (after 11, 15, 19, 23, 27, and 33 layers). We adapt the design of ResNet in terms of the stride, shape, number of channels, use of convolutional layer or maxpool, and connection of the layers. In addition, we create stacks, with stacks numbering 0 through 6 and each stack having 4 or 6 ResNet layers and a variable number of blocks from the original ResNet design (Table 3.2). We then design an outport (Figure 3.5), and connect with stacks 1 to 6, whereby we can get prediction labels by executing only the stacks (i.e., the constituent layers) till that stack. The use of 6 outports is a pragmatic system choice—too small a number does not provide enough granularity to approximate in a content and contention-aware manner and too many leads to a high training burden. Further, to allow the approximation knob of downsampling the input frame to the DNN, we use the SPP layer at each outport to pool the feature maps of different shapes (due to different input shapes) into one unified shape and then connect with an FC layer. The SPP layer performs max-pooling on its input by three different levels \( l = 1, 2, 3 \) with window size \( \lceil a/l \rceil \) and stride \( \lfloor a/l \rfloor \), where \( a \) is the shape of the input to the SPP layer. Note that our choice of the 3-level pyramid pooling is a typical practice for using the SPP layer [78]. In general, a higher value of \( l \) requires a larger value of \( a \) on the input of each outport, thereby reducing the number of possible ABs. On the other hand, a smaller value of \( l \) results in coarser representations of spatial features and thus reduces accuracy. To support the case \( l = 3 \) in the SPP, we require that the input shape of an outport be no less than 7 pixels in width and height, i.e., \( a \geq 7 \). This results in ruling out some input shapes as in Table 3.2. Our model has 30 configuration settings in total, instead of \( 7 \times 6 \) (number of input shapes \( \times \) number of outports) because too small input shapes cannot be used when the outport is deep.

To train APPROXNET towards finding the optimal parameter set \( \theta \), we consider the softmax loss \( L_{s,i}(\theta) \) defined for the input shape \( s \times s \times 3 \) and the outport \( i \). The total loss function \( L(\theta) \) that we minimize to train APPROXNET is a weighted average of \( L_{s,i}(\theta) \) for all \( s \) and \( i \), defined as

\[
L(\theta) = \sum_{\forall i} \frac{1}{n_i} \sum_{\forall s} L_{s,i}(\theta)
\]  

(3.1)
Table 3.2. The list of the total 30 ABs supported for a baseline DNN of ResNet-34, given by the combination of the input shape and the outport from which the result is taken. “–” denotes the undefined settings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input shape</th>
<th>Outport 1</th>
<th>Outport 2</th>
<th>Outport 3</th>
<th>Outport 4</th>
<th>Outport 5</th>
<th>Outport 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>224x224x3</td>
<td>28x28x64</td>
<td>28x28x64</td>
<td>14x14x64</td>
<td>14x14x64</td>
<td>14x14x64</td>
<td>7x7x64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192x192x3</td>
<td>24x24x64</td>
<td>24x24x64</td>
<td>12x12x64</td>
<td>12x12x64</td>
<td>12x12x64</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160x160x3</td>
<td>20x20x64</td>
<td>20x20x64</td>
<td>10x10x64</td>
<td>10x10x64</td>
<td>10x10x64</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128x128x3</td>
<td>16x16x64</td>
<td>16x16x64</td>
<td>8x8x64</td>
<td>8x8x64</td>
<td>8x8x64</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112x112x3</td>
<td>14x14x64</td>
<td>14x14x64</td>
<td>7x7x64</td>
<td>7x7x64</td>
<td>7x7x64</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96x96x3</td>
<td>12x12x64</td>
<td>12x12x64</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80x80x3</td>
<td>10x10x64</td>
<td>10x10x64</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.6. Workflow of the Frame Complexity Estimator.

where the value of $n_i$ is the factor that normalizes the loss at an outport by dividing by the number of shapes that are supported at that port $i$. This makes each outport equally important in the total loss function. For mini-batch, we use 64 frames for each of the 7 different shapes. To train on a particular dataset or generalize to other architectures, we discuss more details in Section 3.6.

3.4.2 Frame Complexity Estimator (FCE)

The design goal of the Frame Complexity Estimator (FCE), which executes online, is to estimate the expected accuracy of each AB in a content-aware manner. It is composed of a Frame Complexity Categorizer (FCC) and a Scene Change Detector (SCD) and it makes use of information collected by the offline profiler (described in Section 3.4.4). The workflow of the FCE is shown in Figure 3.6.
Frame Complexity Categorizer (FCC). FCC determines how hard it is for APPROXNet to classify a frame of the video. Various methods have been used in the literature to calculate frame complexity such as edge information-based methods [86], [87], compression information-based methods [86] and entropy-based methods [88]. In this work, we use mean edge value as the feature of the frame complexity category, since it can be calculated with very low computation overhead (3.9 ms per frame on average in our implementation). Although some counterexamples may show the edge value is not relevant, we show empirically that with this feature, the FCE is able to predict well the accuracy of each AB with respect to a large dataset.

To expand, we extract an edge map by converting a color frame to a gray-scale frame, applying the Scharr operator [89] in both horizontal and vertical directions, and then calculating the L2 norm in both directions. We then compute the mean edge value of the edge map and use a pre-trained set of boundaries to quantize it into several frame complexity categories. The number and boundaries of categories is discussed in Section 3.4.4. Figure 3.7 shows examples of frames and their edge maps from a few different complexity categories.
**Scene Change Detector (SCD).** The Scene Change Detector is designed to further reduce the online overhead of FCC by determining if the content in a frame is significantly different from that in a prior frame in which case the FCC will be invoked. SCD tracks a histogram of pixel values, and declares a scene change when the mean of the absolute difference across all bins of the histograms of two consecutive frames is greater than a certain threshold (45% of the total pixels in our design). To bound the execution time of SCD we use only the R-channel and downsample the shape of the frame to $112 \times 112$. We empirically find that such optimizations do not reduce the accuracy of detecting new scenes but do reduce the SCD overhead, to only 1.3 ms per frame.

### 3.4.3 Resource Contention Estimator (RCE)

The design goal of the Resource Contention Estimator (RCE), which also executes online, is to estimate the expected latency of each AB in a contention-aware manner. Under resource contention, each AB is affected differently and we call the latency increase pattern the *latency sensitivity*. As shown in Figure 3.8, five approximation branches have different ratios of latency increase under a certain amount of CPU and memory bandwidth contention.

Ideally we would use a sample classification task to probe the system and observe its latency under the current contention level $C$. The use of such micro-benchmarks is commonly done in datacenter environments [82], [90]. However, we do not need the additional probing since the inference latencies of the latest video frames form a natural observation of the contention level of the system. Thus we use the averaged inference latency $\overline{L_B}$ of the current AB $B$ across the latest $N$ frames. We then check the latency sensitivity $L_{B,C}$ of branch $B$ (offline profile as discussed in Section 3.4.4) and get an estimated contention level $\hat{C}$ with the nearest neighbor principle,

$$\hat{C} = \arg \min_C \text{abs}(L_{B,C} - \overline{L_B})$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

By default, we use $N = 30$. This will lead to an average over last one second when frame-per-second is 30. Smaller $N$ can make APPROXNET adapt faster to the resource contention, while larger $N$ make it more robust to the noise. Due to the limited observation data (one
data point per frame), we cannot adapt to resource contention that is changing faster than
the frame rate.

Specifically in this work, we consider CPU, GPU and memory contention among tasks
executing on the device (our SoC board shares the memory between the CPU and the GPU),
but our design is agnostic to what causes the contention. Our methodology considers the
resource contention as a black-box model because we position ourselves as an application-
level design instead of knowing the execution details of all other applications. We want to
deal with the effect of contention, rather than mitigating it by modifying the source of the
contention.

3.4.4 Offline Profiler

Per-AB Content-Aware Accuracy Profile. The boundaries of frame complexity cate-
gories are determined based on the criteria that all frames within a category should have
an identical Pareto frontier curve (Figure 3.3) and frames in different categories should have
distinct curves. We start with considering the whole set of frames as belonging to a single
category and split the range of mean edge values into two in an iterative binary manner,
till the above condition is satisfied. In our video datasets, we derive 7 frame complexity
categories with 1 being the simplest and 7 the most complex. To speedup the online estima-
tion of the accuracy on any candidate approximation branch, we create the offline accuracy
profile $A_{B,F}$ given any frame complexity categories $F$ and any ABs $B$, after the 7 frame
complexity categories are derived.

Per-AB Contention-Aware Latency Profile. APPROXNET is able to select ABs at
runtime in the face of resource contention. Therefore, we perform offline profiling of the
inference latency of each AB under different levels of contention. To study the resource
contention, we develop our synthetic contention generator (CG) with tunable “contention
levels” to simulate resource contention and help our APPROXNET profile and learn to react
under such scenarios in real-life. Specifically, we run each AB in APPROXNET with the CG
in varying contention levels to collect its contention-aware latency profile. To reduce the
profiling cost, we quantize the contention to 10 levels for GPU and 20 levels for CPU and
memory and then create the offline latency profile $L_{B,C}$ for each AB $B$ under each contention level $C$. Note that contention increases latency of the DNN but does not affect its accuracy. Thus, offline profiling for accuracy and latency can be done independently and parallelly and profiling overhead can be reduced.

**Switching Overhead Profile.** Since we find that the overhead of switching between some pairs of ABs is non-negligible, we profile the overhead of switching latency between any pairs of approximation branches offline. This cost is used in our optimization calculation to select the best AB.

### 3.4.5 Scheduler

The main job of the scheduler in APPROXNET is to select an AB to execute. The scheduler accepts user requirement on either the minimum accuracy, the maximum latency per frame. The scheduler requests from the FCE a runtime accuracy profile ($B$ is the variable for the AB and $\hat{F}$ is the frame category of the input video frame) $A_{B,\hat{F}} \forall B$. It then requests from the RCE a runtime latency profile ($\hat{C}$ is the current contention level) $L_{B,\hat{C}} \forall B$. Given a target accuracy or latency requirement, we can easily select the AB to use from drawing the Pareto frontier for the current ($\hat{F}, \hat{C}$). If no Pareto frontier point satisfies the user requirement, APPROXNET picks the AB that achieves metric value closest to the user requirement. If the user does not set any requirement, APPROXNET sets a latency requirement to the frame interval of the incoming video stream. One subtlety arises due to the cost of switching from one AB to another. This cost has to be considered by the scheduler to avoid too frequent switches without benefit to outweigh the cost.

To rigorously formulate the problem, we denote the set of ABs as $B = \{B_1, \ldots, B_N\}$ and the optimal AB the scheduler has to determine as $B_{opt}$. We denote the accuracy of branch $B$ on a video frame with frame complexity $F$ as $A_{B,F}$, the estimated latency of branch $B$ under contention level $C$ as $L_{B,C}$, the one-time switch latency from branch $B_p$ to $B_{opt}$ as $L_{B_p \rightarrow B_{opt}}$, and the expected time window over which this AB can be used as $W$ (in the unit of frames). For $W$, we use the average number of frames for which the latest ABs can stay unchanged and this term introduces hysteresis to the system so that the AB does not switch
back and forth frequently. The constant system overhead per frame (due to SCD, FCC, and resizing the frame) is $L_0$. Thus, the optimal branch $B_{opt}$, given the latency requirement $L_\tau$, is:

$$B_{opt} = \arg \max_{B \in B} A_{B,F}, \text{ s.t. } L_{B,C} + \frac{1}{W} L_{B_{p} \rightarrow B} + L_0 \leq L_\tau$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

When the accuracy requirement $A_\tau$ is given,

$$B_{opt} = \arg \min_{B \in B} [L_{B,C} + \frac{1}{W} L_{B_{p} \rightarrow B} + L_0], \text{ s.t. } A_{B,F} \geq A_\tau$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.4)

3.5 Evaluation

3.5.1 Evaluation Platforms

We evaluate APPROXNET by running it on an NVIDIA Jetson TX2 [91], which includes 256 NVIDIA Pascal CUDA cores, a dual-core Denver CPU, a quad-core ARM CPU on a 8GB unified memory [92] between CPU and GPU. The specification of this board is close to what is available in today’s high-end smart phones such as Samsung Galaxy S20 and Apple iPhone 12. We train the approximation-enabled DNN on a server with NVIDIA Tesla K40c GPU with 12GB dedicated memory and an octa-core Intel i7-2600 CPU with 24GB RAM. For both the embedded device and the training server, we install Ubuntu 16.04 and TensorFlow v1.14.

3.5.2 Datasets, Task, and Metrics

**ImageNet VID dataset:** We evaluate APPROXNET on the video object classification task using ILSVRC 2015 VID dataset [93]. Although the dataset is initially used for object detection, we convert the dataset so that the task is to classify the frame into one of the ground truth object categories. If multiple objects exist, the classification is considered correct if matched with any one of the ground truth classes and this rule applies to both APPROXNET and baselines. According to our analysis, 89% of the video frames are single-object-class frames and thus the accuracy is still meaningful under such conversion.
For the purpose of training, ILSVRC 2015 VID training set contains too many redundant video frames, leading to an over-fitting issue. To alleviate this problem, we follow the best practice in [94] such that the VID training dataset is sub-sampled every 180 frames and the resulting subset is mixed with ILSVRC 2014 detection (DET) training dataset to construct a new dataset with DET:VID=2:1. We use 90% of this video dataset to train APPROX-Net’s DNN model and keep aside another 10% as validation set to fine-tune APPROXNet (offline profiling). To evaluate APPROXNet’s system performance, we use ILSVRC 2015 VID validation set – we refer to this as the “test set”.

**ImageNet IMG dataset:** We also use ILSVRC 2012 image classification dataset [95] to evaluate the accuracy-latency trade-off of our single DNN. We use 10% of the ILSVRC training set as our training set, first 50% of the validation set as our validation set to fine-tune APPROXNet, and the remaining 50% of the validation set as our test set. The choices made for training-validation-test in both the datasets follows common practice and there is no overlap between the three. **Throughout the evaluation, we use ImageNet VID dataset by default, unless we explicitly mention the use of the ImageNet IMG dataset.**

**Metrics:** We use latency and top-5 accuracy as the two metrics. The latency includes the overheads of the respective solutions, including the switching overhead, the execution time of FCE, RCE and scheduler.

### 3.5.3 Baselines

We start with the evaluation on the static models without the ability to adapt. This is because we want to reveal the relative accuracy-latency trade-offs in the traditional settings, compared to the single approximation branches in APPROXNet. The baselines for this static experiment include model variants, which are designed for different accuracy and latency goals, i.e. ResNet [53] MobileNets [74] and MSDNets [75] for which we use 5 execution branches in the single model that can provide different accuracy and latency goals. We use the ILSVRC IMG dataset to evaluate these static models, since this dataset is larger and with more classes.
We then proceed with the evaluation on the streaming videos, under varying resource contention. This brings two additional aspects for evaluation – (1) how the video frames are being processed in a timely and streaming manner as frames in this case cannot be batched like images, and (2) how the technique can meet the latency budget in the presence of resource contention from other application that can raise the processing latency. The baselines we use are: MCDNN [68] as a representative of the multi-model approach, and MSDNets, a representative of the single-model approach (with multiple execution branches). We also compare the switching overhead of our single-model design with the multi-capacity models in NestDNN [77]. Unfortunately, we were not able to use BranchyNet [76], because their DNN is not designed for large images in the ImageNet dataset. BranchyNet was evaluated on MNIST and CIFAR datasets in their paper and it does not provide any guidance on the parameter settings for training and makes it impossible to use on different datasets.

The details of each baseline are as follows,

**ResNet**: ResNet is the base DNN architecture of many state-of-the-art image and video object classification tasks, with superior accuracy to other architectures. While it was originally meant for server-class platforms, as resources on mobile devices increase, ResNet is also being used on such devices [96]–[98]. We use ResNet of 18 layers (ResNet-18) and of 34 layers (ResNet-34) as base models. We modify the last FC layer to classify into 30 labels in the VID dataset and fine-tune the whole model. ResNet-34 plays a role as the reference providing the upper bound of the target accuracy. ResNet architectures with more than 34 layers ([53] has considered up to 152 layers) become impractical as they are too slow to run on the resource-constrained mobile devices and their memory consumption is too large for the memory on the board.

**MobileNets**: This refers to 20 model variants (trained by the original authors) specifically designed for mobile devices ($\alpha = 1, 0.75, 0.5, 0.35$, $shape = 224, 192, 160, 128, 96$).

**MSDNets**: This refers to the 5 static execution branches to meet the different latency budgets in their anytime evaluation scenario. We have enhanced MSDNets with a scheduler to dynamically choose the static branches for dynamic runtime conditions. The former is compared with static models in the IMG dataset and the latter is compared with adaptive
systems in the VID dataset. For the sake of simplicity, we reuse the same term (MSDNets) to refer to both.

**NestDNN**: This solution provides multi-capacity models with ResNet-34 architecture by varying the number of filters in each convolutional layer. We compose 9 descendant models, where (1) the seed model, or the smallest model, reduces the number of filters of all convolutional layers uniformly by 50%, (2) the largest descendant model is exactly ResNet of 34 layers, and (3) the other descendant models reduce the number of filters of all convolutional layers uniformly by a ratio equally distributed between 50% and 100%. We only compare the switching overhead of NestDNN inside its descendant models with ApproxNet because NestDNN is not open-sourced and the paper does not provide enough details about the training process or the architecture.

**MCDNN**: We change the base model in MCDNN from VGG to the more recent ResNet for a fairer comparison. This system chooses between MCDNN-18 and MCDNN-34 depending on the accuracy requirement. MCDNN-18 uses two models: a specialized ResNet-18 followed by the generic ResNet-18. The specialized ResNet-18 is the same as the ResNet-18 except the last layer, which is modified to classify the most frequent $N$ classes only. This is MCDNN’s key novelty that most inputs belong to the top $N$ classes, which can be handled by a reduced-complexity DNN. If the top-1 prediction label of the specialized model in MCDNN is not among the top $N$ frequent classes, then the generic model processes the input again and outputs its final predictions. Otherwise, MCDNN uses the top-5 prediction labels of the specialized model as its final predictions. We set $N = 20$ that covers 80% of training video frames in the VID dataset.

### 3.5.4 Typical Usage Scenarios

We use a few usage scenarios to compare the protocols, although ApproxNet can support finer-grained user requirements in latency or accuracy.

- **High accuracy, High latency (HH)** refers to the scenario where ApproxNet has less than 10% (relative) accuracy loss from ResNet-34, our most accurate single model baseline. Accordingly, the runtime latency is also high to achieve such accuracy.
Figure 3.9. Pareto frontier for test accuracy and inference latency on the ImageNet IMG dataset for ApproxNet compared to ResNet and MobileNets, the latter being specialized for mobile devices.

Figure 3.10. Comparison of system performance in typical usage scenarios. ApproxNet is able to meet the accuracy requirement for all three scenarios. User requirements are shown in dashed lines.

- **Medium accuracy, Medium latency** (MM) has an accuracy loss less than 20% from our base model ResNet-34.

- **Low accuracy, Low latency** (LL) can tolerate an accuracy loss of up to 30% with a speed up in its inferencing.

- **Real time** (RT) scenario, by default, means the processing pipeline should keep up with 30 fps speed, *i.e.* maximum 33.33 ms latency. This is selected if no requirement is specified.

### 3.5.5 Accuracy-latency Trade-off of the Static Models

We first evaluate ApproxNet on ILSVRC IMG dataset on the accuracy-latency trade-off of each AB in our single DNN as shown in Figure 3.9. Our AB with higher latency (satisfying 30 fps speed though higher) has close accuracy to ResNet-18 and ResNet-34 but much lower latency than ResNet-34. Meanwhile, our AB with reduced latency (25 ms to 30 ms) has close accuracy to MobileNets. And finally, our AB is superior to all baselines.
Table 3.3. Averaged accuracy and latency performance of ABs on the Pareto frontier in ApproxNet and those of the baselines on validation set of the VID dataset. Note that the accuracy on the validation dataset can be higher due to its similarity with the training dataset. Thus the validation accuracy is only used to construct the look up table in APPROXNET and baselines and does not reflect the true performance.

(a) Averaged accuracy and latency performance in ApproxNet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Usage Scenario (rate)</th>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>Layers</th>
<th>Latency</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HH (32 fps)</td>
<td>128x128x3</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>31.42 ms</td>
<td>82.12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM (56 fps)</td>
<td>128x128x3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>27.95 ms</td>
<td>79.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM (56 fps)</td>
<td>112x112x3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>26.84 ms</td>
<td>78.28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM (56 fps)</td>
<td>112x112x3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17.97 ms</td>
<td>70.23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LL (62 fps)</td>
<td>80x80x3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16.14 ms</td>
<td>66.39%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Lookup table in MCDNN’s scheduler.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario (rate)</th>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>Layers</th>
<th>Latency</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HH (11 fps)</td>
<td>224x224x3</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>88.11 ms</td>
<td>77.71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM/LL (17 fps)</td>
<td>224x224x3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>57.83 ms</td>
<td>71.40%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) Lookup table in MSDNet’s scheduler.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario (rate)</th>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>Layers</th>
<th>Latency</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HH (5.2 fps)</td>
<td>224x224x3</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>153 ms</td>
<td>96.79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM/LL (16 fps)</td>
<td>224x224x3</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>62 ms</td>
<td>95.98%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(d) Reference performance of single model variants or execution branches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model name (rate)</th>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>Layers</th>
<th>Latency</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ResNet-34 (16 fps)</td>
<td>224x224x3</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>64.44 ms</td>
<td>85.86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet-18 (22 fps)</td>
<td>224x224x3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>45.22 ms</td>
<td>84.59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSDNet-branch5 (5.2 fps)</td>
<td>224x224x3</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>153 ms</td>
<td>96.79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSDNet-branch4 (5.6 fps)</td>
<td>224x224x3</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>146 ms</td>
<td>96.55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSDNet-branch3 (7.8 fps)</td>
<td>224x224x3</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>129 ms</td>
<td>96.70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSDNet-branch2 (10 fps)</td>
<td>224x224x3</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>100 ms</td>
<td>96.89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSDNet-branch1 (16 fps)</td>
<td>224x224x3</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>62 ms</td>
<td>95.98%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in achieving extremely low latency (< 20 ms). However, the single execution branches in MSDNet are much slower than APPROXNET and other baselines. The latency ranges from 62 ms to 153 ms, which cannot meet the real-time processing requirement and will be even worse in face of the resource contention. MobileNets can keep up with the frame rate but it lacks the configurability in the latency dimensional that APPROXNET has. Although MobileNets does win on the IMG dataset at higher accuracy, it needs an ensemble of models
(like MCDNN) when it comes to the video where content characteristics, user requirement, and runtime resource contention change.

### 3.5.6 Adaptable to Changing User Requirements

We then, from now on, switch to the ILSVRC VID dataset and show how APPROXNet can meet different user requirements for accuracy and latency. We list the averaged accuracy and latency of Pareto frontier branches in Table 3.3(a), which can serve as a lookup table in the simplest scenario, *i.e.* without considering frame complexity categories and resource contention. APPROXNet provides content-aware approximation and thus keeps a lookup table for each frame complexity category, and to be responsive to resource contention, updates the latency in the lookup table based on observed contention.

We perform our evaluation on the entire test set, but without the baseline protocols incurring any switching penalty. Figure 3.10 compares the accuracy and latency performance between APPROXNet and baselines in three typical usage scenarios “HH”, “MM”, and “LL” (AN denotes APPROXNet). In this experiment, APPROXNet uses the content-aware lookup table for each frame complexity category and chooses the best AB at runtime to meet the user accuracy requirement. MCDNN and MSDNet use similar lookup tables (Table 3.3(b) and (c)) to select among model variants or execution branches to satisfy the user requirement. We can observe that “AN-HH” achieves the accuracy of 67.7% at a latency of 35.0 ms, compared to “MCDNN-HH” that has an accuracy of 68.5% at the latency of 87.4 ms. Thus, MCDNN-HH is 2.5X slower while achieving 1.1% accuracy gain over APPROXNet. On the other hand, MSDNet is more accurate and slower than all APPROXNet’s branches. The lightest branch and heaviest branch achieve 4.3% and 7.3% higher accuracy respectively, and incur 1.8X and 4.4X higher latency respectively. In “LL” and “MM” usage scenarios, MCDNN-LL/MM is 2.8-3.3X slower than APPROXNet, while gaining in accuracy 3% or less. MSDNets, on the other hand, is running with much higher latency (62 ms to 146 ms) and higher accuracy (72.0% to 76.2%). Thus, compared to these baseline models, APPROXNet wins by providing lower latency, satisfying the real-time requirement, and flexibility in achieving various points in the (accuracy, latency) space.
Figure 3.11. Content-specific accuracy of Pareto frontier branches. Branches that fulfill real-time processing (30 fps) requirement are labeled in green. Note that both ResNet-18 and ResNet-34 models, though with the higher accuracy, cannot meet the 30 fps latency requirement.

3.5.7 Adaptability to Changing Content Characteristics & User Requirements

We now show how APPROXNET can adapt to changing content characteristics and user requirements within the same video stream. The video stream, typically at 30 fps, may contain content of various complexities and this can change quickly and arbitrarily. Our study with the FCC on the VID dataset has shown that in 97.3% cases the frame complexity category of the video will change within every 100 frames. Thus, dynamically adjusting the AB with frame complexity category is beneficial to the end-to-end system. We see in Figure 3.11 that APPROXNET with various ABs can satisfy different (accuracy, latency) requirements for each frame complexity category. According to user’s accuracy or latency requirement, APPROXNET’s scheduler picks the appropriate AB. The majority of the branches satisfy the real-time processing requirement of 30 fps and can also support high accuracy quite close to the ResNet-34.

In Figure 3.12, we show how APPROXNET adapts for a particular representative video from the test dataset. Here, we assume the user requirement changes every 100 frames between “HH”, “MM”, and “LL”. This is a synthetic setting to observe how models perform at the time of switching. We assume a uniformly distributed model selection among 20 model variants for MCDNN’s scheduler (in [68], the MCDNN catalog uses 68 model variants) while the embedded device can only cache two models in the RAM (more detailed memory results
Figure 3.12. Latency performance comparison with changing user requirements throughout video stream.

Figure 3.13. Transition latency overhead across (a) ABs in ApproxNet and (b) descendant models in NestDNN. “from” branch on Y-axis and “to” branch on X-axis. Inside brackets: (input shape, outport depth). Latency unit is millisecond.

In this case, MCDNN has a high probability to load a new model variant into RAM from Flash, whenever the user requirement changes. This results in a huge latency spike, typically from 5 to 20 seconds at each switch. It is notable that for some cases, there are also small spikes in MCDNN following the larger spikes because the generic model is invoked due to the specialized model’s prediction of “infrequent” class. On the other hand, ApproxNet and MSDNets incur little overhead in switching between any two branches, because they are all available within the same single-model DNN. Similar to the results before, ApproxNet wins over MSDNets at lower latency to meet the real-time processing requirement even though its accuracy is slightly lower.

To see in further detail the behavior of ApproxNet, we profile the mean transition time of all Pareto frontier branches under no contention as shown in Figure 3.13 (a). Most of the transition overheads are extremely low, while only a few transitions are above 30 ms. Our optimization algorithm (Equations 3.3 and 3.4) filters out such expensive transitions if they happen too frequently. In Figure 3.13 (b), we further show the transition time between the descendant models in NestDNN, which uses a multi-capacity model with varying number of filters in the convolutional layers. The notation c50 stands for the descendant model with
50% capacity of the largest variant, and so on. We can observe that the lowest switching cost of NestDNN is still more than an order of magnitude higher than the highest switching cost of ApproxNet. The highest switching cost of NestDNN compared to the highest of ApproxNet is more than three orders of magnitude—the highest cost is important when trying to guarantee latencies with the worst-case latency spikes. We can observe that the transition overhead can be up to 25 seconds from the smallest model to the largest model, and is generally proportional to the amount of data that is loaded into the memory. This is because NestDNN only keeps a single model, the one in use in memory and loads/unloads all others when switching. In summary, the benefit of ApproxNet comes from the fact that (1) it can accommodate multiple (accuracy, latency) points within one model through its two approximation knobs while MCDNN has to switch between model variants, and (2) switching between ABs does not load large amount of data and computational graphs.

3.5.8 Adaptability to Resource Contention

We evaluate in Figure 3.14, the ability of ApproxNet to adapt to resource contention on the device, both CPU and GPU contention. First, we evaluate this ability by running a
bubble application [80], [82] on the CPU that creates stress of different magnitudes on the (shared) memory subsystem while the video analytics DNN is running on the GPU. We generate bubbles, of two different memory sizes 10 KB (low contention) and 300 MB (high contention). The bubbles can be “unpinned” meaning they can run on any of the cores or they can be “pinned” in which case they run on a total of 5 CPU cores leaving the 6th one for dedicated use by the video analytics application. The unpinned configuration causes higher contention. We introduce contention in phases—low pinned, low unpinned, high pinned, high unpinned.

As shown in Figure 3.14(a), MCDNN with its fastest model variant MCDNN-18, runs between 40ms and 100 ms depending on the contention level and has no adaptation. For APPROXNET, on the other hand, our mean latency under low contention (10 KB, pinned) is 25.66 ms, and it increases a little to 34.23 ms when the contention becomes high (300 MB, unpinned). We also show the accuracy comparison in Figure 3.14(b), where we are slightly better than MCDNN under low contention and high contention (2% to 4%) but slightly worse (within 4%) for intermediate contention (300 MB, pinned).

To further evaluate APPROXNET with regard to GPU contention, we run a synthetic matrix manipulation application concurrently with APPROXNET. The contention level is varied in a controlled manner through the synthetic application, from 0% to 100% in steps of 10%, where the control is the size of the matrix, and equivalently, the number of GPU threads dedicated to the synthetic application. The contention value is the GPU utilization when the synthetic application runs alone as measured through tegrastats. For baseline, we use the MCDNN-18 model again since among the MCDNN ensemble, it comes closest to the video frame rate (33.3 ms latency). As shown in Figure 3.14(c), without the ability to sense the GPU contention and react to it, the latency of MCDNN increases by 85.6% and is far beyond the real-time latency threshold. The latency of APPROXNET also increases with gradually increasing contention, 20.3 ms at no contention to 30.77 ms at 30% contention. However, when we further raise the contention level to 50% or above, APPROXNET’s scheduler senses the contention and switches to a lighter-weight approximation branch such that the latency remains within 33.3 ms. The accuracy of MCDNN and APPROXNET were identical for this sample execution. Thus, this experiment bears out the claim that APPROXNET can respond
to contention gracefully by recreating the Pareto curve for the current contention level and picking the appropriate AB.

### 3.5.9 Solution Overheads

With the same experiment as in Section 3.5.7, we compare the overheads of APPROXNET, MCDNN, and MSDNets in Figure 3.15. For APPROXNET, we measure the overhead of all the steps outside of the core DNN, \textit{i.e.} frame resizing, FCE, RCE, and scheduler. For MCDNN, the dominant overhead is the model switching and loading. The model switching overhead of MCDNN is measured at each switching point and averaged across all frames in each scenario. We see that APPROXNET, including overheads, is 7.0X to 8.2X faster than MCDNN and 2.4X to 4.1X faster than MSDNets. Further, we can observe that in “MM” and “LL” scenarios, APPROXNET’s averaged latency is less than 30 ms and thus APPROXNET can achieve real-time processing of 30 fps videos. As mentioned before, MCDNN may be forced to reload the appropriate models whenever the user requirement changes. So, in the best case for MCDNN the requirement never changes or it has all its models cached in RAM. APPROXNET is still 5.1X to 6.3X faster.
Figure 3.16 compares the peak memory consumption of APPROXNET and MCDNN in typical usage scenarios. APPROXNET-mixed, MCDNN-mixed, and MSDNet-mixed are the cases where the experiment cycles through the three usage scenarios. We test MCDNN-mixed with two model caching strategies: (1) the model variants are loaded from Flash when they get triggered (named “re-load”), simulating the minimum RAM usage (2) the model variants are all loaded into the RAM at the beginning (named “load-all”), assuming the RAM is large enough. We see that APPROXNET in going from “LL” to “HH” requirement consumes 1.6 GB to 1.7 GB memory and is lower than MCDNN (1.9 GB and 2.4 GB). MCDNN’s cascade DNN design (specialized model followed by generic model) is the root cause that it consumes about 15% more memory than our model even though they only keep one model variant in the RAM and it consumes 32% more memory if it loads two. For the mixed scenario, we can set an upper bound on the APPROXNET memory consumption—it never exceeds 2.1 GB no matter how we switch among ABs at runtime, an important property for proving operational correctness in mobile or embedded environments. Further, APPROXNET, with tens of ABs available, offers more choices than MCDNN and MSDNet, and MCDNN cannot accommodate more than two models in the available RAM.

Storage is a lesser concern but it does affect the pushing out of updated models from the server to the mobile device, a common use case. APPROXNET’s storage cost is only 88.8 MB while MCDNN with 2 models takes 260 MB and MSDNet with 5 execution branches takes 177 MB. A primary reason is the duplication in MCDNN of the specialized and the generic models which have identical architecture except for the last FC layer. Thus, APPROXNET is well suited to the mobile usage scenario due to its low RAM and storage usage.

### 3.5.10 Ablation Study with FCE

To study the necessity of FCE, we conduct an ablation study of APPROXNET with a content agnostic scheduler. Different from the content-aware scheduler, this scheduler picks the same AB for all video frames regardless of the content (the contention level is held unchanged). The test dataset obviously has variations in the content characteristics. With the same experiment as in Section 3.5.6, we compare the accuracy and latency performance be-
Figure 3.17. Comparison of system performance in typical usage scenarios between APPROXNET with FCE and APPROXNET without FCE.

Figure 3.17. Comparison of system performance in typical usage scenarios between APPROXNET with FCE and APPROXNET without FCE in three typical usage scenarios “HH”, “MM”, and “LL”. Figure 3.17 shows that APPROXNET with FCE is able to improve the accuracy by 2.0% under a “HH” scenario with an additional 3.57 ms latency cost. APPROXNET with FCE under “MM” and “LL” scenarios is either slightly slower or more accurate than that without FCE. To summarize, APPROXNET’s FCE is more beneficial when the accuracy goal is higher, and however the latency budget is also higher.

3.5.11 Case Study with YouTube Video

As a case study, we evaluate APPROXNET on a randomly picked YouTube video [99], to see how it adapts to different resource contention scenarios at runtime (Figure 3.18). The video is a car racing match with changing scenes and objects, and thus, we want to evaluate the object classification performance. The interested reader may see a demo of APPROXNET and MCDNN on this and other videos at https://approxnet.github.io/. Similar to the control
setup in Section 3.5.8, we test APPROXNET and MCDNN for four different contention levels. Each phase is 300-400 frames and the latency requirement is 33 ms to keep up with the 30 fps video. We see APPROXNET adapts to the resource contention well—it switches to a lightweight AB while still keeping high accuracy, comparable to MCDNN (seen on the demo site). Further, APPROXNET is always faster than MCDNN, while MCDNN, with a latency of 40-80 ms and even without switching overhead, has degraded performance under resource contention, and has to drop approximately every two out of three frames. As for the accuracy, there are only some occasional false classifications in APPROXNET (in total: 51 out of 3,000
frames, or 1.7%). MCDNN, in this case, has slightly better accuracy (24 false classifications in 3,000 frames, or 0.8%). We believe commonly used post-processing algorithms [94], [100] can easily remove these occasional classification errors and both approaches can achieve very low inaccuracy.

3.6 Discussion

**Training the approximation-enabled DNN** of APPROXNET may take longer than conventional DNNs, since at each iteration of training, different outports and input shapes try to minimize their own softmax loss, and thus, they may adjust internal weights of the DNN in conflicting ways. In our experiments with the VID dataset, we observe that our training time is around 3 days on our evaluation edge server, described in Section 3.5.1, compared to 1 day to train a baseline ResNet-34 model. However, training being an offline process, the time is of less concern. However, training can be sped up by using one of various actively researched techniques for optimizing training, such as [101].

**Generalizing the approximation-enabled DNN to other architectures.** The shape and depth knobs are general to all CNN-based architectures. Theoretically, we can attach an outport (composed of SPP to adjust the shape and fully-connected layer to generate classification) to any layers. The legitimate input shape can be tricky and dependent on the specific architecture. Considering the training cost and exploration space, we select 7 shapes in multiples of 16 and 6 outports, in mostly equally spaced positions of the layers. More input shapes and outports enable finer-grained accuracy-latency trade-offs and the granularity of such a trade-off space depends on the design goal.

3.7 Related Work

**System-wise optimization:** There have been many optimization attempts to improve the efficiency of video analytics or other ML pipelines by building low power hardware and software accelerators for DNNs [102]–[109] or improving application performance using database optimization, either on-premise [110] or on cloud-hosted instances [111]. These are orthogonal and APPROXNET can also benefit from these optimizations. VideoStorm [2],
Chameleon [112], and Focus [113] exploited various configurations and DNN models to handle video analytics queries in a situation-tailored manner. ExCamera [1] and Sonic [114] enabled low-latency video processing on the cloud using serverless architecture (AWS Lambda [115]). Mainstream [69] proposed to share weights of DNNs across applications. These are all server-side solutions, requiring multiple models to be loaded simultaneously, which is challenging with resource constraints. NoScope [116] targeted to reduce the computation cost of video analytics queries on servers by leveraging a specialized model trained on a small subset of videos. Thus, its applicability is limited to a small subset of videos that the model has seen. Closing-the-loop [117] uses genetic algorithms to efficiently search for video editing parameters with lower computation cost. VideoChef [79] attempted to reduce the processing cost of video pipelines by dynamically changing approximation knobs of preprocessing filters in a content-aware manner. In contrast, APPROXNET, and concurrently developed APPROX-Det [118] (for video-specific object detection), approximate in the core DNN, which have a significantly different and computationally heavier program structure than filters. Due to this larger overhead of approximation in the core DNN, APPROXNET’s adaptive tuning is challenging. Thus, we plan on using either distributed learning [119] or a reinforcement learning-based scheduler for refining this adaptive feature [120].

**DNN optimizations:** Many solutions have been proposed to reduce computation cost of a DNN by controlling the precision of edge weights [121]–[124] and restructuring or compressing a DNN model [74], [125]–[130]. These are orthogonal to our work and APPROXNET’s one-model approximation-enabled DNN can be further optimized by adopting such methods. There are several works that also present similar approximation knobs (input shape, outport depth). BranchyNet, CDL, and MSDNet [75], [76], [131] propose early-exit branches in DNNs. However, BranchyNet and CDL only validate on small datasets like MNIST [132] and CIFAR-10 [133] and have not shown practical techniques to selectively select these early-exit branches in an end-to-end pipeline. Such an adaptive system, in order to be useful (especially on embedded devices), needs to be responsive to resource contention, content characteristics, and users’ requirement, e.g., end-to-end latency SLA. MSDNet targets a very simple image classification task without a strong use case and does not show a data-driven manner of using the early exits. It would have been helpful to demonstrate the
system’s end-to-end latency on either a server-class or embedded device. BlockDrop [134] trains a policy network to determine whether to skip the execution of several residual blocks at inference time. However, its speedup is marginal and it cannot be applied directly to mobile devices for real-time classification.

3.8 Conclusion

There is a push to support streaming video analytics close to the source of the video, such as, IoT devices, surveillance cameras, or AR/VR gadgets. However, state-of-the-art heavy DNNs cannot run on such resource-constrained devices. Further, the runtime conditions for the DNN’s execution may change due to changes in the resource availability on the device, the content characteristics, or user’s requirements. Although several works create lightweight DNNs for resource-constrained clients, none of these can adapt to changing runtime conditions. We introduced ApproxNet, a video analytics system for embedded or mobile clients. It enables novel dynamic approximation techniques to achieve desired inference latency and accuracy trade-off under changing runtime conditions. It achieves this by enabling two approximation knobs within a single DNN model, rather than creating and maintaining an ensemble of models. It then estimates the effect on latency and accuracy due to changing content characteristics and changing levels of contention. We show that ApproxNet can adapt seamlessly at runtime to such changes to provide low and stable latency for object classification on a video stream. We quantitatively compare its performance to ResNet, MCDNN, MobileNets, NestDNN, and MSDNet, five state-of-the-art object classification DNNs.
4. APPROXDET: CONTENT AND CONTENTION-AWARE APPROXIMATE OBJECT DETECTION FOR MOBILES

4.1 Introduction

Mobile devices with integrated cameras have seen tremendous success in various domains. Equipped with increasingly powerful System-on-Chips (SoCs), mobile augmented reality (AR) devices such as the Microsoft Hololens and Magic Leap One, along with top-of-the-line smartphones like iPhone 11 Pro and Samsung Galaxy S20, are opening up a plethora of new continuous mobile vision applications that were previously deemed impossible. These applications range from detection of objects around the environment for immersive experience in AR games such as Pokemon-Go [135], to recognition of road signs for providing directions in real-time [136], to identification of people for interactive photo editing [137], and to Manchester City’s AR-driven stadium tour. A fundamental vision task that all of these applications must perform, is object detection on the live video stream that the camera is capturing. To maintain the immersive experience of the user (e.g. for AR games) or to give usable output on time (e.g. for road sign recognition), such tasks must be performed in near real-time with very low latency.

Computer vision and computer systems research working together has made significant progress in lightweight object detection applicable to mobile settings for still images in recent years [55], [98], [138], [139], thanks to development of efficient deep neural networks (DNNs) [74], [97], [121], [140]. However, directly applying image-based object detectors to video streams suffers, especially in mobile settings [141]. First, applying a detector on all video frames introduces excessive computational cost and would often violate the latency requirements of our target continuous vision applications. Second, image-based object detectors are not cognizant of the significant temporal continuity that exists in successive video frames (e.g. a static scene with a slowly moving object), unable to map this to the latency budget. To overcome these algorithmic challenges, the computer vision community has proposed some DNN models [94], [142], [143] for video object detection and tracking. Several lightweight DNN models [70], [144] that are suitable for mobile devices were developed.
Figure 4.1. APPROXDET: The first system of mobile video object detection that takes both video content-awareness and resource contention-awareness within its ambit. Compared to a widely used object detector [57] optimized for a target latency requirement (orange curve), APPROXDET (blue curve) keeps its runtime latency (left) below the requirement and achieves better accuracy (right).

Despite these efforts, we argue that the system challenges of video object detection for continuous vision applications on resource-constrained devices remain largely unsolved [145]–[147]. A major shortcoming is that none of the existing approaches can adapt to runtime condition changes, such as the content characteristics of the input videos, and the level of contention on the edge device. Modern mobile devices\(^\dagger\) come with increasingly powerful SoCs having multiple heterogeneous processing units, and no longer process just a single application at a time. For example, both iOS and Android support multiple background tasks [148]–[150], such as an always-on personal assistant, e.g., Siri running a DNN for speech recognition (GPU contention), or a firewall constantly inspecting packets (memory-bandwidth contention). These tasks can run simultaneously with a continuous vision application that requires a video object detector, leading to unpredictable resource contention on mobile devices similar to a traditional server setting [80], [82], [151], [152]. Such concurrent appli-

\(^\dagger\)We use “mobile devices” for the target platform, though without loss of generality, it applies to mobile and embedded platforms. The commonality is that both are using increasingly powerful SoCs, but are still resource constrained, relative to the servers where streaming video analytics are typically run. Further, both are used to run co-located applications (mobiles more so than embedded), which can interfere with the video analytics.
cations or background tasks can compete with object detection, drastically increasing the
object detector’s latency. Consider the example of a widely used DNN-based object detector:
Faster R-CNN (FRCNN) [57], integrated with MedianFlow (MF) object tracking [153] and
optimized for a latency requirement of 100 milliseconds (ms)\(^2\). The orange curve in Figure 4.1
shows the latency (left) and accuracy (right) of this [FRCNN + MF] processing an input
video at different GPU contention levels on an embedded device (NVIDIA TX2). Without
contention, the detector has a latency of \(\approx 64\) ms. However, as the GPU contention level
increases, we observe a drastic increase in detection latency. While the accuracy remains
the same, the latency of the detector fluctuates significantly and violates our 100 ms latency
requirement. Different from server-class devices [82], our target mobile devices have limited
ability to isolate co-located applications from interference, stemming from the paucity of
VM-like isolation mechanisms.

To address this issue, we propose **ApproxDet**, a novel system that takes both video
content-awareness and resource contention-awareness within its ambit. In contrast to the
static FRCNN+MF baseline in Figure 4.1, APPROXDET manages to keep a latency below the
requirement with increased level of contention while achieving a better accuracy. To this end,
APPROXDET uses a single model with multiple approximation knobs that are dynamically
tuned at runtime to stay on the Pareto optimal frontier (of the latency-accuracy curve in
this case). This approach is in line with recent work on runtime-determined approximations
in stateful distributed applications by us [110], [111], [154], [155] and others [156], [157].
We refer to the execution branch with a particular configuration of the approximation knob
as an **approximation branch (AB)**. This overall functionality is supported by three
core technical contributions of this work. **First**, APPROXDET models the impacts of the
contention level to the latency of the ABs. **Second**, our model combines an offline trained
latency prediction model and an online contention sensor to precisely predict the latency
of each AB in our system. Thus APPROXDET can adapt to resource contention at a given
latency budget at runtime, an ability especially critical for the deployment on edge devices as
their resources are limited and shared. **Third**, APPROXDET further considers how the video

\(^2\)We pick a combination of detector and tracker configurations that satisfies the latency requirement in 95% of
the video frames from a validation dataset.
content influences both accuracy and latency. APPROXDet leverages video characteristics such as the object motion (fast vs. slow) and the sizes and the number of objects, to better predict the accuracy and latency of the ABs, and to select the best AB with reduced latency and increased accuracy.

Figure 4.2 presents an overview of APPROXDet. The object detection pipeline comprises of an object detector DNN based on our modified version of FRCNN [57], and a video object tracker that can be selected from among a set of choices. Both the detector and tracker are jointly approximated to achieve the required point in the accuracy-latency trade-off curve. Importantly, with the joint modeling of resource contention and content characteristics, APPROXDet can dynamically tune the approximation knobs, including the interval of performing object detection on video frames, the input shape of the frames and the number of proposals in the object detector DNN, the choice of object trackers, and the down-sampling ratio of the tracker. This means, in response to a resource contention from the GPU, APPROXDet can move to a more aggressive approximation setting of the detector DNN to bring down the latency since the detector DNN is more sensitive to the GPU contention. Moreover, in case of a content change in the video frame, e.g. a rapidly moving object, APPROXDet is able to switch over to a different AB where detector DNN is triggered more frequently to mitigate the tracker failure due to the fast-moving objects.

To our best knowledge, APPROXDet is the first system that accounts for the joint adaptation to video content and resource contention for mobile object detection. Distinct from prior work that optimizes multiple concurrent DNN applications [68], [69], [77], our system treats the contention as a black box. Our principle is that we neither know the context nor have control over the contention in real-world systems, as these video-analytic systems are typically user-space processes without any OS privilege. To estimate the contention, APPROXDet uses the current observed latency to map to the contention level, and adapts to use the AB that can satisfy the latency requirement from the user. Our evaluation bears out that this design choice is particularly effective for handling varied forms of contention under one simple algorithm. Table 4.1 further contrasts the features of APPROXDet with existing works.
To evaluate our model, we conduct extensive experiments on ImageNet Video Object Detection (VID) dataset [93] and compare our APPROXDet to a number of baselines, including AdaScale [158], Faster R-CNN [57], Faster R-CNN with tracking [153], and YOLOv3 [138]. Our results suggest that APPROXDet is able to adapt to a wide variety of contention and content characteristics and achieves 52% lower latency and 11.1% higher accuracy over the latest YOLOv3 optimized for efficiency and accuracy, and outshining all other baselines.

In summary, our work makes the following contributions:
1. We show that resource contention in mobile/embedded devices can significantly degrade the latency requirements of continuous vision applications.

2. We propose APPROXDET, an adaptive object detection framework that takes the runtime content characteristics and resource availability into consideration to dynamically optimize for the best accuracy-vs-latency tradeoff. This optimization is done using a single model with different approximation branches, rather than using an ensemble of models, leading to reduced switching overhead and the memory footprint.

3. APPROXDET makes use of video-specific features and does not simply consider a video as a set of discrete image frames. For example, it uses past video content characteristics (e.g. size of the objects) to guide its choice of the optimal approximation branch.

4.2 Background

This section introduces the background of APPROXDET, including object detection and tracking models used in APPROXDET and the context of approximate computing on edge devices.

4.2.1 Object Detection

Given an input image or video frame, an object detector aims at locating tight bounding boxes of object instances from target categories. In terms of network architecture, a CNN-based object detector can be divided into the backbone part that extracts image features, and the detection part that classifies object regions based on the extracted features. The detection part can be further divided into two-stage [57], [159] and single-stage detectors [55], [138], [160]. Two-stage detectors usually make use of Region Proposal Networks (RPN) for generating regions-of-interest (RoIs), which are further refined through the detection head and thus more accurate.

Our work builds on Faster-RCNN [57] — an accurate and flexible framework for object detection and a canonical example of a two-stage object detector. An input image or video frame is first resized to a specific input shape and fed into a DNN, where image features
are extracted. Based on the features, a RPN identifies a *pre-defined number* of candidate object regions, known as region proposals. Image features are further aggregated within the proposed regions, followed by another DNN to classify the proposals into either background or one of target object categories and to refine the location of the proposals. Our key observation is that the input shape and the number of proposals have significant impact to the accuracy and latency. Therefore, we propose to expose *input shape* and *number of region proposals* as tuning knobs in APPROXDET.

Another line of research develops single-stage object detection [55], [138]. Without using region proposals, these models are optimized for efficiency and oftentimes less flexible. We consider one of the representative single-stage detectors as a baseline [138] in our experiments. YOLO simplifies object detection as a regression problem by directly predicting bounding boxes and class probabilities without the generation of region proposals.

### 4.2.2 Object Tracking

Object tracking seeks to locate moving objects over time within a video. We focused on motion-based visual tracking due to its simplicity and efficiency. A motion-based tracker assumes the initial position of each object is given in a starting frame, and makes use of local motion cues to predict the object’s position in the next batch of frames. Our system considers a set of existing motion-based object trackers — MedianFlow [153], KCF [161], and CSRT [162]. The key difference lies in the extraction of motion cues, via *e.g.* optical flow or correlation filters, leading to varying accuracy and efficiency under different application scenarios. We thus propose to enable the adaptive *choice of the trackers* as one of our tuning knobs.

Another important factor of object tracking performance is the input resolution to a motion-based tracker. A downsampled version of the input image allows to better capture large motion and thus to track fast-moving objects, while a high-resolution input image facilitates the accurate tracking of objects that move slowly. Therefore, we further expose the *downsampling ratio of the input image* as another tuning knob for tracking.
4.2.3 Approximate Computing and Adaptation

Many computations are inherently approximate—they trade off quality of results for lower execution time or lower energy. Approximate computing has emerged as an area that exposes additional sources of approximation at the computer system level, including resource-constrained mobile and embedded platforms. One challenge in approximate computing is that the accuracy and performance of applying approximate techniques to a specific application and input sets are hard to predict and control [20], [40], [47]. This may lead to missed optimization opportunities, unacceptable quality outputs, and even incorrect executions. The two fundamental causes is that approximation techniques are not content-aware and contention-aware. Some recent work has started to address these issues. For example, Input Responsive Approximation (IRA) [26] and VideoChef [79] have brought in content-aware approximation for image processing and video processing pipelines respectively.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no solution that makes video object detection systems on mobile platforms adaptive to resource contention. Recently, Min et al. [163] assess the runtime quality of sensing models in the multi-mobile-device environment so that the best device is selected as a function of model accuracy. However, we have not seen similar work on the video object detection task. There are several works that provide tunable knobs to trade off accuracy-versus-latency, primarily in the image processing context [75], [77], [164], and some in video processing context [158]. It is conceivable that these knobs can be reconfigured to an optimal setting continuously as contention varies. However, there are key systems challenges that have to be solved before that end goal can be achieved. Such challenges include how to sense contention, how to change the knob in response to a specific level of contention, and how to optimize for the switching overhead from one approximation level to another.

4.3 Overview

Figure 4.2 presents the overall workflow of our system APPROXDET. Our system consists of two modules — a scheduler and a multi-branch object detection framework. The detection
framework takes a video frame and a configuration as an input and produces the detection results while the scheduler decides which configuration the detection framework should use.

The detection framework includes two kernels: a detection kernel and a tracking kernel. This follows the common practice for video object detection that combines the heavy-weight detection and the light-weight tracker [70], [165]. At a high-level, the detection framework exposes five tuning knobs. With each tuning knob varying in a dynamic range, we construct a multi-dimensional configuration space and call the execution path of each configuration an **approximation branch (AB)**. The accuracy and the latency (execution time) are different for each AB and the values depend upon the video content characteristics (*e.g.* still versus fast-moving) and the compute resources available (*e.g.* lightly-loaded versus heavily-loaded mobile). To efficiently select an AB at runtime according to the given (and possibly changing) user requirement, the scheduler estimates the current latency and accuracy of each branch. The scheduler then selects the most accurate/fastest branch according to the specific user requirement.

We train an accuracy model and a latency model offline to support such estimation online. To better predict such online performance metric, we build two lightweight online modules – (1) a **content-aware feature extractor**, which extracts the height, width, tracks the object information of the last frame, and calculates the object movements of the past few frames, and (2) a **contention sensor**, which senses the current resource contention level. The scheduler is designed to run occasionally to re-calibrate the best approximation branch based on a learnable interval called “scheduler interval”, which represents the number of frames that the configuration of the detection framework can be maintained.

### 4.4 Design Elements of ApproxDet

#### 4.4.1 Multi-branch Object Detection Framework

To support the runtime adaptive object detection framework on videos, we first design a multi-branch object detection framework, with light switching overheads among branches for mapping to runtime changes. Different from object detection on still images, videos have temporal similarities and an object tracker is used to reduce the runtime cost with minor
Figure 4.3. Our multi-branch object detection framework APPROXDet with the five runtime tuning knobs.

accuracy drop. In APPROXDet, the detection DNN produces initial bounding boxes for each object in the input image, while the tracker tracks objects between successive frames.

The overwhelming majority of work on lightweight object detection is for images, e.g., YOLOv3 [138] and SSD [55], thus being agnostic to video characteristics inherent to the temporal relation between image frames. This in turn influences APPROXDet’s design decisions. For the detection DNN, we choose the popular Faster-RCNN with ResNet-50 as the backbone [57]. It shows state-of-the-art performance with medium speed when compared with other detection models. For the tracker part, we experiment with a set of 4 trackers — MedianFlow [153], KCF [161], CSRT [162], and Dense Optical Flow [166]. These trackers are open-sourced in OpenCV with reasonable performance. We then expose five tuning knobs for this object detection framework that our scheduler controls programmatically at runtime to achieve the right accuracy-latency tradeoff. We introduce them below and illustrate them in Figure 4.3.
• Sampling interval ($s_i$): For every $s_i$ frame, we run the heavyweight object detection DNN on the first frame and light-weight object tracker on the rest of the frames.

• Input shape ($shape$): The resized shape of the video frame that is fed into the detection DNN.

• Number of proposals ($nprop$): The number of proposals generated from the Region Proposal Networks (RPN) in our detection DNN.

• Tracker type ($tracker$): Type of object tracker.

• Down-sampling ratio ($ds$): The downsampling ratio of the frame used by the object tracker.

Generally, we have empirically observed that smaller $s_i$, larger $shape$, more $nprop$, and smaller $ds$ will raise the accuracy and vice-versa. We will discuss the specifics of the knobs in Section 4.5.1.

4.4.2 Content Feature Extraction

As multi-branch object detection framework is designed, an important prerequisite is to *precisely estimate the accuracy and computation time (latency) of each approximation branch*. To start with, the content feature has great impact on both the accuracy and latency of each AB based on the following two observations – (1) tracker latency is affected by the number and area of the objects because tracker algorithms take the bounding boxes of the detection frames as inputs and calculate features inside each box; (2) both detection and tracker accuracy are affected by the content in the video. For example, detection DNNs perform consistently poorly with small objects on MS COCO dataset [167], including Faster-RCNN [57], SSD [55], and YOLO [56]. Moreover, both detection DNN and tracker find it harder to deal with fast-moving objects. Some previous works [136] mention that movement between frames can be used as a feature to trigger the heavy detection process. This implies that for video object detection systems, we need to extract these content features to improve
the accuracy and latency of our models. In this work, we mainly consider two types of content features, described next.

**Object Basic Features**: We use the *number of objects* and the *summed area of the objects* as features for modeling the tracker latency. The intuition is that some light-weight trackers’ latency increases proportionally with the number of objects and the area of the objects since each object is tracked independently, and the larger the area, the more tracking-related features need computation.

We empirically verify that the latency of the object trackers is affected by both the number and sizes of the objects, as shown in Figure 4.4 and 4.5. Specifically, we use 10% of the ImageNet video object detection (VID) training dataset to generate the latency data samples. The detailed data split can be found in Section 4.6.2.

**Object Movement Features**: We use the *recent movement of objects* as a feature for modeling the framework accuracy. More rigorously, we define the movement as the Euclidean distance of the objects’ centers and we take the mean movement of all the objects in the recent frames. The intuition is that the faster the objects move in the video frame, the lower the accuracy, especially for the execution branches with higher sampling interval. We use the same data split as in Figure 4.4 and 4.5 to generate our accuracy data. We empirically
show this in Figure 4.6, where we divide the validation dataset into three subsets — videos with slow, medium, and fast moving objects and show the accuracy reduction (compared to the detection-only branch) as we increase the sampling interval of the object detection kernel. For the detection kernel, we choose 100-proposal, 576-shape branch. The results show that the accuracy of high si branches ($si = 100$) does not drop significantly ($\approx 10\%$) on slow moving videos but reduces ($> 30\%$) on fast moving videos.

4.4.3 Latency Modeling

Latency prediction models aim to predict the frame-wise latency of each AB for future frames. Denote $L_{fr}$ as the per-frame latency of our adaptive object detection framework. $L_{fr}$ is a function of the DNN based detection latency $L_{DNN}$ and the tracking latency $L_{tracker}$.

If object detection DNN runs every $si$ frames (sampling interval), the latency $L_{fr}$ is given by

$$L_{fr} = \frac{L_{DNN}}{si} + L_{tracker} \quad (4.1)$$

We now describe the models of the detection latency $L_{DNN}$ and the tracking latency $L_{tracker}$, respectively.

**Latency Prediction for Object Detection DNN:** The latency of the object detection DNN $L_{DNN}$ is jointly determined by the two detector tuning knobs – the input image size shape and the number of proposals $nprop$. Moreover, considering the input shape of frames may vary in different videos, we add the height and width of the input image as additional features. These features could be ignored if the video source is a video camera (which outputs fixed sized frames). Besides the input shape of video frames, system contention (CPU/GPU usage and memory bandwidth, as detailed in Section 4.4.5) will also affect the DNN latency. Thus, the latency equation of the DNN is given by

$$L_{DNN} = f_{DNN}(nprop, \text{shape}, \text{height}, \text{width}, \text{contention}) \quad (4.2)$$

We fit a quadratic regression model for $f_{DNN}$ to characterize the latency of the detection DNN. Once trained, the regression model is evaluated on a subset of the test set (sparsely...
sampled), where the mean squared error (MSE) between the prediction $\hat{L}_{DNN}$ and the ground-truth $L_{DNN}$ latency are reported.

**Latency Prediction for Object Trackers:** As discussed in Section 4.4.2, the number of objects and average sizes of objects play a major role for the tracking latency. We further construct a model $f_{\text{tracker}}$ to characterize the latency of the object tracker under the system contention. Similar to the detection latency model, we also add the height and width of the input image as additional features. Thus, $f_{\text{tracker}}$ is given by:

$$L_{\text{tracker}} = f_{\text{tracker}}(\text{height, width, n\_obj, avg\_size, contention})$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.3)

We fit quadratic regression models to the ground-truth $L_{\text{tracker}}$. Moreover, since the model depends on $n\_obj$ and $\text{avg\_size}$ of the previous frame, we use the previous frame’s $n\_obj$ and $\text{avg\_size}$ to train $L_{\text{tracker}}$. After the training process, we compute the predicted $\hat{L}_{\text{tracker}}$ and measure the MSE across a subset of the test set.

**4.4.4 Accuracy Modeling**

Accuracy prediction models aim to predict the expectation of the accuracy of each AB for near future frames. The accuracy of an object detector is usually defined by the metric mean average precision (mAP). However, we find that predicting the absolute mAPs given a test video is difficult. To address this issue, we propose to convert the absolute mAP metric into a relative percentage metric. More precisely, a base branch is identified in the detection framework using the detection-only branch ($si = 1$) with $nprop = 100$ and $shape = 576$. This base branch sets the performance upper-bound for all approximation branches (62.3% mAP on the validation set). The mAP of each AB is normalized to its percentage value by dividing its mAP by the base branch’s mAP.

Different from the latency models, the factors on the accuracy are coupled all together (i.e. no distinction between detection DNN and tracking). Thus, we have a single unified model, given by:

$$A = f_A(si, shape, nprop, tracker, ds, movement)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.4)
where \( \text{tracker} \) is the tracker type, \( ds \) is the downsampling ratio of the input to the tracker, and \( \text{movement} \) is the object movement features extracted from the video content. A decision tree model \( f_A \) was learned to predict the accuracy \( A \), trained with the MSE loss across the whole training dataset.

### 4.4.5 Synthetic Contention Generator

Synthetic Contention Generator (CG) is designed as a stand-in for any resource contention on the device that may affect APPROXDET. A detection framework may suffer from unpredictable levels of resource contention when it is running on mobile platforms due to the instantiation of other co-located applications, for which we will not have information. We focus on three important types of resources on mobile platforms — CPU, memory bandwidth (MB), and GPU. We control CPU contention by the number of CPU cores our CG occupies. We control MB contention by the amount of memory-to-cache bandwidth that it consumes. The code is modified from the widely used STREAM benchmark [168], [169] that is meant to measure the MB capacity of a chip. For the GPU contention, we control the number of GPU cores that are utilized. The three-dimensional CG is orthogonal, which means we can tune each dimension without affecting the other dimensions. The CG is representative because we executed and mapped the contention caused by some widely-used applications in the 3D contention space (Table 4.2). The first one is an anomaly detection program that uses Robust Random Cut Forest (RRCF) [170] to detect anomalies from a local temperature and humidity sensor data. We also used our two object detection DNNs, namely Faster R-CNN and YOLOv3, for checking how much contention they can generate.

### Table 4.2. Applications running in the 3D contention space.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Real Apps</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>MB (MB/s)</th>
<th>GPU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anomaly detection</td>
<td>99.80%</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faster R-CNN</td>
<td>69.75%</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YOLOv3</td>
<td>65.85%</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>98.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task</td>
<td>Cost</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Framework accuracy</td>
<td>2,414 hr · core (20% of the configurations)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detection latency</td>
<td>7 hr · machine w/ 15 out 1 million sampling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracker latency</td>
<td>1 hr · machine w/ 169 out 1 million sampling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.4.6 Profiling Cost and Sub-sampling

The cost of collecting ground truth data with design features for performance prediction models is significant without proper sampling techniques. We measure our profiling cost for the accuracy, detection latency, and tracker latency models in Table 4.3.

To efficiently collect the profiling data, we use the master and worker model, where the master node manages a list of configurations of the detection framework and distributes the profiling work, while workers run the particular configuration to collect the training data for the modeling. As the feature space is huge, we sparsely sample the multi-dimensional space of (“number of proposals”, “resized shape”, “sampling interval”, “tracker”, “down-sampling ratio of the tracker”). We finally use 20% of the configurations to train our accuracy model.

Similar sub-subsampling techniques are used for the latency models as well, and we sample data points on videos of various height and width, various numbers of objects and object sizes, under discrete 3D contention levels. We finally use 15 out of a million feature points (defined in Section 4.5.2 and 4.5.1) to train our detection latency model and 169 out of a million feature points to train our tracker latency model.

### 4.4.7 Scheduler

The scheduler is the core component of APPROXDET that makes the decision at runtime on which AB should be used to run the inference on the input video frames. Formally, the scheduler maximizes the estimated detection accuracy of APPROXDET given a latency requirement $L_{req}$. This is done by identifying a feasible set of branches that satisfy the target
latency requirements, and choosing the most accurate branch. In case of an empty feasible set, the fastest branch is returned. Thus, we formulate the optimal AB $b_{opt}$ as follows,

$$
b_{opt} = \begin{cases} 
\arg \max_{b \in \hat{B}} (A_b), & \text{if } \hat{B} \neq \emptyset, \\
\arg \min_{b \in \hat{B}} (L_{est,b}), & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \quad (4.5)
$$

where $\hat{B}$ is all ABs considered, $\hat{B}$ is the feasible set, i.e. $\hat{B} = \{ b \in \hat{B} \}$ iff $L_{est,b} < L_{req}$, $A_b$ and $L_{est,b}$ are the estimated accuracy and latency of the AB respectively. The search space $\hat{B}$, composed of five orthogonal knobs, has millions of states. To reduce the scheduler overhead, we use a sampling technique in Section 4.5.1 and design light-weight online feature extractors.

To further reduce the scheduler overhead and enhance our system robustness, we restrict the scheduler to make decision at least every $sw$ frames. The motivation of introducing $sw$ is to prevent the scheduler to make very frequent decisions. Specifically, we set $sw = \max(8, si)$. The scheduler will thus make a decision at least every 8 frames. When the scheduler chooses a branch with a long $si$, it will make a following decision every $si$ frames. In addition to the latency of the detection and tracking kernels, we add switching overhead $L_{sw}$ and the scheduler overhead $L_{sc}$ into the overall latency estimation of an AB $b$, i.e. $L_{est,b} = L_{b,fr} + (L_{sw} + L_{sc})/sw$. We also design the light-weight online feature extractors so that we can adapt seamlessly to the content and contention changes.

**Online Content feature Extractor.** The online content feature extractor maintains the content features of the video by extracting height, width from current frame, memorizing $n_{\_obj}$, avg_size of last frame and movement from past frames. It is lightweight in terms of the compute load it puts on the target platform and this is desirable since we have to extract the features at runtime on the target board for feeding into our models.

**Online Contention Sensor.** The online contention sensor is designed to sense the contention level in the system so that we can refer to the modeling and make the right prediction on the latency of each AB. Although one can theoretically get the ground truth of the resource contention by probing the system and directly measuring CPU, memory bandwidth and GPU usage by other processes, it is not practical. As a normal application in the user
space, it is difficult for APPROXDET to collect the exact resource information from other processes. The hardware is also lacking sufficient support for such fine-grained measurement on mobile or embedded devices [171]. In contrast, the offline latency log under various contention levels and the online latency log of the current branch in the past few runs are a natural observation of the contention level. Thus, we proposed the log-based contention sensor.

The log-based contention sensor tries to find a contention level where the offline latency log matches the averaged online latency most closely. We use the nearest-neighbor principle to search for such contention levels in our pre-defined orthogonal 3D contention space. As multiple contention levels may cause the same impact on the latency of a given AB, we call it a cluster of contention levels and we pick one level out of it as the representative. In comparison to some previous work in the systems community [77], our contention sensor is lightweight, efficient, and does not require additional privileges at system level, making it a more practical offering in real-world systems.

4.5 Implementation

We implement APPROXDET in Python 3 and C with tensorflow-gpu, CUDA, and cuDNN libraries. For detection kernel, we choose Faster R-CNN due to its high accuracy and moderate computational burden. For tracking kernel, we implement four variants and introduce the details in Section 4.5.1.

4.5.1 Configuration of the Tuning Knobs

Our five tuning knobs include the sampling interval \((s_i)\), the input image size \((shape)\) to the detection DNN, the number of proposals \((nprop)\) in the detection DNN, the type of object tracker \((tracker)\) and the downsampling ratio of the input to the tracker \((ds)\). We now describe the implementation details of these knobs, including their data types and value ranges.

**Sampling Interval** \((s_i)\). \(s_i\) defines the interval of running the object detector. The object tracker runs on the following \(s_i - 1\) frames. For example, our system runs object detection
on every frame when \( s_i = 1 \). To reduce the search space of \( s_i \), we constrain \( s_i \) in a preset set—\( \{1, 2, 4, 8, 20, 50, 100\} \). These pre-defined \( s_i \) are chosen empirically to cover common video object detection scenarios. With the max value of \( s_i = 100 \), the detector runs at a large interval of 3-4 seconds and the tracker runs in-between.

**Input Video Frame Shape to Detector (\( \text{shape} \)).** \( \text{shape} \) defines the shortest side of the input video frame to the object detector. The value of \( \text{shape} \) must be a multiple of 16 to make the precise alignment of the image pixels and the feature map [57]. We set the \( \text{shape} \) range from 224 to 576, since smaller shape than 224 significantly reduces the accuracy and larger shape than 576 will result in heavy computational burden and does not improve the accuracy based on results on the validation set.

**Number of Proposals (\( nprop \)).** \( nprop \) controls the number of candidate regions considered for classification in the object detector. We limit the value of \( nprop \) (integer) between 1 and 100. With \( nprop = 1 \), only the top ranked proposal from RPN is used for detection. Increasing \( nprop \) will boost the detector’s performance yet with increased computational cost and runtime.

**Type of Trackers (\( \text{tracker} \)).** \( \text{tracker} \) defines which tracker to use from MedianFlow [153], KCF [161], CSRT [162], and dense optical flow trackers [166]. These trackers are selected based on their efficiency and accuracy. Different trackers have varying performance under different scenarios. For example, CSRT tracker is most accurate among these trackers, but is also most time consuming. MedianFlow tracker is fast and accurate when an object move slowly in the video, yet have poor performance for a fast moving object. We use the implementation from OpenCV for all trackers.

**Downsampling Ratio for the Tracker (\( ds \)).** \( ds \) controls the input image size to the tracker. The value of \( ds \) is limited to 1, 2, and 4, i.e. no downsampling, downsampling by a factor of 2 and 4, respectively. A larger \( ds \) reduces the computational cost, and favors the tracking of fast moving objects. A smaller \( ds \) increase the latency, yet provide more accurate tracking of slowly moving objects.
4.5.2 3D Contention Generator (CG)

Our 3D CG is lightweight in code size. It is configured to generate contention in CPU, memory bandwidth (MB), and GPU (as introduced in Section 4.4.5). For MB CG, we modify STREAM by having the code write continuously to a 152 MB memory space and controlling the interval of array elements to operate on the array data so as to control the MB occupied. We add a feedback loop to dynamically adjust the number of elements in the array to be skipped for the write operation, thus maintaining the MB contention at the experimentally given level. To increase the maximum contention that can be generated by the MB CG, we spread out the MB CG among the CPU cores on which contention is to be generated and in aggregate can generate an intense bandwidth contention of up to 18 GB/s when 6 CPU can be used. The maximum input for the MB CG depends on both the CPU and MB part, the more CPU we can occupy, the higher maximum MB contention we can achieve. For the GPU CG, we fixed the working frequency of TX2 board at 1300 MHz. Then our GPU CG performs add operation on a certain size of arrays by using a CUDA program. By changing the size of the arrays and the input to the CUDA kernel functions, we control the number of GPU cores that are kept busy. We generate contention from 1% to 99%, as measured by tegrasstats. For the experiments, we use 11 discrete levels 1%, 99%, and 9 levels in increments of 10% starting at 10%. If there is no MB or GPU contention specified and we need CPU contention on a certain number of CPU cores, we use a MB CG with minimum input 1MB/s to serve as the CPU CG and pin it to the experimentally given number of cores. For the experiments, we use 6 discrete levels from 100% to 600% in increments of 100%.

4.5.3 Training of Latency and Accuracy Models

The latency and accuracy model in APPROXDET is trained using a subset of the validation set of ImageNet VID. Specifically, we sparsely sample the 5-D feature space \((s_i, \text{shape, nprop, tracker, } ds)\) and run APPROXDET using the sampled configuration on a subset of videos randomly sampled from the validation set. Standard gradient descent is then used for fitting the regression. And CART is used for the decision tree. To train
content-aware accuracy model, during the training phase, the *movement* feature as the average motion across all objects and all frames is required in each video snippet. During the test phase, since movement of the objects are not available, we use average across all past frames as a substitute.

4.6 Evaluation
4.6.1 Evaluation Platform

We evaluate APPROXDET on an NVIDIA Jetson TX2 board [91], which includes 256 NVIDIA Pascal CUDA cores, a dual-core Denver CPU, a quad-core ARM CPU on a 8GB unified memory between CPU and GPU. The specification of this board is comparable to what is available in today’s high-end smartphones such as Samsung Galaxy S20 and Apple iPhone 11 Pro. We train our neural network models on a server with NVIDIA Tesla K40c GPU with 12GB dedicated memory and an octa-core Intel i7-2600 CPU with 24GB RAM. For both the TX2 and the edge server, we install Ubuntu OS and Tensorflow v1.14, Pytorch v1.1, and MXNet v1.4.1.

4.6.2 Datasets, Task, and Metrics

We evaluate APPROXDET on the object detection task using ILSVRC 2015 VID dataset [93]. For training, due to the redundant video dataset and limited resources, we follow the practice in [94] such that the VID training dataset is sub-sampled every 100 frames. We use 90% of this video dataset as training set to train APPROXDET’s DNN model and keep aside another 10% as validation set to fine-tune APPROXDET (modeling). To evaluate APPROXDET’s system performance, we use ILSVRC 2015 VID validation set – we refer to this as the “test set” throughout the chapter. Due to the limit of time and computational resources, we use 10% of test set. For all our baselines, we follow the data split of APPROXDET’s DNN model to train and test.

We use latency and mean average precision (mAP) as the two metrics. We define the latency as the short-window averaged latency among one detection frame and its following tracking frames. The definition applies to APPROXDET’s baselines using different trackers.
The latency also includes the overheads of the respective solutions, e.g., the switching overhead, the execution time of the online feature extractor, the online contention sensor, and the scheduler. Detection DNNs usually use a low confidence threshold, e.g., 0.001 [55], [57] to achieve higher mAP. However, low confidence threshold will lead to many false positive outputs, which is not practical in real-world systems. To simulate the environment of real-world systems, we use a high confidence threshold (0.3) to reduce the number of output objects from detection DNNs, and make it the same for all baseline detection DNNs. Note that we always use the ground truth annotations available in the dataset to examine the true accuracy and never use other detection results as pseudo ground truth (as in [113]).

4.6.3 Baselines

In this section, we will introduce baseline models used in this work.

**Faster R-CNN (FRCNN)** [57] is a popular two-stage detector in the computer vision community. We vary the \( nprop \) and \( shape \) of APPROXDET’s detection DNN to create different FRCNN baseline detectors. From this, we get a total of 28 (\( 4 \times 7 \)) FRCNN baseline models. In these baseline models, we follow the multi-model design on the detection model, where model variants in different sizes (number of proposals and resized shape) achieve different latency and accuracy specifications. We also profile the latency of these model variants and evaluate FRCNN with our scheduler defined in Section 4.4.7.

**FRCNN+MedianFlow (FRCNN+MF)**: Since FRCNN only uses detection, we want to enhance this baseline for a fair comparison. For the enhanced baseline, we follow the mainstream “detection plus tracking” design in lightweight object detection tasks. We pick an unmodified detection variant with the highest accuracy \( nprop = 100, shape = 576 \) and a fast object tracker—MedianFlow (without downsampling technique). Thus, the enhanced baseline models include FRCNN plus MedianFlow tracker with varying \( s_i \). We also profile the latency of these model variants (each \( s_i \)) and evaluate FRCNN+MF with our scheduler defined in Section 4.4.7. To reduce the scheduler cost, we perform the same sampling strategy in Section 4.5.1. Though we can pick different models based on the latency budget, these models are static and cannot respond to contention and context changes.
AdaScale: Among latest methods, we choose AdaScale \cite{158} as it dynamically adjusts the input scale to improve accuracy and running speed simultaneously. AdaScale is thus most relevant to our work, with similar tuning knobs for resource-constrained devices. For conducting a fair comparison between AdaScale and our proposed APPROXD\textsc{Det}, we both use the pretrained models on ImageNet and train on the same ImageNet VID dataset.

YOLOv3: YOLOv3 is a modern one-stage detector with a fast running speed. It is widely used in many mobile applications. We use the same training/testing set and scheduler as APPROXD\textsc{Det} to train and evaluate YOLOv3.

4.6.4 End-to-End Evaluation on Budgeted Latency

We first examine the end-to-end performance of APPROXD\textsc{Det} vs. various baselines. Figure 4.7 shows a micro-view of the accuracy and 95-th percentile latency \footnote{We choose the 95-th percentile latency service level agreement (SLA) because it is a promise to the users that in most cases the latency is below the number and shows much stronger latency guarantee than either mean or median latency.} under no contention (G0) and injected 50\% GPU contention (G50) from the CG. The reason why our evaluation injects GPU contention only, is that the inference time of the DNN has the most...
impact on the detection latency and such inferences mostly run on the device’s GPU (when it is available). Hence, the impact of GPU contention would focus on the most interesting scenarios showing how resilient APPROXDET is with respect to changes in the dynamics within the mobile device.

The results show the superior accuracy-vs-latency trade-off (blue vs. green vs. purple) over a FRCNN+MF and YOLOv3 under no contention where particularly, APPROXDET’s accuracy is 11.8%, 9.5% higher than FRCNN+MF given 80ms and 90ms latency SLA and also 9.1% higher than YOLOv3 given 170ms latency SLA (exactly following YOLOv3’s posterior 95-th latency). The accuracy gain over FRCNN+MF reduces as latency SLA grows larger since both APPROXDET and FRCNN+MF will merge into detection-only (or detection in every alternate frame) branch.

Furthermore, when 50% GPU contention is injected, APPROXDET with strong adaptability on sensing and reacting to the contention, the accuracy drops by around 2% and preserves the 95th latency SLA with minor changes (max 16%). However, the best baseline FRCNN+MF cannot adapt to the contention and the latency increases significantly (25% - 50%). Figure 4.8 shows the performance of FRCNN and AdaScale. Both of their latency increase by 75% to 120% with increased contention levels. This is significantly worse than APPROXDET. Further, FRCNN is inferior to FRCNN+MF in terms of accuracy-latency tradeoff. This is because adding the light-weight MedianFlow tracker largely reduces the latency while preserving most of the accuracy.

Although accuracy vs latency SLA shows the posterior performance metric of each model, we also want to examine under a certain latency requirement, how each solution chooses a model variant to execute and what the accuracy (Figure 4.9) and the latency violation rates (Figure 4.10) are. We evaluate at 80ms, 100ms, 150ms, and 300ms. Latency requirement that is smaller than 80ms is not chosen because no branch will be returned from both baselines and larger latency requirement is not meaningful as discussed before. Figure 4.9 and 4.10 show that under no contention scenario (GO), APPROXDET and FRCNN+MF are equally good at controlling low latency violations (APPROXDET is slightly smaller), while the accuracy of APPROXDET is 11.8%, 8.5%, 3.0%, and 1.1% higher than FRCNN+MF. Even
Figure 4.9. Accuracy (mAP) vs. latency requirement. FR-CNN cannot fulfill latency SLA < 300 ms. The accuracy of the baseline (FRCNN+MF) remains the same for G0 and G50, as it cannot adapt to contention and the execution is the same.

Figure 4.10. Latency violation rate vs. latency requirement. The baseline FRCNN+MF has significantly higher violation rates with increased contention levels, even when using a very conservative P95 scheduler.

under great reduction to 80ms latency requirement, APPROXDET is still able to maintain the accuracy above 50%.

Then, as 50% GPU contention is injected, the accuracy of APPROXDET is slightly reduced (by 2%) and is as good as FRCNN+MF under 150ms and 300ms latency requirements. However, APPROXDET is still able to control within the 5% violation rate while FRCNN+MF has a violation rate of 18.3%, 8.0%, 9.5%, and 100%. To summarize, APPROXDET is best at reducing the latency requirement to as low as 80ms with slightly reduced accuracy and is able to adapt well to the contention without violating the latency requirements.

4.6.5 Case Studies on Changing Conditions

Although the macro benchmark shows the overall performance of APPROXDET on a whole dataset, it is mostly the static behavior of the models since the latency requirement and resource contention levels do not change. To examine how APPROXDET adapts to the
Changing Contention Levels. We first examine the performance of APPROXDDET given a fixed latency requirement of 100 milliseconds on one test video. We then manually inject the GPU contention through CG and gradually tune up the contention level by 20% for every 200 frames. Figure 4.11 shows that APPROXDDET with quick sensing and adaptation, is always able to meet the latency requirements while a FRCNN+MF baseline will either exceed the latency requirement by 20% ($s_i = 20$) or stay too conservative ($s_i = 50$) and suffers from low accuracy (there is a 7% mAP difference between the two branches on the test dataset).

In addition, we also pick a real application—Gaussian Elimination from the Rodinia Benchmark Suite [172], a GPU-intensive linear algebra routine widely used by many applications. We examine the performance of APPROXDDET and baselines without and with the background app. Figure 4.12 shows that APPROXDDET can adapt to the resource contention produced by the background app. The latency goes up dramatically when the app starts running and quickly drops as APPROXDDET senses such contention and schedule a more efficient AB. A repeated experiment during the 600—800 frames has further confirmed our adaptability. In contrast, the baseline FRCNN+MF with different $s_i$ is either too conservative or
too aggressive under varying contention levels in terms of latency. When the contention app starts running, there is a larger latency spike of APPROXD\textsc{et} than FRCNN+MF. This is because our system schedules the AB with smaller $s_i$ as long as the latency of such AB is below the latency requirement. However, since the object detector takes a larger portion in latency and is more sensitive to GPU contention, the latency increase is much higher when the system has not responded yet.

**Changing Latency Requirements.** We then examine the performance of APPROXD\textsc{et} given more relaxed latency requirements of 80ms, 100ms, 150ms, and 300ms per frame in four equally chunked phases of 200 frames. Figure 4.13 shows that we can always keep up with the latency requirement and always run below the latency requirement while FRCNN+MF, although is choosing a branch that satisfy 95% of the video frames in the validation dataset, still violates the latency requirement by 20% under 80ms requirement and is slightly above the threshold given 100ms latency requirement.

### 4.6.6 Performance Prediction Models

**Accuracy Prediction Model.** We set up the oracle method as using the ground truth validation data to predict on the test dataset. According to our belief that the accuracy reduction should be same in validation dataset and test dataset, the oracle approach should achieve zero MSE and if it is not zero, it represents the gap of accuracy reduction between the two datasets.

Figure 4.14 shows the training curve of the accuracy prediction model. We use different amounts of data to train the model and examine the mean squared error (MSE) on the rest of validation dataset for cross validation and the whole test dataset to report final performance. We can see that with only 20% of the training data, we are able to predict on the test dataset with 74.58 MSE. We can further reduce the MSE to 71.67 if 95% of the training data is available, while the oracle predicts with a comparable 71.65 MSE.

**Tracker Latency Prediction Model.** We set up the baseline approach, which always predicts a constant latency for each tracker using the averaged latency across all frames under specific contention levels. As seen from Table 4.4, we can largely reduce the prediction root
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Figure 4.14. MSE of the accuracy prediction model on the validation set, with varying amount of training data.

Table 4.4. Precision of the tracker latency prediction models on the validation dataset. Please note that we only show the results of tracking frames on test datasets. In this table, “no” means no contention, “g50” means 50% GPU contention, and “c6m3600” means contention with 6 CPU cores and 3600 memory bandwidth. RMSE means root squared mean squared error. We use “our model/baseline” formats to show the result.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>tracker</th>
<th>RMSE (no)</th>
<th>RMSE (g50)</th>
<th>RMSE (c6m3600)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medianflow_ds1</td>
<td>11.98/17.86</td>
<td>6.37/19.83</td>
<td>14.81/44.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medianflow_ds2</td>
<td>6.80/12.37</td>
<td>3.14/12.90</td>
<td>9.91/26.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medianflow_ds4</td>
<td>7.32/12.30</td>
<td>3.72/12.43</td>
<td>11.14/26.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KCF_ds4</td>
<td>32.23/41.24</td>
<td>23.81/43.38</td>
<td>41.46/81.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSRT_ds4</td>
<td>46.66/92.54</td>
<td>44.17/102.98</td>
<td>78.97/179.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dense_ds4</td>
<td>14.15/24.45</td>
<td>6.45/26.32</td>
<td>11.75/53.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MSE on the test dataset. Some trackers return high prediction RMSE (CSRT for example). The reason is some trackers may have unstable latency under high contention levels. We leave further exploration of this as our future work.
Figure 4.15. Heatmap of switching latency among ABs with varying “numbers of proposals” and “input shapes”.

4.6.7 Overhead: Switching, Scheduler, and Online Components

Figure 4.15 shows a heatmap of the switching latency from any approximation branch of the detection framework to another, especially inside the detection DNN. This is an average of 10 such switches. The switching latency is defined as the difference of the execution time of
Table 4.5. Latency (as percentage of total latency) of different parts in APPROXDET system, measured with zero contention.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User requirement</th>
<th>Scheduler overhead (%)</th>
<th>Detection latency (%)</th>
<th>Tracking latency (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80ms</td>
<td>0.82%</td>
<td>59.65%</td>
<td>39.53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100ms</td>
<td>0.62%</td>
<td>66.63%</td>
<td>32.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150ms</td>
<td>0.52%</td>
<td>69.10%</td>
<td>30.38%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the first frame in the new branches over that of following frames. We can find that switching latency is bounded by 12 ms.

The scheduler overhead comes from the accuracy and latency prediction models, as well as the contention sensor. Generally, the overhead of the scheduler is 11.09 ms per execution. Since we will only execute the scheduler once during all $s_i$ frames, the average overhead of the scheduler is under 1 ms in most cases. This is supported by the profiling results in Table 4.5. The overhead of the scheduler occupies less than 1% of the total latency, suggesting that our scheduler is sufficiently fast for an online system.

4.7 Discussion and Future Work

Relation to the OS and Standing on the Contention. APPROXDET is positioned as a user-level application and does not change the OS’s orchestration. Thus, we design APPROXDET to treat contention in a black-box manner. The advantage of such standing makes APPROXDET easier to implement, free from the OS restrictions, and reduce the complexity of contention scenarios by observing the impact of contention on APPROXDET’s latency. However due to the black-box method, APPROXDET has the limitation of not knowing the exact contention details to adapt accordingly. Different contention scenarios may have the same impact on APPROXDET’s latency and however APPROXDET will not be able to differentiate them, leading to potential sub-optimal adaptation. Future work may add OS privilege, observe the true contention levels from the OS, and even control the contention as well. The marginal benefit over the cost and lost features is yet to be revealed.

Contention Scenarios. We evaluate APPROXDET mainly with GPU contention from the synthetic CG because the object detector mainly runs on the GPU and the detection latency
is much higher than the tracker latency. APPROXDET has the limitation on the contention source and scenarios, though we also include a case study with a real App. Future work may evaluate with various mobile background workloads from the real trace data and study the propagation effect of APPROXDET to the OS or other Apps.

**Generalize to Other Detection Methods.** Our adaptive detection framework allows any architectures of detection DNNs beyond FRCNN as long as we can expose the tuning knobs from them. The choice of the detection method can be another approximate knob.

**Features of Performance Prediction Models.** In APPROXDET, we consider the content features motivated by Figure 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 with clear individual impact. We have considered the low-level content feature like the edges in the video frame but it does not have clear impact and thus has been excluded. More features can be introduced to improve the accuracy and latency prediction models, like object type, shape deformation, context, etc.

**Reinforcement Learning (RL) for the Scheduler.** RL based models can be an alternative method for implementing the scheduler. RL models learn to make schedule decisions based on training data and can potentially outperform the rule based policies.

**Using Neural Networks to Infer Configurations.** We leverage the sampling techniques to reduce the searching cost of configurations. Neural networks can be used to improve the searching efficiency if we disable the sampling and allow more flexible choices.

**Evaluation Dataset and Devices.** We plan to further evaluate APPROXDET on data-sets with high resolution videos (e.g. 1080p and 2K videos) and other mobile platforms.

4.8 Related Work

**Object Detection.** Object detection is a well established topic in computer vision and has made recent progress, thanks to DNNs. DNN-based object detectors can be summarized into two categories: single-stage detectors, such as YOLO series [56], [138], SSD [55], RetinaNet [160], and two-stage detectors, such as Faster-RCNN [57], R-FCN [159], Cascade R-CNN [173]. Single-stage detectors classify a dense set of grids, while two-stage detectors focus on a sparse set of region proposals oftentimes producing a separate region proposal net-
work (RPN). Two-stage detectors are usually more accurate with reduced efficiency. While these detectors operate on single images, several recent works seek to extend them to the task of video object detection [94], [142]–[144]. A key idea behind these methods is to explore the temporal continuity of videos, where motion tracking is used to enhance the video object detection performance. We used this similar idea for our system, APPROXDDET.

**Efficient DNNs for Mobile Applications.** There is an emerging interest to develop efficient DNNs for mobile vision applications. An important line of research is to identify lightweight network architectures with low computational cost. Examples include manually designed MobileNet family [74], [174], SqueezeNet [127], and ShuffleNet [97], as well as the more recent MnasNet [175], MobileNetV3 [176], FBNet [177], and EfficientNet [178] produced by neural architecture search [179]. Other techniques include the removal of redundant parameters (network pruning) [140], [180]–[182], the quantization of parameters (network quantization) [121], [124], [183]. While these architectures and techniques are primarily designed for image classification, they can be used as a building block for efficient object detectors [98], [139]. *In spite of the efficiency, none of these approaches can adapt to contention and content during runtime.*

**Adaptive Inference for DNNs.** The early work on anytime prediction [184] presents the first set of methods that are adaptive to a computing budget at runtime. This idea was recently revisited in the computer vision community using DNNs. For example, at inference time, a DNN can choose to drop certain operations [134], [185], or to select one of the many exits [75], [164] or branches [76], based on the image content or a given latency budget. Unfortunately, none of these approaches is designed for object detection. Besides, they do not consider the modeling of resource contention. In parallel to these developments, several recent work in the systems community also seek to build adaptive inference systems for DNNs. For example, NestDNN [77] uses network pruning to convert a static DNN into multiple DNNs, and dynamically selects from these to fit the resource requirement for image classification. AdaScale [158] learns to adaptively change the input shape of an object detection DNN, in order to achieve a latency-accuracy tradeoff. In comparison to NestDNN, our system APPROXDDET uses a single adaptive DNN model for object detection. The use of ensemble models can be resource intensive [119] and is thus not suitable for many devices.
in our target class. In contrast to AdaScale, APPROXDDET considers a joint adaptation of video content and resource contention.

**Approximate Video Analytics.** Our work shares similar ideas to several recent works in video analytics in the systems community. For example, server-side solutions like VideoStorm [2], Chameleon [112], and Focus [113] exploit various configurations and DNN models to optimize video analytics queries, but they also require loading of multiple models at the same time, which are challenging in resource-constrained mobile devices. If memory constraints prevent multiple models being co-resident on a device, it is conceivable to send them over the network on demand, using efficient wireless reprogramming [85], but the times involved are such that the prediction of which model will be required will have to be done far in advance. Liu et al. [70] explore the offloading of object detection to an edge device in combination with fast on-device tracking for mobile AR. ExCamera [1] enables low-latency video processing on the cloud using serverless architecture. VideoChef [79] uses approximation knobs of traditional video preprocessing filters in a content-aware manner. It cannot handle object detection and is not applicable to DNN-based video processing. A recent work in this space called MARLIN [186] shows that for AR applications, instead of continuously running the detection DNN, they can decide when to run their specially designed lightweight trackers. We take the idea of running the tracker at a configurable interval $s_i$, but we use traditional trackers.

### 4.9 Conclusion

Here, we present APPROXDDET, a single model adaptive system for video object detection in a video content-aware and contention-aware fashion, focusing on resource-constrained mobile/embedded devices. Case studies have shown that APPROXDDET can adjust to different scenarios with best accuracy and least latency over previous models. Further, we contrast APPROXDDET with multiple baselines, including AdaScale, a content-aware adaptive server-based video object detection system, and YOLOv3, a single-stage objection system, with high benchmarked efficiency on the ImageNet VID dataset. We find that APPROXDDET is 52.9% lower latency and 11.1% higher accuracy over YOLOv3, outperforms all baselines, and has
significantly lower switching overhead due to its single model design. Results on ImageNet VID dataset demonstrates the efficiency and effectiveness of APPROXDET, highlighting its promise in enabling latency-sensitive applications, pushing the frontiers of ever-evolving AR/MR (augmented/mixed reality) experiences, instantiated on embedded platforms.
5. LITERECONFIG: COST AND CONTENT AWARE RECONFIGURATION OF VIDEO OBJECT DETECTION SYSTEMS FOR MOBILE GPUs

5.1 Introduction

Video object detection on mobiles has attracted considerable attention in recent years. Much progress has been made in developing light-weight models and systems that are capable of running on mobile devices with moderate computation capability [97], [175]–[177], [187]. The majority of previous works focused on statically optimized models and systems [139], [188], [189], pushing the frontiers of accuracy and efficiency. More recently, adaptive object detection models and systems [77], [112], [118], [155], [158], [190] have emerged. These approaches are capable of running at multiple accuracy and latency trade-offs, and thus are better suited for mobile devices running under real-world conditions. Real-world conditions include adapting to dynamically changing content characteristics, resource availability on the device, and user requirements. An adaptive vision system consists of two key components: (1) a multi-branch execution kernel (MBEK) with multiple execution branches each achieving an operating point in the accuracy-latency axes, and (2) a scheduler to decide which branch to use at runtime, based on video features and user requirements. Despite recent advances in adaptive object detection, no previous works consider the competing latency requirement between the two to meet an end-to-end accuracy-latency goal. Thus, maximizing the accuracy in adaptive vision systems, considering the latency cost of the scheduler itself, remains an unaddressed problem.

A major shortcoming of current adaptive vision systems is the competing demands between the MBEK and the scheduler. Importantly, previous works face two fundamental challenges. First, the system scheduler relies on the computationally light video features, e.g. height, width, number of objects, intermediate results of the execution kernel, to make the decision on which execution branch to run. Such features might not be sufficiently informative to represent the video content. On the other hand, computationally heavier content features or models, such as motion and appearance features of the video, can improve the
Figure 5.1. An illustration of our proposed cost-aware adaptive framework for video object detection. Our scheduler uses its cost-benefit analysis to decide which features to use for making a decision and then makes a decision on which execution branch to run for detection. The multi-branch execution kernel (MBEK) can be provided by any adaptive vision algorithm for mobiles and we build on top of several mainstream object detection and tracking algorithms.

decision making but are typically too heavyweight to include in the decision-making process. For example, the extraction of a high-dimensional Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) feature and executing the models built on such feature takes 30.25 msec (Table 5.1), nearly the time of one video frame, on a leading-edge mobile GPU device, the Tegra TX2. Second, the scheduler incurs high switching overhead due to frequent reconfiguration among execution branches if the conditions change frequently. Thus, a cost-aware scheduler needs to damp the frequency of reconfigurations based on the cost of each, which can vary depending on the execution branch. No prior work has provided a cost-aware design of the scheduler and this fundamentally leads to their sub-optimal performance.

To address these challenges, we develop LiteReconfig, which is tailored to embedded boards with mobile GPUs on them. At its heart, LiteReconfig provides a cost-benefit analysis to decide at any point in a video stream which execution branch to select. A schematic of LiteReconfig is shown in Figure 5.1. The cost-benefit analyzer factors in the cost (as latency in our use case) and the benefit (in terms of accuracy improvement) of using
Figure 5.2. Motivation of cost-benefit analysis. We plot the accuracy vs. latency curve for three different strategies. Without a careful design, a content-aware strategy can be either better (e.g. ResNet) or worse (e.g. MobileNet) than a content-agnostic one. Here, the ResNet50 features come from the object detector with a lower cost than using an external MobileNet, making it a winning option. Through careful design, we ensure that the system characterizes the accuracy of the MBEK in a content-aware manner so as to select a more accurate branch tailored to the content in the streaming video. Further, LiteReconfig analyzes the cost and benefit of switching to a new execution branch when runtime conditions change, versus staying with the current one. For example, the motivating Figure 5.2 shows the accuracy vs latency curve (higher is better). Here we see that content agnostic is worse than one of the content-aware strategies (ResNet). More subtly, there is a content-aware option (MobileNet) that is worse than content agnostic, indicating the need for a rational decision on which content features to include. Here, the ResNet50 features come from the object detector in the MBEK and only additional extraction and model prediction cost are incurred, making it a winning option.
overhead of using a content feature extractor and the corresponding model is minimal so as not to erase any gain from the optimization.

We evaluate our approach on the ImageNet VID 2015 benchmark and compare with our adaptations of SSD [55] or YOLOv3 [138] where we enhance their efficiency and adaptability by incorporating some tuning knobs so to run different points in the latency-accuracy spectrum (e.g. the size of the video frame). We also compare to a recent adaptive model [118] with the Faster R-CNN backbone. The evaluation is done on two embedded boards with mobile GPUs — Jetson TX2 and Jetson AGX Xavier. We show that LiteReconfig improves the accuracy by 1.8% to 3.5% mean average precision (mAP) over the state-of-the-art (SOTA) adaptive object detection systems, without affecting the latency. Under contention for the GPU resource, the SSD and YOLOv3 baselines completely fail to meet the latency requirement. Compared to three recent accuracy-focused object detection solutions, SELSA [191], MEGA [189], and REPP [192], LiteReconfig is 74.9X, 30.5X, and 20.3X faster on the Jetson TX2 board.

Contributions. We summarize our contributions as follows.

1. We develop a cost-benefit analyzer to enable low-cost online reconfiguration of the efficient and adaptive object detection framework. This optimization largely reduces the scheduler cost of the system and increases the accuracy since more of the latency budget can be used for the execution of the object detection kernel.

2. We develop a content-aware accuracy prediction model on the execution branch so that our scheduler selects a branch tailored to the content in the streaming video. Such a model is built on computationally heavy features and cannot be used without our cost-benefit analysis.

3. Through extensive experimental evaluation on two mobile GPU boards and against a large set of existing solutions, we provide two key insights applicable to lightweight adaptive computer vision systems (i) it is important to consider the effect of contention due to co-located applications, and (ii) it is important to engineer which features to use for making the selection of the execution branch. The full implementation of
LiteReconfig is able to meet even stringent latency requirement, 30 fps on the weaker board TX2 and 50 fps on the stronger board AGX Xavier.

5.2 Preliminaries and Motivation

We now provide some background on video object detection algorithms, content-aware video object detection models, and adaptive vision systems.

5.2.1 Video Object Detection Algorithms

As a key problem in computer vision, object detection seeks to locate object instances in an image or video frame using bounding boxes and simultaneously classifying the instance into pre-defined categories. The most widely used detection models adopt convolutional neural networks (CNNs), and can be separated into two parts: a backbone network that extracts features from images and a detection network that classifies object regions based on the extracted features. For the reader wishing to get into our contribution, the design of LiteReconfig, she may skip the rest of the background in this subsection. This is relevant to a reader wishing to understand some pertinent details of video object detection.

The detection network can be further categorized into two-stage [57], [159], [193] or single-stage detectors [55], [138], [139], [160], [194]. One representative work of two-stage detectors is Faster R-CNN [57], which employs CNNs to extract image feature maps and feeds it into Region Proposal Networks (RPN) to generate regions-of-interest (RoIs) in the first stage. Then, in the second stage, the RoI pooling layer combines the feature maps from convolutional layers, and the proposals from the RPN, together, to generate positive proposal feature maps, which is then provided to the classifier network. In contrast, single-stage object detection solutions do not include the step of region proposal generation and directly classify a dense set of pre-defined regions. These models are optimized for efficiency. For example, YOLO [56] is a well-known one-stage network that simplifies the detection of objects as a regression problem by predicting bounding boxes and class probabilities directly without generating region proposals. The EfficientDet [139] family is a group of one-stage
detectors. It includes nine models with various input image sizes and network depths, all of which achieve SOTA performance, measured in FLOPs.

While single-image object detectors can be applied to videos frame-by-frame, this method ignores the reality that adjacent frames have redundancies. This temporal continuity in videos and can be leveraged to approximate the computations or to enhance detection results in neighboring frames. This has motivated this research direction in video object detection systems [142], [143], [165], [195]–[198]. Many previous approaches optimize for accuracy, explore temporal aggregation of object features [196], using either recurrent neural networks [195], or motion analysis [198]. More practical solutions integrate object detection with visual tracking [2], [70], [118], [143], where inexpensive trackers are used to connect costly object detection outputs. In this tracking-by-detection technique [142], [199], which has become a de facto strategy for real-time video analysis, an execution plan performs object detection, on the current frame, and object tracking on the following frames, in a Group-of-Frames (GoF). This combination of object detection and visual tracking into a video analytic system exposes additional design choices, such as the selection of the tracker and the triggering interval of detection, interleaved by tracking.

### 5.2.2 Content-Aware Video Object Detection Models

As has been discussed in Section 5.2.1, videos come with inherent information within a series of continuous frames. For example, the scale of objects, the moving speed of objects, the complexity of objects, etc. Based on these characteristics, some video object detection models [118], [158], [195] utilize the content information in videos, targeting improved latency and accuracy performance. We call such models as content-aware video object detection systems. During the model inference time, a content-aware video object system is able to reconfigure itself based on the content information from the streaming video while a content-agnostic system uses a static model variant or branch. AdaScale [158] is an example that makes use of the content information of videos to dynamically re-scale the images to achieve better performance. Another example is Liu et al.’s work [195] that employed Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) layers to propagate the temporal context of each video frame to
assist with the detection. ApproxDet [118] is a recent work that adapts in both dimensions of content and contention by changing the parameters of Faster R-CNN and object trackers, including the input image resolution, the number of object proposals, the detection interval, and the choice of trackers.

However, an efficient object detection system that is capable of reconfiguration at runtime faces two challenges: (1) Lack of content-rich features and fine-grained accuracy prediction. Insufficient feature extraction and inaccurate prediction before the reconfiguration could worsen performance. (2) Lack of cost-aware design. The system reconfiguration overhead (cost) is not considered when a decision is made. This may degrade overall performance if the reconfiguration cost is high. To the best of our understanding, no prior video object detection work solves either of these two challenges.

5.2.3 Adaptive Vision Systems

Despite the fact that video object detection algorithms perform well in terms of accuracy and latency on server-class machines, existing solutions suffer when running on edge or mobile devices, particularly with a tight latency service level agreement (SLA) and under varying resource contentions. There has been significant work on developing continuous vision applications on mobile or resource-constrained devices — some with human-designed deep models [97], [176], [187] and some with models given by neural architecture search [175], [177], [200]. Examples include deep models that tune the size of the input or other model parameters [112], [118], [155], [158] at inference time, prune a static DNN into multiple DNNs that could be dynamically selected [77], or select a different exit within a network [76], [182].

These adaptive video object detection frameworks usually feature multi-models or multi-branches as part of their design. In the meantime, in addition to the multi-branch backbone, this architecture includes a scheduler component that supports switching among models or branches. For such multi-model or multi-branch frameworks, we call the various combinations of object detectors and trackers as the MBK, and the upper layer scheduling part, scheduler. In real applications, considering the changing video content and available computational resources, the requirement for switching between execution kernels may be frequent,
with a concomitant switching overhead. The uncertainty of performance after the switching makes it hard for the system to maintain consistent latency and accuracy performance at runtime. Thus, the scheduler needs to be cost- and content-aware, and lightweight, to minimize the overhead. This is where prior work is lacking. For the reader wishing to get into our contribution, the design of LiteReconfig, she may skip the rest of the background in this subsection. It is relevant, however, to a reader wishing to understand some further details of adaptive vision systems.

Most of existing approaches consider image or video classification tasks. Rather than predicting a single label per frame or video clip, video object detection has to examine every frame and output a varying number of object boxes per frame. Therefore, the design of an adaptive video object detection system poses additional challenges compared to an adaptive classification system. Only a few video object detection solutions exist to date [118], [158].

Some other adaptive vision systems [2], [69], [201] also leverage a multi-branch design methodology. For example, VideoStorm [2] considers two key characteristics of video analytics: resource-quality tradeoff with multi-dimensional configurations. Mainstream [69] automatically determines at deployment time the right tradeoff between more specialized DNNs to improve accuracy, and retaining more of the unspecialized base model to increase (model) sharing. The latter reduces the per-frame latency. DeepDecision [201] designs a framework that ties together front-end devices with more powerful backend servers to allow deep learning to be executed locally or remotely in the cloud/edge.

5.3 Design of LiteReconfig

5.3.1 Approach Overview

The workflow of our system LiteReconfig is presented in Figure 5.1. LiteReconfig uses MBEK with multiple execution branches to meet different latency-accuracy trade-offs or to handle dynamic runtime conditions such as content changes. It can execute on top of any multi-branch continuous vision algorithm that consumes streaming video frames as inputs. At a high level, our solution LiteReconfig comprises of two parts that work together as a scheduler to determine which branch of the execution kernel to execute. The first part
models the cost and the benefit of all possible features used by the scheduler to decide among
the execution branches and then decides which features to use in choosing the execution
branch. The second part models the cost and the benefit of the various execution branches
of the MBEK and chooses the optimal execution branch. A final, meta-level optimization
is performed to synthesize the outputs from the above two parts and to determine which
execution branch to invoke. This is done by solving a constrained optimization problem
(Equation 5.3) that maximizes the benefit (the improvement of accuracy) of the object
detection kernel, such that the latency stays below the SLA.

In what follows, we present the optimization problem of the scheduler assuming the
particular features to be considered are decided. The solution of this optimization leads
to our choice of the execution branch to invoke (Section 5.3.3). We then present the cost-
benefit analysis that enables the scheduler to pick the right set of features, considering their
costs and benefits (Section 5.3.5). And finally, we introduce the cost-benefit analysis on the
switching cost to guarantee the tail latency SLA. (Section 5.3.6).

5.3.2 Terminology in Adaptive Vision Systems

We first introduce several important terms and concepts encountered in adaptive vision
systems.

Execution Branch: is a distinct setting of a solution algorithm, typically differentiated by
controlling some hyperparameters (colloquially, “knobs”), so as to finish the vision task in
a distinct and fixed execution time (latency) and a consistent accuracy across the dataset.
We observe that models with multiple execution branches are often considered by adaptive
object detection frameworks. Such solution algorithms are gradually becoming more popular
in the vision community, with an early start by BranchyNet [76], and a recent example being
ApproxDet [118].

Accuracy-Latency Trade-off: The trade-off between accuracy and latency is fundamental
to all adaptive vision systems. If a higher accuracy is desired, then one has to incur higher
latency. For each execution branch, a certain accuracy and latency is achieved (for a given
content type and contention level). The set of all such accuracy-latency values is represented
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in a curve like that shown in Figure 5.1, bottom right. Of these, the Pareto frontier is the one to focus on as any scheduler strives to stay on it. Note that the Pareto curve is subject to change at runtime due to the dynamic content characteristics and resource contention.

5.3.3 Scheduler Optimization

LITERECONFIG builds on an existing MBEK with a set of execution branches $B$, and strives to pick the execution branch that maximizes the accuracy of the object detection while probabilistically meeting the latency guarantee. The latency guarantee is typically specified in terms of tail latency, like the 95th percentile latency, though it could be specified, and this does not intrinsically affect the algorithms in LITERECONFIG. Specifically, we create a latency prediction model $L(b, f)$ and an accuracy prediction model $A(b, f)$ to predict the latency (i.e. cost) and accuracy (i.e. benefit) of the execution branch $b$, based on a set of features $f$, in a short look-ahead window, e.g. Group-of-Frames (GoF). The choice of the optimal branch is thus determined by the solution to a constrained optimization problem that maximizes the predicted accuracy while maintaining the predicted latency within the latency SLA $L_0$, given by

$$b^* = \arg \max_{b \in B} A(b, f)$$

$$s.t. \quad L(b, f) \leq L_0 \quad \text{given } f \in F.$$ (5.1)

A critical design choice of our latency and accuracy prediction model is that these models are not only a function of the execution branch $b$, but also of the content-based features, which can be included in $f$. This design thus allows us to choose different features $f$ from a set of features $F$ with varying computational cost at runtime, such that our scheduler can be better adapted to the video content characteristics and the computing resources available. We now present the design of our latency and accuracy models.

Modeling of Latency: To build our latency model, we start by analyzing the sources of latency of our system. The end-to-end latency is comprised of two parts — the latency of the MBEK and the execution time overhead of LITERECONFIG’s scheduler. The latter is again composed of three parts — (1) the scheduler cost of extracting various features, (e.g.
the number and sizes of objects in the video frame, the histogram of colors, the degree of motion from one frame to another), (2) the scheduler cost of executing corresponding models to predict the accuracy and the latency of each execution branch for these feature values, and (3) the switching cost from the current execution branch to a new one.

Next, we observe that the selected features $f$ can be divided into two types: light features $f_L$ that will always be computed, such as height and width of the input video or the number of objects in the frame and are thus available to the scheduler for “free”, and heavy features $f_H$, which may be extracted based on the cost-benefit analysis. A detailed list of the features considered in LiteReconfig and their costs are summarized in Table 5.1. We consider the following latency model that consists of four terms, given by:

$$L(b, f) = L_0(b, f_L) + S_0 + S(f_H) + C_{b_0}(b),$$  

(5.2)

where $L_0(b, f_L)$ is a linear regression model defined on each branch $b$ using the light features $f_L$ to predict the latency of $b$. $S_0$ is the cost of the scheduler that extracts and uses the light features $f_L$ to determine the optimal branches; $S(f_H)$ is the additional cost of the scheduler that extracts and uses computationally heavy content features $f_H$; $C_{b_0}(b)$ is the switching cost from the current branch $b_0$ to the new branch $b$. For ease of exposition, in this formulation, we have considered all the heavy features as one unit — in reality, the scheduler can recruit any subset of heavy features.

**Modeling of Accuracy:** Another central component of an adaptive vision system is the accuracy prediction model. Due to the latency SLA, in much of prior work, only features that are lightweight to compute are considered for modeling the accuracy of the execution branches [68], [77], [118], [201].

Our key observation is that the more expressive, yet computationally heavy features ($f_H$), can significantly improve the prediction. For example, we find that the widely used computer vision features, like Histogram of Colors (HoC) [202], HOG [203], recent neural network based features, like MobileNetV2 [174] in Table 5.1, can help build a significantly better accuracy prediction model, which we call the *content-aware accuracy model*. In addition to the three external feature extractors, we also use two features from the Faster R-CNN detector from the
Table 5.1. List of features and their costs considered in our scheduler. The latency is evaluated on the NVIDIA Jetson TX2 board. ResNet50, CPoP, MobileNetV2 feature extractors and the prediction models use the GPU; the others are mainly on the CPU.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category, Notations</th>
<th>Feature names, Dimension</th>
<th>Cost (msec)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Extraction</td>
<td>Prediction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light, $f_L$</td>
<td>Light, 4</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>3.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy, $f_H^1$</td>
<td>HoC, 768</td>
<td>14.14</td>
<td>4.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy, $f_H^2$</td>
<td>HOG, 5400</td>
<td>25.32</td>
<td>4.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy, $f_H^3$</td>
<td>Resnet50, 1024</td>
<td>26.96</td>
<td>6.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy, $f_H^4$</td>
<td>CPoP, 31</td>
<td>3.62</td>
<td>4.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy, $f_H^5$</td>
<td>MobileNetV2, 1280</td>
<td>153.96</td>
<td>9.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MBEK — ResNet50 and Class Predictions on Proposal feature (CPoP). These are efficient to collect as these are obtained directly from the detector. These two features turn out to be informative features to characterize the accuracy of each branch in the MBEK.

5.3.4 Content-agnostic vs. Content-aware Accuracy Model

Instead of predicting the accuracy of an execution branch $b$ on a representative large dataset (as one would with the content-agnostic features in [118]), we aim at predicting the accuracy of an execution branch $b$ at a finer granularity, using a video snippet. A video snippet is a sequence of $N$ consecutive frames, starting at any point of the streaming video. In practice, since the scheduler must make a decision right on the current frame, we extract features from the first frame of the snippet and use these features to predict the accuracy of execution branches. We take $N = 100$ to balance these two goals.

\[\text{Too small an } N \text{ will make it hard to characterize the accuracy of execution branches and too large an } N \text{ will tend toward a content-agnostic system.} \]
execution branches on the video snippet. Concretely, \( A(b, f) \) predicts the accuracy of branch \( b \) in a short look-ahead window using input features \( f \), where the features can include either light \( (f_L) \) or a subset of the heavy features \( (f_H) \).

The accuracy prediction model \( A(b, f) \) is realized with a 6-layer neural network. The first layer is a fully-connected projection so as to project the low-dimensional light features and high-dimensional content features to the same dimension and then concatenate them. The later five layers are all fully connected layers with ReLu as the activation function.

**Constrained Optimization:** Given the optimization problem in Equation 5.1 and our latency model in Equation 5.2, our scheduler is tasked to select the optimal execution branch \( b^* \) based on the selected features \( f \) under the latency budget \( L_0 \), by solving the following constrained optimization problem

\[
\begin{align*}
    b^* &= \arg \max_{b \in B} A(b, f) \\
    \text{s.t.} \quad L_0(b, f_L) + S_0 + S(f_H) + C_{b_0}(b) &\leq L_0 \\
    \text{given} \quad f &= [f_L, f_H] \in \mathcal{F}.
\end{align*}
\]

(5.3)

To solve this optimization, we examine all branches \( \{b\}^2 \) that satisfy the latency constraint and pick the branches with highest predicted accuracy \( A(b, f) \). Note that the latency prediction model \( L_0(b, f_L) \) incorporates light features \( f_L \) but does not rely on the heavy content features \( f_H \). Additionally, both the accuracy prediction model \( A(b, f) \) and the latency prediction model \( L_0(b, f_L) \) are trained from the data on our offline dataset. Critically, our key innovation lies in the design of the optimization problem rather than in solving it (we use standard convex solver). In the following sections, we will discuss (1) our feature selection algorithm for deciding which features \( f \) to choose for scheduling (Section 5.3.5), and (2) the modeling of switching cost \( C_{b_0}(b) \) (Section 5.3.6).

\(^2\)The computational cost of the feature extractors and accuracy prediction model dominates the overhead of the scheduler. Reducing the number of examined branches does not significantly reduce the cost as the execution time of a neural network (our accuracy prediction model) is not linear in relation to the number of output neurons, i.e., the number of branches to predict on. For example, reducing the number of branches to predict on by 20% may only reduce the cost by 5%.
5.3.5 Feature Selection for Scheduling

An important first step for our LiteReconfig is to select proper features used by the scheduler. To repeat the motivation, existing solutions do not consider the relative cost and the benefit of including various features, rather treat them as a single monolithic bucket of features to use for latency and accuracy prediction [118]. Consequently, only light features are considered for the scheduler due to the latency budget. In contrast, LiteReconfig dynamically decides which features to use during runtime, based on current video content characteristics and latency requirement. We now present our findings on the utility of different features, and describe our model for selecting features for accuracy prediction.

**Light vs. Heavy Features:** The light features $f_L$ can be extracted with no cost and the corresponding content-agnostic accuracy prediction model on it is also computationally light. On the other hand, the heavy features $f_H$ are content dependent and need processing of the video frame and more costly downstream neural network-based processing on them. An example of the former is the dimension of the image while an example of the latter is the MobileNetV2 feature of a video frame. Naturally, accuracy is enhanced with content-dependent features, such as HoC, HOG, MobileNet, and ResNet, as is well known in the literature [57], [141], [204]. We show empirically that this improvement happens under many scenarios (but not all). Further, one has to account for the decrease in the latency budget of the execution kernel due to the overhead of the features themselves, *i.e.* extracting the features and querying the content-dependent accuracy prediction models with the features. *This is the key idea behind our feature selection algorithm.*

Table 5.1 shows that the extraction of the HoC, HOG, and MobileNetV2 features takes 14.14 msec, 25.32 msec, and 153.96 msec, respectively, and the prediction models on these features take 4.94 msec, 4.93 msec, and 9.33 msec, respectively. This is because these features are high-dimensional to encode. Such costs can be overwhelming especially when the continuous vision system is running with a strict latency requirement, say 33.3 msec (30 fps). Supposing the scheduler is triggered at every first frame of a GoF, with size 8 (a middle-of-the-range number), the MobileNetV2 feature extraction plus prediction alone
takes 61% of the latency budget. In several situations, this offsets its benefit in selecting a better execution branch through its content-aware accuracy prediction model.

**Modeling the Cost and Benefit of Features:** The key challenge of the feature selection process is that the algorithm has to make the determination *without actually extracting the heavy features* or querying the models with these heavy features. We thus must make some pragmatic simplifications.

Consider the set of all possible features $\mathcal{F}$ consists of light features $f_L$ and a set of heavy feature candidates $\mathcal{F}_H$. Our algorithm will always use the light features $f_L$ and then determine which subset of heavy features $f_H \in 2^{\mathcal{F}_H}$ to use. It is possible none of the heavy features is used, i.e. $f_H = \phi$. We first extract the light features and run the latency prediction model $L_0(b, f_L)$ and accuracy prediction model $A(b, f_L)$. Then, we use the following nested optimization to decide $f_H$, one element at a time, $f^i_H$. Let us say at any point in the iterative process, the currently selected set of heavy features is $f^S_H$. The optimization is given by

$$f^i_H = \arg \max_{f_H \in \mathcal{F}_H \setminus f^S_H} \max_{b \in B} A(b, f_L) + \text{Ben}(f^S_H \cup f_H)$$

s.t. $L_0(b, f_L) + S(f_L) + S(f^S_H \cup f_H) + C_{b_0}(b) + M(b) \leq L_0.$

$\text{Ben}(f^S_H \cup f_H)$ is the benefit (improvement in accuracy) of including additional features $f_H$. $S(f_L)$ is the cost to extract and use light features $f_L$; $S(f^S_H \cup f_H)$ is the cost for heavy features $f^S_H \cup f_H$; $C_{b_0}(b)$ is the switching cost from the current branch $b_0$ to the new branch $b$.

We further simplify the calculation of the benefit $\text{Ben}(f^S_H \cup f_H)$ due to the heavy features in Equation 5.3.5. Concretely, this benefit depends on the content features and should ideally be calculated by extracting the heavy features from the current video frame. However, doing so would be costly and would defeat the purpose of this feature selection algorithm. The key difference of this equation from Equation 5.3 is that we use $A(b, f_L) + \text{Ben}(f^S_H \cup f_H)$ as a proxy of $A(b, f^S_H \cup f_H)$ to avoid extracting heavy features and executing the corresponding content-aware accuracy prediction model. The benefit function $\text{Ben}(f^S_H \cup f_H)$ is collected from the *offline* dataset to reflect the accuracy improvement of the system with the heavy features $F$ against the light feature $f_L$. 
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5.3.6 Modeling Switching Cost

All prior works that have introduced adaptive vision models \cite{2,69,77,118,158} have omitted to consider the latency cost of switching from one branch to another (or, in the case of ensemble models like \cite{68,164} from one model to another). On the other hand, \textsc{LiteReconfig} takes that switching cost into account in its cost-benefit analysis. This is motivated by our observation from Figure 5.5 that different branch transitions have different costs. This switching cost depends on the implementation and the nature of execution branches, and varies due to the size of non-shared data structure (such as, disjoint parts of a TensorFlow graph) to be loaded. We therefore perform a cost-benefit analysis to decide whether switching to a new branch \( b \) is worthwhile from the current branch \( b_0 \) by including the term \( C_{b_0}(b) \), i.e. the cost of switching in latency terms, in the total cost formulation. The data is again collected from the offline training dataset.

Our model of switching cost only considers the current frame in the streaming video. Due to the unforeseen nature of the streaming video, we cannot forecast how long such a new branch \( b \) might stay optimal. Thus, the scheduler is triggered after every tracking-by-detection GoF number of frames, to deal with the dynamic nature of content characteristics. We found empirically that this strategy works better than the one employed in previous works \cite{205,206}, which optimize over a look-ahead window by predicting future workload changes. We also found that previous approaches suffer from inaccurate predictions and a high cost of determining the schedule over a look-ahead. Further, our design of invoking the scheduler after every GoF (the size of GoF is typically 4–20) mitigates the impact of an incorrect decision.

5.4 Implementations and Baselines

5.4.1 Implementation of LiteReconfig

We implement \textsc{LiteReconfig} on top of a MBEK with Faster R-CNN as the detection backbone and four types of object trackers: MedianFlow, CSRT, KCF, and Optical Flow. We implement \textsc{LiteReconfig} in Python-3 (v3.7.3) using TensorFlow-gpu v1.14.0 (for Faster
R-CNN), PyTorch v1.4.0 (for MobileNetV2 feature extractors and neural network-based accuracy prediction models), CUDA v10.0.326, and cuDNN v7.5.0. We replicate the latency predictors in ApproxDet [118], enhance it for more types of embedded devices (ApproxDet only runs on NVIDIA Jetson TX2), and use them for predicting the latency of each execution branch, \(i.e. L(b, f)\) (Equation 5.1). To train content-aware accuracy prediction model \(A(b, f_H)\), we first collect the content-dependent features for each video snippet as the model input. Then, we collect the snippet-specific accuracy, \(i.e.\) the mAP, under each execution branch. These mAP results are used as labels for training our content-aware accuracy prediction model in a supervised manner. We use a 6-layer neural network for each content-dependent feature. The first projection layer projects both the light feature \(f_L\) and content-dependent feature \(f_H\) into vectors of 256 neurons and then concatenates the two. The following fully-connected layers come with 256 neurons in the hidden layer and \(M\) neurons in the output layer, where \(M\) is the number of execution branches. We use MSE loss and Stochastic Gradient descent (SGD) optimizer, with momentum of 0.9, to train the neural network, and use \(\ell_2\) regularization to prevent overfitting. We train the neural networks for 400 epochs at maximum with batch size of 64 and observe that the models converge within 100 epochs.

We evaluate LiteReconfig on two embedded platforms: an NVIDIA Jetson TX2 [207] and a more powerful NVIDIA Jetson AGX Xavier [208]. TX2 has a 256-core NVIDIA Pascal GPU on a 8GB unified memory while AGX Xavier has a 512-core Volta GPU on a unified 32GB memory. TX2 has compute capability similar to high-end smartphones like Samsung Galaxy S20 and iPhone 12 Pro, while AGX Xavier represents the next-generation mobile SoCs. Using two different platforms allows us to evaluate the performance of LiteReconfig with different target latency ranges.

**LiteReconfig Variants:** We consider four variants: namely LiteReconfig-MinCost (content agnostic), LiteReconfig-MaxContent-ResNet, LiteReconfig-MaxContent-MobileNet (the two best performing content-aware models), and LiteReconfig (the full implementation with cost-benefit analysis and all content features and models).
5.4.2 Baselines

We consider these baselines for evaluating LiteReconfig.

1. **ApproxDet**: is the state-of-the-art adaptive object detection framework on embedded devices [118]. ApproxDet uses Faster R-CNN [57] as its backbone object detector, and is able to adapt to given latency requirements during runtime by dynamically changing the resolution of the image that is fed into the detector (shape), and changing the number of proposals (nprop) in the first RPN. The ability to adapt during runtime is enhanced by combining an object tracker with the detector, coupled with different tracker types (LiteReconfig uses the same four types as ApproxDet), different values of GoF, and the downsampling ratio of the image fed into the tracker. We use their open-sourced implementation [209], which uses TensorFlow-gpu v1.14.0.

2. **AdaScale**: AdaScale [158] is an adaptive object detection framework that can adaptively re-scale the input image to one of a number of preset resolutions. This feature gives AdaScale the ability to perform inference at different latencies, while maintaining optimal accuracy. Even with the adaptive features, the primary focus of AdaScale is not efficiency, and thus its base latency on embedded boards are too high to be compared with resource contention. Therefore, we execute AdaScale on TX2 without contention and only compare their mAP and latency values.

3. **YOLO+**: YOLOv3 [138] is a popular one-stage object detector with a faster speed due to its single-stage design. However, the implementation is still far from achieving real-time processing on our embedded devices. Thus, we enhance the efficiency of YOLOv3, call it YOLO+, by exposing four tuning knobs similar to the ApproxDet work – shape of video frame fed into YOLOv3, size of GoF (si), type of tracker, and downsampling (ds) ratio of the frame fed into the tracker. The YOLO implementation is YOLOv3 in PyTorch v1.4.0 from Ultralytics [210].

4. **SSD+**: SSD [55] is also a popular one-stage object detector that can be combined with multiple backbones as the feature extractor. In our work, we use the MobileNetV2 as
the backbone, combined with MnasFPN [211] to further enhance the object detector. We further engineer SSD for efficiency and adaptability and name it SSD+. This is done by exposing the same tuning knobs as for YOLO. An additional tuning knob is the confidence threshold of the detector that controls the number of objects to be tracked by the tracker. The SSD implementation is with Tensorflow v1.14, following the official implementation from Tensorflow Object Detection API [212].

5. **EfficientDet**: EfficientDet [139] is one of the recent SOTA object detectors, engineered for both accuracy and efficiency, with a total of 8 model variants in its family (D0-D7), each having a different scaling factor. From our observation, heavier model variants above D3 cannot run on the Jetson TX2 board due to insufficient memory, thus we have selected D0 and D3, which are the lightest and heaviest models within the executable candidates.

6. **SELSA** [191], **MEGA** [189], **REPP** [192]: We do a more limited benchmarking of these three recent solutions with the best benchmarking results for video object detection (on server-class machines, not embedded). We use pre-trained models, trained on the same dataset as ours. This comparison is more limited since these models are not optimized for efficiency, and therefore, have unacceptable latency on embedded devices. Additionally, they cannot execute with resource contention on our embedded boards — their base latency is already too high and they crash or hang with resource contention. Therefore, we execute them on TX2, without contention, and compare mAP and latency.

### 5.5 Evaluation

We conduct extensive experiments on embedded boards with mobile GPUs to evaluate the ability of LiteReconfig to achieve high accuracy and low latency and contrast with a slew of strong baselines. Our evaluations account for dynamic conditions of changing content and contention levels.
5.5.1 Evaluation Setup

Dataset and Metrics: We evaluate LiteReconfig on the ILSVRC 2015 VID dataset [93], which contains 3,862 videos in the training set, and 555 videos, in the validation set. Both datasets are fully annotated with classes of the objects and their localizations. We report the mAP on the VID validation dataset as the accuracy metric, following widely adopted protocols [142], [144], [165], [189], [198]. We use 90% of the ILSVRC training dataset to train the vision algorithms (detection backbones and heads), including all baselines, and the remaining 10% of the training dataset, to build the following: the latency prediction model $L(b)$, the accuracy prediction model $A(b, f)$, the switching overhead model $C_{b_0}(b)$, and the benefit of heavy features $Ben(F)$. We report violation rate of the per-frame 95th percentile (P95) latency over SLA, as the latency metric, where the scheduler of each protocol aims to guarantee a violation rate < 5%. This is the standard metric used for the evaluation of latency-sensitive ML systems [116], [213]–[215]. Our reported latency also includes the execution times from all parts of LiteReconfig, such as, the feature extractor, the model execution, and the scheduler. The latency of object detection on a frame is much higher than that of object tracking on a frame (7X to 330X in our system). Thus, we follow the widely used “tracking-by-detection” technique [216]–[218], where the object detector is invoked once in a GoF, and the tracker is used for the rest of the frames. If the averaged latency violates the latency SLA, the entire GoF is considered to violate the SLA.

5.5.2 End-to-end Evaluation

We first evaluate LiteReconfig for the accuracy of the entire system by setting several latency requirements from 100 msec (loose) to 33.3 (tight) msec per frame (10 to 30 fps) on the NVIDIA Jetson TX2 board, where no resource contention is injected. Table 5.2 summarizes the comparisons of LiteReconfig’s four variants with the baselines. We should read the mAP and P95 per-frame latency, separated by slash, and corresponding to three latency requirements from tight to loose; a note of “F” means that solution failed to meet that latency objective. First, we observe that LiteReconfig and our in-house enhanced baselines (SSD+ and YOLO+) have improved efficiency over the SOTA ApproxDet from
Table 5.2. Performance comparison on the ImageNet VID validation set. “F” in the mAP column indicates that the protocol fails to meet the latency SLA and thus the accuracy results are not comparable (one exception for LiteReconfig in one cell to show the complete accuracy data). The bold text of mAP shows the highest accuracy in each scenario and requirement, while the italicized text of latency highlights that the 95% latency SLA is violated. An “F” in a latency cell means that that protocol did not execute at all.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GPU resource contention</th>
<th>Device and latency SLAs (msec)</th>
<th>Models</th>
<th>mAP (%)</th>
<th>P95 latency per-frame (msec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0%</td>
<td>TX2, 33.3/50.0/100.0</td>
<td>SSD+</td>
<td>45.5/46.3/46.7</td>
<td>30.5/47.8/79.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>YOLO+</td>
<td>42.1/45.8/47.3</td>
<td>26.0/36.3/65.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ApproxDet</td>
<td>F / F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LiteReconfig-MinCost</td>
<td>43.8/46.4/49.0</td>
<td>26.4/41.0/77.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LiteReconfig-MaxContent-ResNet</td>
<td>44.4/47.1/50.3</td>
<td>28.5/40.8/82.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LiteReconfig-MaxContent-MobileNet</td>
<td>F / F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LiteReconfig</td>
<td>45.4/46.5/50.3</td>
<td>32.2/42.1/80.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>TX2, 33.3/50.0/100.0</td>
<td>SSD+</td>
<td>F / F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>YOLO+</td>
<td>F / F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ApproxDet</td>
<td>F / F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LiteReconfig-MinCost</td>
<td>39.0/42.1/46.0</td>
<td>25.0/41.8/84.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LiteReconfig-MaxContent-ResNet</td>
<td>39.2/41.4/46.6</td>
<td>30.9/47.5/90.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LiteReconfig-MaxContent-MobileNet</td>
<td>F / F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LiteReconfig</td>
<td>39.3/43.6/47.0</td>
<td>34.0/49.5/78.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0%</td>
<td>AGX Xavier, 20.0/33.3/50.0</td>
<td>SSD+</td>
<td>45.5/46.3/46.7</td>
<td>21.1/27.9/41.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>YOLO+</td>
<td>44.2/45.7/48.8</td>
<td>14.4/26.2/38.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LiteReconfig-MinCost</td>
<td>45.5/47.4/49.6</td>
<td>16.4/25.5/38.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LiteReconfig-MaxContent-ResNet</td>
<td>46.4/48.5/50.7</td>
<td>17.0/26.9/39.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LiteReconfig-MaxContent-MobileNet</td>
<td>F / F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LiteReconfig</td>
<td>46.4/48.5/50.7</td>
<td>18.2/28.9/41.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>AGX Xavier, 20.0/33.3/50.0</td>
<td>SSD+</td>
<td>F /46.3/ F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>YOLO+</td>
<td>F / F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LiteReconfig-MinCost</td>
<td>38.9/45.1/46.3</td>
<td>17.7/25.1/38.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LiteReconfig-MaxContent-ResNet</td>
<td>39.3/45.4/46.9</td>
<td>17.6/25.4/39.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LiteReconfig-MaxContent-MobileNet</td>
<td>F /44.6/46.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LiteReconfig</td>
<td>39.4/45.1/46.9</td>
<td>19.0/27.8/40.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

33.3 msec to 100 msec. Second, LiteReconfig achieves 3.5% mAP improvement over ApproxDet given the 100 msec latency requirement — a significant improvement for an object detection task. Third, LiteReconfig achieves consistent accuracy improvement over the content-agnostic variant, i.e. LiteReconfig-MinCost, by 1.6%, 0.1%, and 1.3% mAP, respectively, for each latency requirement. Fourth, among all of LiteReconfig’s four variants and our enhanced baselines, LiteReconfig and SSD+ achieve the highest accuracy under 33.3 msec requirement, LiteReconfig-MaxContent-ResNet is the most
Table 5.3. Performance comparison between LiteReconfig and the video object detection solutions optimized for accuracy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models, latency SLA</th>
<th>mAP (%)</th>
<th>Mean latency per-frame (msec)</th>
<th>Memory (GB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SELSA-ResNet-101 [191], no SLA</td>
<td>81.5</td>
<td>2334</td>
<td>6.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELSA-ResNet-50, no SLA</td>
<td>77.31</td>
<td>2112</td>
<td>6.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEGA-ResNet-101 [189], no SLA</td>
<td>OOM</td>
<td>OOM</td>
<td>9.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEGA-ResNet-50, no SLA</td>
<td>OOM</td>
<td>OOM</td>
<td>6.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEGA-ResNet-50 (base), no SLA</td>
<td>68.11</td>
<td>861</td>
<td>3.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REPP [192], over FGFA[142], no SLA</td>
<td>OOM</td>
<td>OOM</td>
<td>10.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REPP, over SELSA</td>
<td>OOM</td>
<td>OOM</td>
<td>8.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REPP, over YOLOv3</td>
<td>74.8</td>
<td>565</td>
<td>2.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EfficienetDet D3</td>
<td>63.9</td>
<td>796</td>
<td>5.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EfficienetDet D0</td>
<td>55.1</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>2.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdaScale-MS, no SLA</td>
<td>56.3</td>
<td>976.4</td>
<td>3.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdaScale-SS-600, no SLA</td>
<td>55.7</td>
<td>1049.4</td>
<td>3.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdaScale-SS-480, no SLA</td>
<td>59.0</td>
<td>710.5</td>
<td>3.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdaScale-SS-360, no SLA</td>
<td>59.4</td>
<td>434.0</td>
<td>3.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdaScale-SS-240, no SLA</td>
<td>56.5</td>
<td>227.9</td>
<td>3.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LiteReconfig, 100 msec</td>
<td>50.3</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>3.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LiteReconfig, 50 msec</td>
<td>46.5</td>
<td>38.4</td>
<td>4.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LiteReconfig, 33.3 msec</td>
<td>45.4</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>4.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Accurate under 50 msec requirement, and LiteReconfig is again the most accurate under 100 msec requirement. Finally, though LiteReconfig-MaxContent variants face the issue of violating the latency requirement due to their high cost of running feature extractors and models, *LiteReconfig is strictly always below the latency requirement*. To summarize, in addition to efficiency improvement over SOTA, our cost and content-aware solution scales accuracy frontiers, with latency guaranteed to meet the requirement.

Further, we extend our evaluation to a higher resource contention scenario, *i.e.* 50% GPU resource is occupied by other concurrent applications. As can be seen in Table 5.2, first, under higher resource contention on TX2, our efficiency-enhanced baselines still fail to meet the latency requirement due to lack of awareness to adapt to the resource contention. Second, we are 1.8% mAP more accurate than the best adaptive systems. Third, our full implementation is always one of best protocols among all variants and models, satisfying the latency requirement (slight exception of 34.0 msec under 33.3 msec latency requirement).
Finally, we extend our evaluation to a more powerful embedded device, NVIDIA AGX Xavier. Correspondingly, we tighten the latency requirement to as low as 20 msec (corresponding to 50 fps from the earlier 30 fps). We find that ApproxDet cannot meet any of the three latency requirements. We see again LiteReconfig and the MaxContent-ResNet variants both lead the accuracy frontier under different latency requirements and resource contention scenarios and can meet the latency requirement. On the other hand, the enhanced baselines and MaxContent-MobileNet violate the latency requirements for the two stringent requirements. This shows LiteReconfig can always achieve the best content-aware variant, and clearly superior to the content-agnostic variant (0.9-1.1% higher mAP, given no contention, and 0.5-0.6% higher mAP, given 50% GPU contention).

Comparison to Recent, Accuracy-optimized Object Detection Solutions: Table 5.3 further compares LiteReconfig to recent solutions optimized for accuracy, which however cannot achieve real-time efficiency on the embedded device. We also add our evaluation on AdaScale, one of the content-aware baselines here since its fastest variant, the one always using the smallest scale, is running at 227.9 msec on the TX2 board and is much less efficient than LiteReconfig. Its accuracy of 55.7% to 59.4% mAP, though higher than LiteReconfig, is still the worst among all accuracy-optimized models. In addition, EfficientDet D0 and D3 achieve reasonable accuracy while maintaining relatively low latency compared with other accuracy-optimized solutions such as SELSA [191], MEGA [189], and REPP [192]. EfficientDet D0 runs at 138 msec at an mAP of 55.1% coming close to 100 msec, while the accuracy is higher compared to LiteReconfig. With no adaptive features, both EfficientDet D0 and D3 fail to match the 100 msec latency requirement.

Compared to most accurate models SELSA, MEGA and REPP, LiteReconfig is 90.3X, 36.8X, and 24.1X faster (for SLA of 33.3 msec). On the flip side, our accuracy is significantly lower. Thus, one may argue that each kind of solution has its own applicability — if real-time processing is required on these embedded boards, LiteReconfig is a good solution, while if frames can be sub-sampled for detection and high accuracy is required, then these recent solutions should be chosen. It should be noted that our experimental mAP values are lower than the published numbers in the papers (3.2% lower for SELSA, 9.2% for MEGA, and 23.8% for REPP), even though we used the author pre-trained models. We can explain
Table 5.4. Effectiveness of individual content-specific features on the accuracy given different latency budgets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>33.3 ms</th>
<th>50.0 ms</th>
<th>100.0 ms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>43.8%</td>
<td>46.4%</td>
<td>49.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HoC</td>
<td>44.4%</td>
<td>47.1%</td>
<td>50.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOG</td>
<td>44.3%</td>
<td>47.1%</td>
<td>50.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet50</td>
<td>44.4%</td>
<td>47.0%</td>
<td>50.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPoP</td>
<td>44.8%</td>
<td>46.1%</td>
<td>50.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MobileNetV2</td>
<td>45.1%</td>
<td>47.1%</td>
<td>50.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the accuracy reduction in Table 5.3 to three factors (1) the change of the backbone feature extractors due to the memory constraint on the TX2, e.g. from ResNet-101 to ResNet-50, (2) the removal of the part of the solution that refers to future frames because our problem context requires streaming and real-time processing, and (3) the usage of the same mAP calculation script across all protocols.

5.5.3 Evaluation of Video Content Features

Next, we analyze the benefit of applying each content feature in our content-aware design. To study this, we always extract a particular feature and use it in the corresponding prediction model and see what accuracy can we achieve, with the latency requirement applied to the MBEK only, and ignoring the overhead of that feature. In Table 5.4, we see that all content features achieve higher utility than the content-agnostic (labeled as “None”). The maximum accuracy improvement achieved by a single content feature (over “None”) is 2.3%, 0.7%, and 1.3%, respectively, for each latency requirement. This validates our design to use cost-benefit analysis to select the best features among all (feature) options and also determine whether the benefit is enough over the content-agnostic protocol, considering its cost.
5.5.4 Understanding Latency-Accuracy Tradeoff

We examine the detailed latency breakdown of each system component in LiteReconfig to uncover the source of our benefit. Figure 5.3 shows the percentage latency (normalized by the latency SLA) of the object detector, the object tracker, and the cost, where the cost is either modeling (feature execution, regression models, solving optimization) or switching between execution branches. There is no bar for ApproxDet for 33.3 and 50 msec latencies because it cannot satisfy those SLAs. First, we can observe the cost of LiteReconfig is between the two LiteReconfig-MaxContent variants, owing to its cost benefit analysis on feature selection. Second, the overhead of LiteReconfig is always below 10%, and much
less, for the higher latency requirements (50 ms and 100 ms). Finally, LiteReconfig wins over YOLO+, SSD+, and ApproxDet, due to higher latency SLA assigned to the object detector. Also, as we select the content-dependent optimal branches, even the latency of these branches may seem similar, but our selected branches finally lead to higher accuracy (Table 5.2). One may wonder why LiteReconfig does not try to use up the latency budget to get close to the 1.0 normalized latency value. This is merely an artifact of the presentation of this result — we are reporting mean latency while SLA is specified in terms of 95-th percentile latency (P95). Thus, LiteReconfig is using up its latency budget prudently, without causing too frequent SLA violations.

We further investigate the branch coverage (i.e. the number of distinct execution branches invoked) within the four LiteReconfig variants. Figure 5.4 shows that using heavy features (orange and green bars) tend to explore more branches tailored for the video content and thus is the driving force for higher accuracy. However, using light features can reduce more latency for the MBEK. The complete LiteReconfig (red) through its cost-benefit analysis balances these two tendencies and leads to the winning overall accuracy over other variants and baselines, and probabilistically guarantees the latency requirement. ApproxDet, covering a far higher number of execution branches (100 msec latency requirement), is still less accurate than any variant of LiteReconfig.

5.5.5 Switching Cost and Benefit

LiteReconfig considers the switching overhead between branches in deciding whether to reconfigure its execution to a new branch — this is done through the term $C_{b_0}(b)$ in Equation 5.3. In Figure 5.5, we show empirically the switching overhead between any two execution branches in the object detector. The offline training data on Figure 5.5(a) shows that generally the switching overhead is below 10 msec but it is higher with a light source branch, e.g. shape=576 and nprop=1, or with a heavy destination branch, e.g. shape=576 and nprop=100. Figure 5.5(b) shows the online switching cost with 33.3 msec latency requirement at the top, and 50 msec latency requirement at the bottom. The online data confirms that the switching overhead is mostly less than 10 msec and we also observe the
Figure 5.4. Branch coverage between the four variants of LiteReconfig and three other baselines. LiteReconfig is able to explore more number of beneficial execution branches and avoids fruitless switches between execution branches, leaving greater part of the latency budget available for the execution kernel, the object detector, and the tracker, leading to improved accuracy.

non-deterministic outliers with high values, in the 1–5 sec range. These outlier results happen due to cold misses of the neural network graphs and become rarer still as the video analytics system runs for a longer period of time. Such outlier switches are impossible to model — see how the outliers do not show up at the same cells in our two independent runs.

5.6 Related Work

Object Detection and Tracking in Videos. Modern object detectors make use of DNNs to localize the recognized object instances within an input image. Examples include the
Figure 5.5. Switching overhead between execution branches in object detectors from (a) offline training data and (b) online data given 33.3 msec latency SLA on the top and 50 msec latency SLA on the bottom. The source branches are on the y-axis and the destination branches are on the x-axis, with (shape, nprop) notation.

YOLO series [56], [138], Faster-RCNN [57], EfficientDet [139], and Cascade R-CNN [173]. However, it remains challenging to apply these image-based detectors to videos, due to motion blur, occlusion, and defocus that frequently occur in videos. In parallel, visual tracking has evolved from lightweight trackers focusing on motion analysis and trajectory prediction [153], [219], [220] to DNN-based trackers that learn to match appearance patterns of target objects [143], [221], [222]. These developments have led to works on video object detection that use tracking to aggregate temporal features [142], [165], [195], [198] or to associate detected objects [2], [70], [118], [143]. Unfortunately, the majority of previous methods are meant to run on server-class systems, and only a few solutions exist for edge
Video object detection at the edge processes the videos where they are generated, and thus can improve latency and decrease network congestion.

**Computer Vision on Mobiles.** Resource utilization and management is one of the key factors to match the Quality of Experience (QoE) for end users in mobile devices. Many previous works focus on the design of lightweight DNNs to handle resource limits, including hand-crafted network architectures [97], [176], [187], and network architectures built by neural architecture search [175], [177], [200]. Despite the efficiency of these models, none of these approaches is adaptive to content or contention at runtime. There have been recent works on developing adaptive computer vision algorithms and systems (which we have described earlier in Sections 5.1 and 5.2). To sum up, based on the image content or latency budget, adaptive configuration can occur within one model [112], [118], [155], [158], within an ensemble of models within a system [77], multi-exit solutions [76], [182], or by generating a light network that is specific to a given dataset [190]. These methods, however, lack the ability to be fully adaptive to content and contention change (e.g. limited to a single dataset or a specific time interval) or to do a cost-benefit analysis to guide their adaptation.

**Cost Benefit Analysis in Online Reconfigurable Systems.** The specific context dictates many of the technical challenges in this space, like what are the cost and the benefit functions, how easily can the parameters for the functions be collected, and how should the cost-benefit analysis feed into changes made by a scheduler into the system. Some prominent examples in this line of work are for clustered database servers [110], for serverless jobs [223], for VM allocation and consolidation [224], and for VM migration [225]. In the context of mobile computing, such cost-benefit analysis has influenced decision making for mobile sensing [226], offloading from mobile to edge or cloud [227], or context-aware application scheduling on mobile devices [228]. While principles from this volume of prior work inspire our design, they do not directly solve our problem of reconfiguration of video object detection.
5.7 Conclusion

Several adaptive computer vision systems have been proposed that change the execution paths depending on content and runtime conditions on mobile devices. In this work, we first uncover that these adaptive vision algorithms actually perform worse than static algorithms under a large range of conditions such as stringent latency requirements, say keeping up with 30 fps video or getting to 20 msec latency for AR applications. We then present our solution called LiteReconfig applicable to any approximate vision system, which provides the cost-benefit analysis of the different features that can be used to model the accuracy and the latency of the different execution branches. The scheduler leverages the cost-benefit analysis to achieve a superior accuracy-vs-latency characteristic than prior solutions, ApproxDet, EfficientDet, Faster R-CNN, YOLO, SELSA, MEGA, and REPP. Our evaluation provides a few insights with broad implications. How can latency-accuracy models of lightweight vision algorithms be transferable to different content classes, such as, from fast moving to slow moving video. How can vision frameworks be designed to better handle contention, much of which may be unpredictable. What are the relative utilities of different features in guiding adaptation in streaming video analytics systems. Much work remains to be done, some of which we are pursuing, such as, can lightweight prediction of the content stream enable optimization over a lookahead window of time, how do these approximations compose with approximations of other algorithmic blocks downstream (such as, object or facial recognition).
6. SMARTADAPT: MULTI-BRANCH OBJECT DETECTION FRAMEWORK FOR VIDEOS ON MOBILES

6.1 Introduction

Object detection is arguably one of central problems in computer vision. Much progress has been made over the past few years in deep learning based object detectors. Despite their impressive accuracy results on standard benchmarks, these models come at a price of their complexity and computational cost. This imposes a major barrier to deploy these models under resource-constrained settings with strict latency requirements, such as detecting objects in streaming videos on mobile or embedded devices. Several recent works seek to address this issue by designing light-weight models on mobiles [97], [175]–[177], [187], in particular, for video object detection [158], [188], [195], [229]. The assumption and the common belief are that those object detectors optimized for accuracy, such as Faster R-CNN with a ResNet-50 backbone, are too expensive for mobile vision tasks.

Indeed, detectors optimized for accuracy are rather complex, often trained with different input resolutions, and equipped with multiple stages (e.g. proposal generation). It is perhaps not surprising that these detectors can adapt to different settings at inference time. Consider the example of Faster R-CNN [57] with ResNet-50 [53], one can reduce the input resolution or the number of proposals for a lower latency while still maintaining a reasonable accuracy. Such choice combinations of tunable parameters would constitute a multi-branch object detection framework (MBODF), and the Faster R-CNN detector using a specific input resolution and a particular number of proposals from our previous example could be considered as one execution branch.

Our key observation is that if one is allowed to select at inference time from a large set of fine-grained execution branches, the detection accuracy and latency can be significantly improved (see Figure 6.1). Then, the key research questions are: How to expose the right set of execution branches in an existing object detector and then how to schedule the optimal one at inference time?

An ideal scheduler must not only consider the branches in the model and their properties (accuracy and latency), but also the input content. For example, if the input video only
contains larger objects, using a lower input resolution for the detector suffices. However, the
design of such a scheduler is challenging for streaming videos. This is because the scheduler
has to “predict” potential future content change in order to select the best branch at the
current time.

In this work, we focus on the challenging and practical task of streaming video object
detection on mobile devices, and present a simple adaptive object detection method. Our
key innovation is to leverage standard existing object detectors (Faster R-CNN, EfficientDet,
SSD, YOLO) to construct an MBODF for adaptive video object detection. An MBODF
combines an object detector and an object tracker and provides many execution choices
(branches).

We demonstrate that our method, notwithstanding its simplicity, can adapt to a wide
range of latency requirements, ranging from 10 to 50 FPS on a mobile GPU device, the
NVIDIA Jetson TX2 (a widely used device for embedded/mobile vision benchmarking) with only a minor accuracy loss. For example, our method when running at 20 FPS
in streaming mode on TX2, achieves an mAP of 70% on a large-scale dataset (ImageNet
video object detection benchmark). In contrast, the best performing detector, MEGA that supports streaming videos, has an mAP of 75.4%, and runs only at 1.2 FPS. Further, SMARTADAPT achieves 20.9% to 23.6% higher mAP than the state-of-the-art multi-branch
algorithm given the same constraint on the streaming latency (33-100 msec per frame)
(Figure 6.6, FR+MB vs. FastAdapt).

Next, we uncover the importance of making a content-aware decision on the branch to
run, as the optimal one is conditioned on the video content. We explore a content-aware
scheduler—an Oracle one, and then a practical one, which uses various light-weight feature
extractors, to adapt at runtime to the content. We show that our content-aware Oracle sched-
ule achieves a 6.6%–8.3% higher mAP than a content-agnostic one (Table 6.3, FR+MB+Or-
acle vs. FR+MB). When our realistic content-aware scheduler (CAS) is used, the gains
are more modest but still present, ranging from 0.1%–2.3% (Table 6.3, FR+MB+CAS vs.
FR+MB, FastAdapt+CAS vs. FastAdapt). The strength of SMARTADAPT is due to the
synergistic use of a carefully orchestrated set of features that demonstrate both a low com-
putational overhead and high accuracy, and expose a fine-grained set of branches using MBODF.

Thus, our contributions can be summed up as:

1. We point out that modern detectors are intrinsically adaptive, and can be re-purposed as an MBODF, achieving varying latency and accuracy trade-offs at inference time, using a set of (individually) proven adaptive attributes.

2. Object detection solutions with multiple sub-model or branch choices have been proposed in the past [118], [158], [164], [234]. However, SMARTADAPT’s ability to combine a set of knobs (such as the input resolution and number of proposals) and also to tune the ranges and step sizes to be fine-grained, enables MBODF on a mobile device to span a wide range of latencies with only a minor drop in accuracy (3% mAP) across this range of latencies.

3. We show that an MBODF can achieve significant performance gains when the choice of the execution branches is optimally conditioned on the input content (e.g. size and speed of objects). We also take an exploratory step toward practical content-aware adaptive object detection.

6.2 Related Work

**Efficient Object Detection Models.** Efficiency is paramount on embedded or mobile devices, where power is limited. Many solutions design more efficient network architectures (e.g. [178]) or components within an architecture (e.g. [235]). MicroNet [236] factorizes a convolution matrix into a lower rank one, which can cut down computational cost effectively. TinyNet [237], inspired by EfficientNet [178], uses a compound scaling method to downsize the neural architectures in a fixed ratio. Skip-Conv [238] proposes to use a gating function that allows convolutions to run on a sparse set of locations. While these methods can effectively reduce the computation cost in terms of FLOPS, they are rarely evaluated on mobile GPUs. Further, reduction in FLOPs does not always translate to reduction in latency [175], [238].
Another stream of studies for efficient object detection is to combine a costly object detection module with a relatively inexpensive object tracker module via the “tracking-by-detection” scheme [143], [196]. [239] reallocates the computation of the detection task along the pipeline, by utilizing multiple networks and propagating the detection results across these networks. However, existing studies do not consider the wide range of configurations that may impact the detection performance and rarely focus their evaluations on mobile GPUs.

**Adaptive Inference for Image Recognition.** These models leverage the content characteristics from the input images and make execution decisions conditioned on them. RA-Net [164] constructs multiple sub-networks with increasing depth and processes images with different complexity at different depths. Similarly, BranchyNet, MSDNet, and Approx-Net [75], [76], [155] propose multiple exits along the network pipeline for images of different complexities. AdaScale [158] resizes images at different scales targeting higher speed and accuracy. However, previous works are limited to adaptation in one dimension, and with a narrow range, and do not optimize the execution choice by ingesting a rich set of input features available to object detection pipelines.

**Adaptive Inference for Video Recognition.** Unlike a single image, videos have a temporal continuity among neighboring frames, and capturing the overall features effectively yet efficiently is one of the key challenges. There are two mainstream approaches that leverage this to make video object detection computationally efficient. One approach is to integrate a new module to extend the capabilities of the main neural network. This involves using an LSTM model [240], [241] or a policy network [242] to capture the feature information of the video frames, thus reducing computational cost by identifying redundancy. For example, FrameExit [243] uses a cascade of gating modules to determine at which layer to exit processing. Another approach is to focus on the efficiency of the network architecture, such as X3D [244] that expands the base 2D image classification architecture into multiple axes. Other works in this space use network quantization and spatiotemporal convolutions [245], [246]. However, only a handful of previous works considered video object detection, which is fundamentally distinct from video classification.
6.3 Efficient Object Detection Models for Streaming Videos

Our goal is to maximize the accuracy of video object detection models for streaming videos at stringent latency constraints (e.g. 33 msec) on mobile GPUs. We now present our solution design and describe our techniques.

6.3.1 Multi-branch Object Detection Framework

**Tracking-by-detection.** This is our starting point to significantly reduce the latency of the object detection models with a minor accuracy reduction. Rigorously, we define a Group of Frames (GoF) as a sequence of $d_i$ (detection interval) consecutive frames in a streaming video, in which we run object detectors (e.g. Faster R-CNN, EfficientDet, YOLO) on the first frame and run object tracker (e.g. MedianFlow, KCF) on the remaining frames. In the streaming scenario, as we process the video frame-by-frame, an object detector can run on any frame with no prerequisite while an object tracker depends on the detection results, either from a detector, or from the tracker on the previous video frame. Considering our implementation on a Faster R-CNN object detector (in PyTorch, with mobile GPU) and a MedianFlow object tracker (in OpenCV, with mobile CPU), the tracker runs up to 114X faster, boosting the efficiency.

**Tuning Knobs at Inference Time.** To further improve the efficiency and avoid a large accuracy reduction, we design tuning knobs for such tracking-by-detection scheme. Our design explores the accuracy-latency tradeoff in five independent dimensions: (1) the detector interval ($d_i$), controlling how often an object detector is triggered, (2) the input resolution of the detector ($r_d$), controlling the shape of the resized image fed into the object detector, (3) the number of proposals ($n_{prop}$), controlling the maximum number of region proposals generated from the RPN module of the Faster R-CNN detector, (4) the input resolution of the object tracker ($r_t$), controlling the shape of the resized image fed into the object tracker, and (5) the confidence threshold to track ($c_t$), controlling a minimum threshold on the confidence score of the objects below which the objects are not tracked and output by the tracker. The multi-knob design leads to a combinatorial configuration space as we can tune
each knob independently and in various step sizes. This allows a wide range of adaptations and is key to SmartAdapt’s impressive empirical results in what follows.

**MBODF.** We name the multi-knob tracking-by-detection scheme, with the range and step sizes for each knob, a *Multi-branch Object Detection Framework (MBODF)*.

An execution branch in the MBODF is an instance of the values of each knob. Note that not every branch in the configuration space is valid, e.g. for branches that run object detector on every frame ($d_i = 1$), the $rt$ and $ct$ knobs are not relevant.

Figure 6.1 shows the accuracy comparison between a 2-knob 54-branch, a 5-knob 368-branch, and a 5-knob 3,942-branch MBODF, where each point on the Pareto optimal curve stands for the accuracy and latency performance of a single branch on the ILSVRC VID dataset. A 5-knob MBODF is much more efficient than a 2-knob MBODF ($rd$ and $nprop$). It achieves a 6.1X speedup, with only a 2.41% mAP reduction, compared to 3.0X speedup, with a 2.37% mAP reduction in the 2-knob MBODF. In contrast, the 5-knob MBODF with 10X more branches (3,942) is only slightly better than the one with a subset of branches (368) at any given value of a latency constraint. The root cause of such reduced accuracy improvement is the lack of smarts in choosing the execution branch conditioned on the video content. In other words, if only applying a single static branch on an entire dataset, without finer-grained content revelations (as revealed from Figure 6.3), one cannot reap the benefit of the much larger-scaled MBODF.

### 6.3.2 Branch Selection Problem

A scheduler is a component in the object detection system with an MBODF that decides which branch is the optimal one to run, subject to some criteria. Considering an MBODF with $m = |\mathcal{M}|$ independent execution branches $b \in \{b_1, b_2, ..., b_m\}$ that are capable of finishing the object detection task on streaming videos, we use the latency of the branch as the constraint and maximize its accuracy as the optimization goal as follows:

$$b_{opt} = \arg \max_b a(b, \hat{X}), \text{s.t. } l(b, \hat{X}) \leq l_0$$

(6.1)
where \( \hat{X} \) denotes the input video frame, \( l_0 \) denotes the latency constraints for each frame on average, and \( a(b, \hat{X}) \) and \( l(b, \hat{X}) \) represent the accuracy and latency of the branch \( b \).

Figure 6.2 shows the workflow of SMARTADAPT where the scheduler takes the video frame as an input and determines the execution branch in the MBODF to run. Inside the scheduler, the workflow is as follows: (1) extracts the content features, (2) predicts the accuracy with a content-aware accuracy predictor, and then (3) uses a branch selector to choose the optimal branch. Particularly, given the tracking-by-detection scheme in the MBODF, where a GoF is a unit for scheduling, \( \hat{X} \) is relaxed to a GoF. In the streaming scenario, a scheduler should be able to make a decision at any frame \( x_t \) in the streaming video where the \( \hat{X} \) is the GoF starting from the frame \( x_t \).

As the optimal branch selection is conditioned on the current frame and a few future frames, \(^\dagger\) a content-aware scheduler leverages the content characteristics in such a GoF to

\(^\dagger\)The size of the GoF is typically between 1 and 100 in the MBODF.
maximize accuracy. In contrast, a content-agnostic scheduler considers the average accuracy of different branches across the entire dataset, which loses the nuances of the snippet-level video characteristics.

In Figure 6.3, we show the Pareto optimal branches for three randomly selected video snippets of different content characteristics, and the one that inputs the entire dataset for $\hat{X}$. We glean that the accuracy-latency frontiers vary significantly from snippet to snippet and are different from the “average” for the entire dataset (red curve). This motivates use of a content-aware scheduler for identifying the execution branches for the end-to-end video object detection pipeline. According to our study, 83.4% branches in the MBODF are most accurate for at least one video snippet at any latency requirement. Among a dataset of 1,256 video snippets, derived from the ILSVRC VID dataset, we find 627 unique sets of accuracy-latency frontier branches. Thus, we conclude that it is important to determine the optimal branch for a given video snippet rather than use a single branch for an entire dataset. This latter approach is also observed with benefit in some prior works, addressed either by using a content-agnostic scheduler [233], or enabling multiple sub-models to choose from [164], [234].

### 6.3.3 Content-aware Oracle Scheduler

We name a perfect content-aware scheduler for an MBODF $\mathcal{M}$ an “Oracle” scheduler, which selects the optimal branch $b_{opt}$ to execute. The accuracy-latency performance of an Oracle scheduler establishes the upper-bound performance of a content-aware scheduler, something that has not been established up until now.

To realize an Oracle scheduler, we grant three impractical powers to it—(1) it has access to the future frames in the GoF, (2) it has the annotation of the objects to calculate the ground truth accuracy $a(b, f(\hat{X}))$ so that no predictions are performed, (3) it exhaustively
Figure 6.3. Pareto optimal branches for three selected video snippets of different content characteristics and the whole dataset.

Figure 6.4. Upper bound performance of a content-aware scheduler, i.e. an Oracle.

tests all available branches and selects the most accurate one, subject to the latency constraint. Figure 6.4 shows the performance of the Oracle scheduler on two 5-knob MBODF instantiations, with 3,942 and 368 (a subset) branches and compares with a content-agnostic scheduler, which chooses a single static branch for the entire dataset. We observe that the Oracle scheduler has a 3.2% to 4.6% mAP improvement in the 368-branch MBODF at 10, 20, 30, and 50 FPS, four typical latency constraints on mobile devices. This is relative to the baseline with 368 branches. Interestingly, the mAP improvement of the Oracle scheduler is higher for the 3,942-branch MBODF, 6.6%–8.3%, compared to the above-mentioned 3.2%–4.6%. In contrast, such large-scaled MBODF has no benefit in the content-agnostic setting. The large gap motivates a content-aware scheduler that can adapt over a large and fine-grained range of knobs.

6.3.4 Designing a Content-aware Scheduler (CAS)

We have to design a light-weight scheduler that determines the content-specific execution branches on-the-fly, bereft of the impractical powers that we granted to the Oracle. As Equation 6.2 suggests, the branch selector in the scheduler requires a latency predictor and
Table 6.1. Feature extractors in SMARTADAPT’s content-aware scheduler.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Dim.</th>
<th>Trainable</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>light</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Composed of height, width, number of objects, averaged size of the objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HoC</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Histograms of Color on red, green, blue channels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOG</td>
<td>5400</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Histograms of Oriented Gradients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet50</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>ResNet50 features from the object detector in the MBODF, average pooled over height and width dimensions, and only preserving the channel dimension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPoP</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>“Class Predictions on the Proposal” feature (CPoP) from the object detector of the MBODF, averaged pooled over all region proposals, and only preserving the class dimension (including a background class)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MobileNet</td>
<td>1280</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Efficient, effective feature extractor, average pooled from the feature map before the fully-connected layer, and only preserving the channel dimension</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

an accuracy predictor to solve the optimization problem. The former has been studied in an existing work [118] through a resource contention sensor and a content-aware latency predictor on each execution branch. Thus, in this work, we focus on the design of a content-aware accuracy predictor based on simplified content features.

**Content Feature Extractors.** A content feature extractor aims to build a mapping \( f(\cdot) \) from the frame representation \( \hat{X} \) to its feature representation since the frame representation carries too much redundancy. The content feature extractor is expected to be discriminative so that the feature values it carries can be used to predict the content-specific accuracy of each execution branch. Then, a content-aware accuracy prediction model aims to build a mapping \( a(\cdot) \) from the feature representation \( f(\hat{X}) \) to the accuracy of a given execution branch \( b \). Thus, the scheduler model can be formulated as follows:

\[
b_{opt} = \arg \max_{b} a(b, f(\hat{X})), \text{s.t. } l(b, \hat{X}) \leq l_0
\]  

(6.2)

A well-designed content feature extractor should be rich in content characteristics, discriminative enough, and light-weight in the computational overhead. In Table 6.1, we summarize the list of content features, specs, and descriptions. We start from some light features.
that come with no cost to extract, \textit{i.e.} the height and width of the video frame, the number of objects, and average size of the objects. We then choose two traditional vision features—Histograms of Color (HoC) and Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) to characterize the color and gradient information. Considering that the object detection in the MBODF is composed of a deep neural network with many feature extraction layers, we choose one from the intermediate layer after the feature extractor head of Faster R-CNN backbone, \textit{i.e.} ResNet-50, and one from the last but one layer of the object detector, \textit{i.e.} the prediction logits on the object classes. These two features are attractive as they incur no extra computation cost. Finally, we propose to use a widely used DNN-based feature extractor, MobileNetV2. It is light-weight in terms of the computation cost and jointly trainable with the downstream content-aware accuracy predictor. Naturally, at inference time, the scheduler has to run ahead of the MBODF and thus has to rely on extracted content features from the previous GoF. Due to the well-known continuity property in video content characteristics \cite{242, 243}, this simplification works well in practice.

**Content-aware Accuracy Predictor.** A content-aware accuracy predictor predicts the accuracy of all branches in the MBODF given a feature vector. We use a 5-layer fully connected neural network (NN) with a residual connection \cite{53} for each layer. We use ReLU as the activation function and have 256 neurons in each hidden layer. Particularly, as the dimensions of the light features and other features vary significantly in 1 to 3 orders of magnitude, we add a feature projection layer before the features are concatenated and fed into the 5-layer NN. The feature projection layer projects both light features and other high-dimensional features to fixed 256-dimensional vectors so that they are equally representative in the accuracy predictor. We use MSE loss for the accuracy predictor using as ground truth accuracy of the branches on each video snippet in a derived snippet-granularity dataset from the ILSVRC 2015 VID dataset (see Section 6.4 for details).

**Joint Modeling of Content and Latency Requirement.** We additionally explore a network that jointly models content and latency requirement for branch selection. Different from the previous design, this model does not pair with a latency predictor and thus is simpler in design. Specifically, we begin by embedding content and latency requirement into separate feature vectors using multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs). Following FiLM \cite{247},
our model regresses a set of affine weights $\gamma$ and biases $\beta$ from the latency feature $F_l$ using another MLP and subsequently transforms the content feature $F_c$ as $F_c' = \gamma \cdot F_c + \beta$. In doing so, our model adapts to the current latency requirement through the modulation of content features. An MLP further processes the modulated content features $F_c'$ and predicts accuracy of all branches. We train our model using the same MSE loss as before, except that we set the target accuracy of a branch to zero when latency requirement is violated. We show in our experiments that this joint modeling scheme is most effective under tight latency constraint.

**Candidate Branches.** Predicting on hundreds and thousands of execution branches is challenging. **SmartAdapt** narrows down the number of candidate execution branches in the design phase to top $K$. The intuition is that the top $K$ execution branches should cover the majority of optimal branches across videos of different content characteristics and different latency constraints, for properly chosen $K$. We use the method called **Optimal Branch Election** (OBE) to select the $K$ candidate branches. Figure 6.5(a) shows the recall of using $K$ branches (i.e. proportion where the optimal branch belongs to one of the top $K$) rather than all 368 branches. We see that in the 368-branch MBODF, 10.1% branches suffice to achieve 90% recall. Also, if we consider the candidate branches for a particular latency constraint, even fewer can be considered. To achieve a 90% recall, the percentages
of $K$ branches are 1.4%, 2.7%, 3.3%, and 7.1%, given 20, 33.3, 50, and 100 msec latency constraints. Figure 6.5(b) shows such recall-K relation on a larger-scaled MBODF with 3,942 branches. The percentages of branches that need to be considered are lower. Thus, the content-aware accuracy predictor on $K$ candidates can benefit with a smaller model and reduce the cost of profiling.

### 6.4 Implementations

All models are trained on a server with two NVIDIA P100 GPUs; evaluated on NVIDIA TX2 with a 256-core NVIDIA Pascal GPU on a 8GB unified memory.

**Profiling.** Once the tuning knobs are determined for each object detector, it is important to determine the ranges and step sizes of values for each knob. We profile the multi-knob tracking-by-detection scheme and evaluate the accuracy-latency relation on each knob. We then determine the ranges and step sizes according to the monotonic range of such relation and the constraints of each knob. Finally, we implement our MBODF on top of Faster R-CNN (a 368-branch and a 3,942-branch variant), EfficientDet, YOLOv3, and SSD (Table 6.2). Note that we allow two object detector variants ($d_v$)—EfficientDet D0 and D3, for ED+MB, and allow four object trackers—MedianFlow [153], KCF [161], CSRT [162], and dense Optical Flow [166], for YL+MB.

**Snippet-granularity Dataset.** We derive a snippet-granularity dataset to study the content-aware accuracy of the execution branches. Given a video dataset $\{v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_h\}$ with $h$ videos, we clip each video into $l$-frame video snippets, and each video snippet is our unit for evaluating content-specific accuracy. Too small an $l$ value makes mAP meaningless, and too large an $l$, reduces the content-aware granularity. We choose $l = 100$ for the ILSVRC 2015 VID dataset. To further enlarge the training dataset, we use sliding windows to extract more video snippets. Supposing a temporal stride of $s$ frames, every $l$-frame snippet starting at the frame whose index is the multiple of $s$ is selected as a video snippet (we use $s = 5$), enlarging the training dataset by a factor of $l/s$. 
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Table 6.2. Choices of the tuning knobs in the MBODF with Faster R-CNN, EfficientDet (ED), YOLOv3 (YL), and SSD object detectors (* indicates additional choices in the 3,942-branch variant, + indicates that it can only support the MedianFlow object tracker). Notations are: $d_i$ for the detector interval, $d_v$ for the variant of the detector, $t_v$ for the variant of the tracker, $r_d$ for the input resolution of the detector, $r_t$ for the input resolution of the tracker, $c_t$ for the confidence threshold of objects to be tracked.

(a) FR+MB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$d_i$</th>
<th>$r_d$</th>
<th>$nprop$</th>
<th>$r_t$</th>
<th>$c_t$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,2,4,8</td>
<td>224*,352,384,288,320,</td>
<td>3*,5*,10*,20*</td>
<td>25%,50%</td>
<td>0.05,0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20,50,100*</td>
<td>416*,448*,480*,512*</td>
<td>100, 1000</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0.2,0.4*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) ED+MB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$d_i$</th>
<th>$d_v$</th>
<th>$r_t$</th>
<th>$c_t$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,2,4,8,20,100</td>
<td>D0,D3</td>
<td>100%,50%,25%</td>
<td>0.15,0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) YL+MB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$d_i$</th>
<th>$r_d$</th>
<th>$r_t$</th>
<th>$t_v$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,2,4,8,20</td>
<td>224,256,288,320,</td>
<td>100%,+</td>
<td>MedianFlow,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20,50</td>
<td>352,384,416,448,</td>
<td>50%,+</td>
<td>KCF, CSRT,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>480,512,544,576</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>Optical Flow</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(d) SSD+MB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$d_i$</th>
<th>$r_d$</th>
<th>$r_t$</th>
<th>$c_t$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,2,4,8,20,100</td>
<td>192,256,320</td>
<td>100%,50%,25%</td>
<td>0.15,0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Training content-aware scheduler model. We train our content-aware accuracy predictors for 400 epochs, with a batch size of 64, a weight decay of 0.01, and an SGD optimizer of fixed learning rate of 0.01, and momentum of 0.9.

6.5 Experiments

Our experimental results are composed of three parts. First, we evaluate our best performing models over multiple backbone object detectors and compare with the content-agnostic baselines. Second, we perform ablation studies of our techniques over the MBODF with Faster R-CNN (FR+MB+CAS) and FastAdapt (FastAdapt+CAS) protocols and study the impact of content-aware techniques. Finally, we discuss the benefit of post-processing methods on the accuracy and latency cost of both the offline profiling and the online scheduler. We report results on the ILSVRC 2015 VID dataset and a snippet-granularity derivative of the dataset (only Table 6.4), and use different latency constraints to demonstrate the
strength of our method. We achieve 70% mAP accuracy at 20 FPS and lead the accuracy frontier at a wide range of latency constraints. Before we present our results, we summarize our evaluation scenario, dataset and metrics, and naming convention for the protocols.

**Streaming Inference:** As we study the efficient and adaptive object detection systems on mobiles, the typical usage scenario is to process the videos at the speed of their source, i.e. 30 FPS, in the streaming style. This means (1) one cannot use the raw video frame or features of video frames in the future to refine the detection results on the current frame, (2) one cannot refine the detection results of past frames, and (3) the algorithm should process the video frame-by-frame in the timestamp order. We discuss the comparison with other protocols in the offline mode with post-processing techniques in Section 6.5.3.

**Dataset and Metrics:** We use ILSVRC 2015 VID dataset for our evaluation. Particularly, we train our feature extractors and accuracy predictors on our snippet-granularity dataset derived from the ILSVRC 2015 VID training dataset, which contains 3,862 videos. Our snippet-granularity dataset of 1,256 video snippets is derived from 10% videos in the training dataset, considering the significant amount of execution branches in our MBODF. We evaluate our models on both ILSVRC 2015 VID validation dataset and our snippet-granularity dataset. The former contains 555 videos, and we evaluate object detection performance by reporting (1) mean Average Precision (mAP) at IoU=0.5 as the accuracy metric and (2) mean execution latency per frame on the NVIDIA Jetson TX2 as the latency metric. The latter has 1,965 video snippets. Here we evaluate our accuracy prediction results, and report Mean Squared Error (MSE), Spearman Rank Correlation (SRC), and Recall of the most accurate branches between the predicted accuracy and the ground truth accuracy.

**Protocols.** We formulate several protocols that implement a set of techniques for efficient object detection on videos. We replicate the SOTA object detection models and create MBODF for each object detection model by designing tuning knobs and determining ranges and step sizes for each knob (Section 6.4). The variants of SMARTADAPT (anything with “MB” or “CAS” in the name) and baselines are as follows:
1. **FR+MB** Our MBODF on top of the Faster R-CNN [57] object detector with ResNet-50 [53] and FPN [248]. We have a 368-branch and a 3,942-branch variant due to the different ranges and step sizes in each knob.

2. **ED+MB**: Our MBODF on EfficientDet [139].

3. **YL+MB**: Our MBODF on YOLOv3 [138].

4. **SSD+MB**: Our MBODF on SSD [55].

5. **FastAdapt** [233]: An adaptive object detection system with 1,036 approximation branches and a content-agnostic scheduler.

6. **ApproxDet** [118]: Another adaptive object detection system, but less efficient than FastAdapt.

7. **FR+MB+CAS**: Our content-aware scheduler with our MBODF on top of Faster R-CNN.

8. **FastAdapt+CAS**: Our content-aware scheduler with an off-the-shelf adaptive object detection system.

9. **AdaScale** [158]: an adaptive and efficient video object detection model with a scale knob. We evaluate a multi-scale (MS) variant as its main design, and include several single scales (SS) for comparison.

10. **Skip-Conv ED D0** [238]: We use the norm-gate variant of Skip-Conv on top of an EfficientDet D0 model. The original implementation only shows MAC and wall time reduction on CPUs. We evaluate Skip-Conv on the mobile GPU to compare with SmartAdapt.

11. **MEGA RN101** [189]: ResNet 101 version of MEGA. In our streaming inference scenario, we cannot get access to the frames or features in the future or refine the detection in the past. Thus, we report the accuracy of the still-image object detection baseline in MEGA. This applies to SELSA RN101 and REPP YOLOv3 as well.
Figure 6.6. Accuracy-latency frontier. Our MBODF on top of Faster R-CNN (FR+MB) achieves higher accuracy at a wide latency range (2 - 85 FPS).

12. **SELSA RN101** [191]: ResNet-101 version of SELSA.

13. **REPP YOLOv3** [192]: YOLOv3 version of REPP.

### 6.5.1 Performance of MBODFs

Figure 6.6 shows the accuracy and latency performance of each protocol, in which the latency scale is logarithmic to include a large variety of protocols. We can observe that our FR+MB protocol leads the accuracy-latency frontiers compared to baselines and other MBODFs in our work. Particularly, FR+MB achieves 67.5% mAP at 30 FPS, 69.7% mAP at 20 FPS, 71.0% mAP at 10 FPS on the TX2. The adaptation range is 40.5x in latency (9.8x within 3% accuracy reduction) and the accuracy is superior to all other protocols given the same latency constraint. On the other hand, our ED+MB, YL+MB, and SSD+MB also enhance the efficiency to achieve the real-time inferencing speed (30 FPS). As for baseline protocols, MEGA and SELSA, with their deeper ResNet 101 kernel, they are 2.9% and
Table 6.3. Accuracy comparison of SmartAdapt over all efficient baselines given stringent latency constraints on the ILSVRC VID validation dataset. The object detectors FR, ED, SSD, and YOLO cannot meet the 100 msec latency constraint with a MBODF and thus not shown. N/A means that the accuracy is unusably low.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protocols</th>
<th>20.0 ms</th>
<th>33.3 ms</th>
<th>50.0 ms</th>
<th>100.0 ms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FR+MB+Oracle (3,942 br.)</td>
<td>71.5%</td>
<td>75.8%</td>
<td>76.3%</td>
<td>77.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR+MB+Oracle (368 br.)</td>
<td>67.1%</td>
<td>72.1%</td>
<td>72.9%</td>
<td>74.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR+MB+CAS</td>
<td>64.1%</td>
<td>68.3%</td>
<td>69.8%</td>
<td>71.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR+MB</td>
<td>63.6%</td>
<td>67.5%</td>
<td>69.7%</td>
<td>71.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FastAdapt+CAS</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>46.1%</td>
<td>47.1%</td>
<td>50.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FastAdapt</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>43.8%</td>
<td>46.4%</td>
<td>49.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED+MB</td>
<td>45.1%</td>
<td>51.3%</td>
<td>52.0%</td>
<td>52.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSD+MB</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>45.5%</td>
<td>46.3%</td>
<td>46.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YL+MB</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>42.1%</td>
<td>45.8%</td>
<td>47.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ApproxDet</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>46.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.1% more accurate than our most accurate branch in FR+MB and much slower than us (running at 1.2 and 0.4 FPS). REPP, SkipConv, AdaScale, FastAdapt and ApproxDet are both worse than our FR+MB protocol with lower accuracy and higher latency. To conclude, our MBODFs on top of four popular object detectors can greatly enhance the efficiency to achieve real-time speed and the best of them, FR+MB, leads the accuracy-latency frontier and has comparable accuracy with the accuracy optimized models.

We then look into all adaptive and efficient protocols that are able to run within 100 msec per frame (10 FPS speed) and examine the accuracy at 50, 30, 20, and 10 FPS in Table 6.3. The results show that FR+MB+CAS achieves marginally better accuracy results than FR+MB by 0.1% to 0.8% mAP through its content-aware scheduler. Compared to the FastAdapt baseline, our content-aware scheduler achieves a higher benefit, 0.7% to 2.3% mAP improvement. Note that our CAS results are still far from our Oracle results because (1) we cannot exhaustively run every branch and select the most accurate one, (2) we cannot access annotations online to calculate the ground truth accuracy, and (3) we cannot access future frames and the scheduler’s choice is based on the features of current and past frames.
Table 6.4. Evaluation of our content-aware MBODF on top of Faster R-CNN object detector with different content extractors against the content-agnostic MBODF (baseline) on the snippet-level dataset. N/A means the training cannot finish in a reasonable time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>features</th>
<th>MSE</th>
<th>SRC</th>
<th>Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>baseline</td>
<td>368 br.</td>
<td>3,942 br.</td>
<td>368 br.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>light</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.109</td>
<td>0.385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HoC</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.109</td>
<td>0.387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOG</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td>0.103</td>
<td>0.386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MobileNet</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>0.385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MobileNet Tr.</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.385</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.5. Ablation study for the components in the CAS, over a FastAdapt baseline (content-agnostic) on the ILSVRC 2015 VID validation dataset, at a real-time 33.3 msec latency constraint (30 frames/sec video quality). * denotes the CAS with the jointly trainable feature extractor and the content-aware accuracy predictor. + denotes the CAS with joint modeling of content and latency requirement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content-agnostic</th>
<th>light</th>
<th>HoC</th>
<th>HOG</th>
<th>Resnet50</th>
<th>CPoP</th>
<th>MobileNet</th>
<th>MobileNet*</th>
<th>MobileNet+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All br.</td>
<td>43.8%</td>
<td>44.3%</td>
<td>44.3%</td>
<td>44.4%</td>
<td>44.8%</td>
<td>44.3%</td>
<td>44.0%</td>
<td>45.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 br.</td>
<td>43.8%</td>
<td>44.1%</td>
<td>44.3%</td>
<td>44.1%</td>
<td>44.1%</td>
<td>43.8%</td>
<td>45.2%</td>
<td>46.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To summarize, in addition to the illuminating results in Figure 6.6, our exploration on the content-aware design boosts the accuracy-latency frontier further.

We also evaluate the CAS with different feature extractors. On the snippet-level dataset, Table 6.4 shows the MSE, SRC, and recall of our full stack of techniques with different off-the-shelf and trainable feature extractors, on top of a 368-branch and a 3,942-branch FR+MB. The results show consistent lower MSE, higher SRC, and recall in the CAS of all feature extractors compared to the content-agnostic baseline.

We further study FastAdapt as a baseline on how a content-aware scheduler (FastAdapt+CAS) improves such off-the-shelf adaptive object detection systems. Table 6.5 shows light content features, though coming with only 4 values, are better than the content-agnostic baseline by 0.5% mAP. However, directly applying off-the-shelf content features does not always yield
accuracy improvements—when we train accuracy predictors on all branches, HoC, HOG, ResNet-50, MobileNet, and even trainable MobileNet’s results are all neutral or negative, compared to the light features’ results. Only the scheduler with the CPoP feature extractor achieves 0.5% mAP higher results than that with the light features, owing to these features extracted from the last layers of the object detector. Next, we narrow down the number of candidate branches to 200 (from 1,036 available ones), according to the scheme described in Section 6.3.4. In brief, we consider a subset of branches, top-$K$, which covers a large fraction of the optimal branches. With this reduced number of branches, we observe that a better performing setting is FastAdapt+CAS with the jointly trainable MobileNet feature extractor and accuracy predictor, with 1.4% higher mAP than the baseline. Reducing the number of branches can be considered as imposing a regularizer that drives the model away from noisy branches, i.e. those which just happen to be optimal for one (or a few) videos.

Finally, we further add the joint modeling of both content and latency requirements and reach an mAP of 46.1%, which is 2.3% mAP higher than the content-agnostic baseline. To summarize, it is hard to achieve an accuracy gain by simply plugging in an off-the-shelf feature extractor. Further, a smaller subset of branches using our technique can make the entire model easier to train and converge. This subsetting must be done carefully, ensuring (with high likelihood) that branches that appear on the Pareto optimal curve are not left out. A MobileNet feature extractor with the joint modeling of both content and latency requirements yields the best content-aware results. This aspect of joint training of the feature extractor gives another dimension of performance improvement of content-aware models on top of the content-agnostic performance (FastAdapt) (Figure 6.6).

6.5.2 Visualization

In Figure 6.7(a) and (b), we show a visualization to demonstrate the benefits of CAS over the MBODF with Faster R-CNN (FR+MB). In this example, the latency constraint is strict, only 20 msec per frame, and the scheduler has to either choose a larger $d_i$ (less frequent invocation of the detector and correspondingly, more frames on the object tracker), a smaller resolution of the object detector $rd$, or more efficient choices on other knobs. The
(a) Faster R-CNN + Multi-branch, or FR+MB (content-agnostic) chooses a branch of $d_i = 20$, $rd = 288$, $nprop = 100$, $rt = 25\%$, and $ct = 0.05$, given a 20 msec latency constraint.

(b) Faster R-CNN + Multi-branch + our Content Aware Scheduler, or FR+MB+CAS chooses a branch of $d_i = 50$, $rd = 384$, $nprop = 100$, $rt = 25\%$, and $ct = 0.05$, given a 20 msec latency constraint.

(c) Faster R-CNN + Multi-branch, or FR+MB (content-agnostic) chooses a branch of $d_i = 8$, $rd = 288$, $nprop = 100$, $rt = 25\%$, and $ct = 0.10$, given a 33.3 msec latency constraint.

(d) Faster R-CNN + Multi-branch + our Content Aware Scheduler, or FR+MB+CAS chooses a branch of $d_i = 20$, $rd = 384$, $nprop = 100$, $rt = 25\%$, and $ct = 0.05$, given a 33.3 msec latency constraint.

**Figure 6.7.** Qualitative results on comparing the content-agnostic FR+MB and content-aware FR+MB+CAS on two videos, one with a small squirrel, and the second, with a still snake. The first frame out of every 10 frames is visualized. The white boxes (dashed lines) show the ground truth annotations, the red boxes denote false positive boxes, and the green boxes denote true positive boxes. Predicted class labels and confidence scores are displayed on top of the detection boxes.

content-agnostic protocol FR+MB chooses a smaller resolution of the object detector to meet the latency constraint. This branch ($d_i = 20$, $rd = 288$, $nprop = 100$, $rt = 25\%$, and $ct = 0.05$) results in missing detections and wrong localizations for this video due to the small size of the object (small squirrel). In contrast, FR+MB+CAS, being content-
Figure 6.8. Accuracy-latency frontiers with post-processing techniques in the offline mode.

aware, smartly chooses a branch with a larger $d_i$ and a larger $r_d$. Such a branch allows precise calibrations on the frames with the object detector since the input resolution is higher ($r_d = 384$) and maintains correct detections with the object tracker over a longer GoF. We show another example in Figure 6.7(c) and (d) with a video of a still snake. The snake, with its camouflage, is localized wrongly by the FR+MB baselines in the third and the fourth frames due to the small resolution of the object detector ($r_d = 288$). In contrast, FR+MB+CAS, being content-aware, detects the snake correctly on all frames with a larger $d_i$ and a larger $r_d$. To summarize, given the MBODF with thousands of execution branches, CAS is able to choose a more accurate branch that is best adapted to the content and subject to the latency constraint.
Table 6.6. Accuracy comparison of FR+MB and FR+MB+CAS without post-processing techniques, with SBM, and with REPP post-processing techniques, given stringent latency constraints on the ILSVRC VID validation dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protocols</th>
<th>20.0 ms</th>
<th>33.3 ms</th>
<th>50 ms</th>
<th>100 ms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FR+MB+CAS+REPP</td>
<td>66.8%</td>
<td>70.8%</td>
<td>73.4%</td>
<td>74.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR+MB+CAS+SBM</td>
<td>66.7%</td>
<td>70.7%</td>
<td>72.5%</td>
<td>73.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR+MB+REPP</td>
<td>66.4%</td>
<td>70.1%</td>
<td>73.3%</td>
<td>73.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR+MB+SBM</td>
<td>66.2%</td>
<td>70.0%</td>
<td>72.4%</td>
<td>73.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR+MB+CAS</td>
<td>64.1%</td>
<td>68.3%</td>
<td>69.8%</td>
<td>71.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR+MB</td>
<td>63.6%</td>
<td>67.5%</td>
<td>69.7%</td>
<td>71.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.5.3 Further Discussions

Impact of Post-processing & Accuracy in Offline Mode. To fairly compare SmartAdapt with the accuracy optimized models, we apply REPP [192] and Seq-BBox Matching (SBM) [249] post-processing methods to our detection results in the offline mode. The averaged mAP improvement over FR+MB is 2.60% and 2.38%. While the latency cost of these processing techniques is heavily dependent on the number of objects in a given video, the overall averaged latency cost per frame is 24 msec for REPP and 9 msec for SBM.

The results of the accuracy-latency Pareto frontier branches are shown in Figure 6.8 (FR+MB+REPP and FR+MB+SBM). We observe that the post-processing techniques yield a larger accuracy improvement for the branches with higher latency. This is because those branches perform much more object detection than object tracking \((d_i \text{ is smaller})\) and the detection results from the object detector can benefit more than those from the object tracker due to the nature of the re-scoring techniques in REPP and SBM.

To study how the post-processing can benefit FR+MB+CAS in the offline mode, we compare the accuracy in Table 6.6 at stringent latency constraints. The results show that both REPP and SBM can benefit FR+MB+CAS, which is our best performing protocol. Further, REPP is slightly better than SBM and makes FR+MB+CAS+REPP the best performing protocol with post-processing techniques in the offline mode.
Furthermore, we have evaluated these post-processing methods in online mode. We empirically find the latency cost of REPP and SBM is significant larger in the online mode—277X and 385X larger than those in the offline mode, averaged on the entire dataset and measured on the TX2 board. Figure 6.9 uncovers the root cause of such large latency cost by showing the latency per frame vs. the number of objects in past frames. The basic version of post-processing considers all prior frames when doing post processing of the last frame. Hence, when considering later frames of a video, the total number of objects that need to be considered is cumulative and grows. We observe that as the number of objects accumulates in the later frames of a video, the latency to post-process the results increases linearly and reaches 8 seconds per frame when post-processing 1,900 objects in the past frames. Moreover, running post-processing for every frame in the online mode instead of doing once for the entire video (as is done in the offline mode) is another cause of such high latency cost. On the other hand, we also find that the accuracy improvement of the
post-processing techniques diminishes in the online mode as the technique has to operate in streaming mode, i.e. it cannot go back and refine the detection results of the past frames and it cannot use the detection results from the future frames. For example, the accuracy is 0.12%-0.61% mAP lower than that without post-processing technique in the SBM case. Thus, we conclude that post-processing iteratively for every frame, even for every $N$ frames, is not acceptable for our model in the online mode due to the significant latency cost and diminishing accuracy improvements.

**Offline Profiling Cost.** The cost of profiling MBODF to realize an Oracle scheduler and derive a snippet-granularity dataset to study content-aware accuracy is significant. Considering the 3,942-branch MBODF on top of the FRCNN object detector, in the basic case, we need to run every branch on the training and test datasets to collect its latency and accuracy. We deploy a set of engineering techniques to reduce the cost—(1) accuracy and latency profiling can be done separately, the former on the server, and the latter, on the embedded device but on a smaller set of videos since the latency does not vary significantly across videos for a given branch, (2) we profile the detector-only branches first and reuse the object detection results for other execution branches with $d > 1$, (3) the profiling of multiple execution branches can trivially be done in parallel and distributed in multiple servers. Combining these techniques, we are able to finish the profiling within 5 days on two servers (specs in Section 6.4).

**Overhead of the Content-aware Scheduler (CAS).** Though the CAS can further improve accuracy-latency frontier of the MBODF, we also evaluate the latency overhead of it because a naive design will result in additional overhead of the scheduler on top of the latency of MBODF. Figure 6.10 shows the latency breakdown in the CAS. The cost of light feature is zero, and the cost of ResNet50 and CPoP feature extractors are minor, since ResNet50 and CPoP features come from the object detector itself. The costs of the HoC and HOG features are intermediate, between 20 to 35 msec per run, adding a minor overhead considering its triggering frequency is between once every 8 to 50 frames. The cost of a MobileNet features, whether trainable or not, is around 65 msec per run.

Figure 6.11 further evaluates FastAdapt+CAS with execution runs at 33.3 msec latency constraint. The results show the latency of the execution kernel is almost the same and
summed latency meets the latency budget for all feature extractors (including the relatively expensive MobileNet), owing to a conservative branch selection strategy where the branch selector uses 95th percentile latency as the criteria to select branch. Furthermore, we find that the latency cost of MobileNet can be reduced by 20% using a smaller input resolution of 64x64x3, with less than 0.1% change on the output features—one of many optimizations that we can leverage to further reduce the cost. We also find that changing the floating point precision to 16 bits does not reduce the latency—an interesting lesson.

6.6 Conclusion

We have demonstrated in a multi-branch (video) object detection framework (MBODF) how to expose the right set of execution branches and then how to schedule the optimal one at inference time. We uncovered the importance of making a content-aware decision on the execution branch to run. Finally, we explored a content-aware scheduler SmartAdapt, an Oracle one, and then a practical one, which uses various light-weight feature extractors, to adapt at runtime to the content. We demonstrated that our method, notwithstanding its sim-
plicity, can adapt to a wide range of latency requirements (range of 40X), on a mobile GPU
device, NVIDIA Jetson TX2. SMARTADAPT, integrated with Faster R-CNN as the MBODF,
leads the Pareto optimal accuracy-vs-latency frontier over 7 baselines. SMARTADAPT out-
performs a content-agnostic MBODF baseline, FastAdapt, by 20.9%–23.6% mAP. Our work
can benefit from ongoing work in better feature extractors (to be used in our content-aware
scheduler), video object detection and tracking models, and post-processing algorithms.
7. CONCLUSION

Designing approximate streaming video analytic systems is challenging. Our journey starts from the video processing pipelines. VideoChef in Chapter 2 proposes to leverage the concept of canary inputs, an accurate error mapping model, and a directed search scheme to meet real-time processing speed with the guaranteed accuracy performance. We then look into a more challenging video object classification task. APPROXNet in Chapter 3 proposes a single-model approximation-enabled DNN and a set of integrated techniques in the system design to satisfy different requirements. Furthermore, APPROXDet advances the application domain to the video object detection task. This work proposes the joint design of the multi-branch object detection kernel and the content and contention aware scheduler to address the challenging problems in this area. Finally, LiteReconfig focuses more on the cost and benefit of being content-awareness to further strengthen the system design of the approximate video object detection systems. On the other hand, SmartAdapt looks into the design of multi-branch object detection framework and content features to further improve the accuracy-latency frontiers.

In short, this dissertation focuses on an important problem—approximation for streaming video analytics on mobile devices, proposes a set of integrated techniques with systems design to solve these problems, and evaluates on three popular streaming video analytic systems with the superior performance to the state-of-the-art work.
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